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The Distance Principle and Social-Economic Integration

Social-economlc balkanization of fche classrooms is a real problem and a threat to our

democratic sociefcy, bufc the solutions (such as CR112 ) should not include the gerryma.n-

de'ring of school districts.

Because in school redisfcricting, we should follow a basic principle: Do not unnecessarily

increase the distance for a student, to travel fcn a school, I call it the "distance principle"

and it should be fche primary consideration in the redisfcricting process: a longer distance is

warranted only when fchere is a capacifcy ufcilizafcion problGm or other immediate concorny.

If we ignore the distance principle and generate gerrymandered school districfcs just for

the sake of the social-economic integration ' imperativelt, then we will bring undue stress to

couutleHS studenLs and parenfcs, a stresH caused by extensive travel time to school. When a

student could go to a nearby school, but instead have to go to a school further away, this

means less sleep time, longer travel time, worse traffic congestion, elevated traffic-induced

anxiety, and more environmental pollution. Therefore, we should respect the disfcance prin-

ciple in fche school redisfcrictmg process.

With regards to the social-economic integration, I believe there are better ways to achieve

it2. For example, if we can design a, better system that includes ranked school choices by

parents^ afctractive magnet school programs, and student exchange programs, fchen we

may achieve better social-ecnnomic integration in the classrooms more efficiently.

In summary, it is a pitfall fco attempt the social-economic integration through the school

redisfcricting and boundary review process, because ifc tends to violate the distance principle

and results in gerrymandered school dis&ricfcs. Instead, we should promote social-economic

integration through a well-designed, incentivised system and people s free choices.

'GR112: Council Resolution 112-2019. Introduced by Ghrisfciana Mercer Rigby, Opel Jones a.nd Deb
Jung - A RESOLUTION requesting the Howard County Public School System to draft, approve, and imple-
ment a lawful multi-year Integration Plan to ensure that Howard County Public Scliools are integrated by
socioeconomic factors.

2Ka.hlenberg, Richard D., ct al. "Socioeconoraic Integration from an Equity Perspective." Center

for EducHfJon Equity, Mid-Atlantic Equity Consorfium (2017). https ://files,eric .ed.gov/fulltext/
ED585403.pdf
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Dear County Council Members:

My name is Audrey Fernandes and I am here to oppose CR 112.

Howard County is one of the most racially and socioeconomically diverse and inclusive

counties in our nation.

I live in perhaps the most racially diverse neighborhoods in the county represented by a
mix of African American, African, Asian, Latino, White and Southern Asian families. As

a woman of color I am angered and insulted by the racial implications of the CR112
proposal. We are not living in a post slavery period where racial desegregation needs to

be addressed.

Socioeconomic discrepancies are not foreign to my family or my neighborhood. I

immigrated to this country from East Africa at the age of 9. I grew up in apartment
complexes. I was a "latch key kid" without a stay-at-home parent. Our socioeconomic

status would not permit before & after care or after-school programs. My parents

immigrated to this country so I could be given a good education and more opportunities

to succeed.

The Howard County Public School System (HCPSS) is one of the most successful in
the state and the nation. As our Superintendent has said "all Howard County schools

are excellent." Kids from all socioeconomic backgrounds have the same access to the

same great teachers and same curriculum. Our Howard County schools do not

segregate in providing a better or worse education to the rich versus poor. There are no

inequalities in our education system or lack of access to education. Everyone is offered

the same public education.

Where inequity can occur is outside of the school where family resources may not be

able to provide for before & after care, after-school enrichment programs and tutoring.

Families from all socioeconomic backgrounds work hard and make sacrifices, but some

will need assistance in providing these types of resources for their children.

Listen to your constituents from lower socioeconomic income areas:

We are asking for before & after care in cases where it cannot be afforded or not offered

due to lack of enrollement. In other cases, there is a cap on the number of kids allowed

to enroll.



We are asking for funding for after-school programs such as chess, drama, robotics and

after-schoo! tutoring at our local schools.

We are asking to relieve overcrowding and reduce class sizes which will benefit

students and allow teachers to focus on education, instead of disciplinary issues. We

are asking for more schools to be built.

We are not asking for bussing. We are not asking for more funds to go to

transportation. We are not asking for further delays in school renovation and

construction.

Directly supporting the needs of our students and parents is what needs to happen...

not busing kids all over the county in the name of racial desegregation that has not
existed in this county for decades.

A school system cannot be held responsible for prior flawed housing development
policies resulting in clustered pockets of low income housing. It is the Howard County

Government's responsibility to enact a reasonable approach to development that does

not place the needs of wealthy land developers over the community. The onus of

decades of mismanaged development cannot, and should not be placed on the backs of

our children.

By invoking the spirit of the civil rights movement and the ghosts of perhaps the most
shameful period in our nation's history, CR 112 cheapens the sacrifices of those that
came before us. The underlying intention of wanting to help those in need is noble. It

is however wrong to wrap a social reform issue in the inflammatory language of race.

This proposal has stoked conflict around the county and has bordered on racial hate
mongering. I urge you to reject the CR 112 proposal.

Deal directly with the underlying problem of poverty and inequities that come along with
it by reconfiguring your budget proposals and invest it in the families and kids who need
help.

Our budgets are both financial and moral documents; it is through the budgeting and
housing development process that these issues need to be addressed; not on the backs

of our school system, children and families.

Thank you.

Audrey Fernandes
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Good evening Council Chair Rigby and Council Members. ACS is proud to serve as the
collective voice for over 160 member organizations and advocates. Throughout our 56-year
history, we have advocated on behalf of Howard County's nonprofit human service, cultural,
environmental and faith-based organizations and the individuals and families that they serve.

Recognizing that all Howard County parents want to create the best possible opportunity for
their children to succeed, I am proud, as Executive Director of ACS, to express our support for
Council Resolution 112-2019. We are incredibly iucky to live in a county that is beautifully
diverse - culturally, raclaily, and economically. It is a County with the capacity to prepare all of
our children to take their place in the cooperative economy of the 21st century where the ability
to work in groups, to incorporate diverse perspectives and to innovate in ways that meet the
needs of many is the key to success.

We are all familiar with the wealth of research showing that when schools are integrated, the
academic performance of children from more affluent families remains steady, white those from
less economically advantaged homes increases. Knowing this, it would be unconscionable to

be aware of the achievement gap that currently exists in Howard County and to fail to develop a
plan to integrate our schools. We have a duty to provide the best possible education for all
students.

Developing a plan that will maximize the outcome for all students will require that we
intentionaliy seek out the voices of ati sectors within our community, it will require that we work
to identify obstacles to success at the classroom, school, system, and community level, and that

we develop and continuaHy evaluate strategies to overcome them. It will require that we model
for our children the cooperative process that we know produces the best results. Integrating our
schools is not Just the right thing to do, it is the best thing we can do to truly prepare our children
for the world they will live in.

Thank you for the opportunity to convey our support for CR 112-2019.

Respectfully submitted,

J o a^i/ V n^^en/

Executive Director
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Ny name is Daniel Newberger, 1 live in the Pointers Run neighborhood of River Hill in Columbia.

Howard County sits on the fault line of two conflicting legacies. One is the legacy of James

Rouse, who envisioned Columbia as a garden for growing people — a community where people

of all races, religions, and economic circumstances couid !ive together. Howard County's other

legacy is not that of Jim Rouse, but of Jim Crow. This is the Howard County which took eleven

/ears to fully desegregate schools in defiance of Brown v. Board of Education.

Many in opposition to Resolution 112 are letting the flaws of the superintendent's plan for

desegregation overshadow the goodness of this resolution's intent. And while that plan is

clearly imperfect ~ hastily put together, flawed in many details ~ it speaks to the ideals and

vision of this council's Resolution 112, Ironically, many in opposition do care about social

justice. But apparently they will not support it if doing so means their kids go to a different

school a little bit further down the road.

The research and evidence is clear — schoois that are socially and economically and racially

integrated produce better outcomes for ail children. The resolution's opponents are either

ignoring the inequity that ails our schools, or are denying that desegregation is the proven best

solution, or are selfishly choosing to prioritize their families' wants over the needs of all the

county's children.

In America today, it is impossible to continue denying our everyday hypocrisy. We say we

believe in freedom as our neighbors are torn away from their children by armed agents of the

-Page lof2-
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state. We say we believe in justice as thousands of children in this county lack the essential

opportunities our own enjoy. Our true values are laid bare — we value our comfort and

convenience, our preferences and privilege, over the basic needs of our neighbors.

If the past few years have taught us anything, it's that history is not done with us. Progress is

not assured. The thing about gardens is, the work is not done once the seeds go into the

ground. The planting is just the beginning of the story.

So how will we define our own legacy? That we fought for convenience and comfort? That we

!et our fears overcome our ideals?

This council holds the true power to improve educationa! equity, more than the Board of

Education ever can. The zoning code, the affordable housing regulations, the Adequate Public

Facilities Ordinance — these are the tools for creating a more just and equitable Howard

County. Use them!

The people of Howard County have given you our trust. Earn it. Resolution 112 is a noble first

step and ! urge the council to pass it. But this must be just the beginning. Push harder! Work

faster! This council can sit back and !et business as usual rule the day, or it can stand up and

fight for a more equitable, more Just, Howard County. The good people of the county wil! join

you and we will carry the day. Let's get to work, together. Thank you.

Page 2 of 2 -



GO SLOW... Look in eye...

Hello Council. Please do not take any of my comments directed towards you individually. I know
you are all very passionate and dedicated people beyond what I couid ever know,

However, ! find the language in this resolution divisive and frankly insulting to me as a Howard
county resident. Howard county schools are in fact the least segregated in Maryland. We are a
national mode! for diversity and inclusions, i moved here with my bi-raciat family specifically for
this reason.

And even though I am in support of bridging the achievement gap, I am extremely troubled by
the way this resolution is written and how it is framed.

When I see mentions of slavery and other racially charged statements... I am made to feei that
somehow this Is directed at me and that I should feel some sort of shame ...

Then... These laundry list of WHEREAS statements (show PROP!) transition from race into
other superfluous/random/and otherwise unrelated statements that never actually tie back to the
final "ask" at the end of the document.

Essentially this is like the "sales pitch" before getting hit with the price... And similar to approach
by any salesman, my antennas instinctively perk up ... Only in this case ... I get this sinking
feeling that I am being manipulated...

The use of this intentionally incendiary and divisive language is a tactic appearing to be
deployed to divert our attention from the factual content. It feels like it is being done to "play on"
people's feelings and thus manipulate them into support based on "emotion rather than
intellect"... !f thoughtful discourse was the goal... there would be no need to infuse intentionally
explosive comments to detract from factual content...

Sticking with my "sales pitch" metaphor, Now, at the end of the doc, we are hit with the "price",.
This is where the hidden fees, and deferred payment schemes kick in... Oniy in this case, it is
done by using vague/non-specific language so that an "exact price" can never be computed...

Here it comes, and I quote :

"Approve Integration Plan to ensure integration by socioeconomic factors"

Let's dissect this statement...

Integration: A highly overloaded term (there are over 30 meanings on the WJkipedia
disambiguation page)... This term Is completeiy open to interpretation and almost always
means different things to different people...

Socioeconomic factors: Which factors exactly? There are dozens... which ones are your
referring to? Which ones are you "optimizing" for achieving?

So why would I reject this "price" estimate? Because I can't compute the cost, that's why!...
Might as well hook up direct deposit to my bank account.

In Conclusion: Agreeing to this resoiution is tantamount to giving the board a "biank check" to
interpret this vague and non-spedfic language as they see fit. And given the incendiary and



uneasy language used to convey this resolution I can't help but feel that a pre-conciuded
agenda is simply being put in motion here... And it would be irresponsible for us Howard County
citizens to give the board a "blank check" until this council and the board become more
transparent in this process.

While I strongly reject this resolution as it is written today, ! do believe in attempting to address
the achievement gap disparity in HoCo schools, and so I would be in favor of constructing a
more thoughtful Resolution, with less divisive language , less superfluous commentary, and
more specifics about the shared definition of "equity" (exactly what it means).. and then...
exactly which socioeconomic characteristics we are focusing on balancing in the name of
equity.

Thank you for your time.



Dear County Cound! Members,

i am writing as a taxpayer and long term community member to strongly oppose the purposed resolution
no, 112-2019 (CR-112), introduced by council members Rigby, Jones etc. Coming from a sodaiist country,

am still appalled to see such a reckless political agenda which would negatively impact our students and
communities for years to come in the name of equity and integration. I ask you to withdraw or veto this
resolution and develop more constructive solutions due to so many serious flaws in this resolution:

First,! must point out that the use of "segregated" in the resolution and press release is questionable.
!t sounds ail about race and social-economic balancing in the name of "integration". It's disappointing that
our own elected councl! members would issue such a negative, bigoted message regarding our inciusive
county and our fantastic school system which is recognized as leader in Maryland and the country in
quality, diversity and inclusion. These inflammatory languages call to mind the shameful period of Hlegai
racial segregation and civil right movement In the old era and stir painfut and unconstructive emotions. In
the backdrop of a country already ripped apart by politicians, this resolution, willingiy or unwillingly, is
creating the same detrimental effect, directing one group of citizen's resentments towards another group
of citizens and tearing this county apart in the name of race, privilege and poverty. This alarmist approach
panders to political agendas which should have no piace in our kids' education and future. To set records
straight, Howard County is not segregated, and Howard County is diverse. The language and pretext
of this resolution is simply false. !n 2017, the Baltimore Sun reported that "Howard County is the most
integrated school district in the region. . . . Children of different races — especiaily those who are black
and white — are more likely to sit next to each other in Howard than almost anywhere else in the state."
Also, according to the Maryland Equity Project of the University of Maryland, Howard County is the most
integrated schooi district in the region.

Second, the definition of segregated school used in the resolution is problematic and may have
unintended implications and serious consequences. in County Council's draft resolution, segregated
schools are "defined as schools where iess than 40% of the student population is white." This ciefinition
grossly ignores the fact that Howard County's schools serve a majority-minority student population with
only about 37% white students, so it is mathematicaliy impossible to integrate the schools, if a redistricting
plan instead caused each schoo! to perfectly represent the community's overall racial composition, then
segregation would get even worse. According to the County Council's definition, each school would be
then segregated. So, the County Council's draft resolution effectively calls upon the Board of
Education to reimpose 1950's era segregation upon the children of Howard County. In other words,
if the Board of Education commits actual segregation by designating some "Non-Whites Only" schools in
each category (elementary, middle, and high school), then it could conceivably ensure every other school
in the county meets the County Councii's standard of being more than 40% white students. it !ooks like
some council members didn't really think through this serious unlawful impiicatlons.

It is evident the resolution was drafted and released without necessary and proper consulting with
the Board of Education, and - frankly - anybody within the whole communities this resolution purports to
represent was disturbing. I am sure high-priced attorneys are consuited so it sounds lawful and PR proof,
ask the council members to respect the BoE's Independent jurisdiction and consult broader communities
before introducing any such disturbing resolution.

Third, trying to use the public-school system or redistricting to solve income and race imbalance
is the wrong approach as it does not so!ve the underlining issues with poverty concentration, nor does it
address the fundamental issues in under-performing schools, Bad county zoning, housing policies and
deteriorating family values in certain communities over years are causes to blame. By forcing
numerous working families to take on increased financial and loglstica! burdens, by robbing citizens of their



freedom to choose where to live and where to go to school, and by separating friendships our kids
established in their most formative years, this resolution and corresponding redistricting serves to rips our
communities apart and creates animosity and class warfare among our citizens. Please have a different
resolution or plan to fix these root problems instead of overstepping our pubiidy elected school board and
reshuffling the students around to re-balance numbers which doesn't solve deeper underlining problems
and can be counterproductive.

Fourth, Increasing FARMS rate and poverty concentration are complex issues and have many
causes (school system is not one of them). Overly relying on one single social economical measure
!ike FARMS rate without analyzing it holistically could lead to wrong conclusion and bad policy
making. Nationally FARMS rate has been increasing significantSy (See Table 1) over the last
decades. Howard county FARMS rate follows that trend but almost doubled during that period
(see table 2), still Howard county's FARMS rate of 22% is less than one third of the nations!
average which is at 73.6%. Whiie one may wonder why Columbia is so attractive to iow income
family, it is evident that Howard county does not become more segregated than it was 10 years
ago based on the % change of FARMS rate over 10 years across schoo! types (Elementary,
Middle and High schools) and even across all high schoo!s. Also, even the two high schools with
over 40% FARMS rate are stili lower than national average. So it is questionable to claim Howard
county school system is segregated or becomes more social-economicalty segregated just simpiy
based on FARMS rate changes. If we look at FARMS rate holistically, it may actually te!! a very
different story,

Last but not the least, Redistricting, and "student mobility" it creates, will hurt all students and
communities, including these at disadvantage. There are tons of comprehensive researches on student
mobiiity including redlstricting which dearly shows it would negatively impact students1 performance. Here
is just one sample research: " Student Mobility and the Increased Risk of High Schoo! Dropout", Russell
W, Rumberger and Katherine A. Larson, American Journal of Education, Vol. 107, No. 1 (Nov., 1998), pp.
1-35 (35 pages), Published by: The University of Chicago Press" which clearly underscores that schools
can adversely affect "student mobiSity" when dealing with overcrowding and redistricting. It concludes that
students who switched schools even once between eighth and twelfth grade were "twice as likely to not
complete high school." For more research evidence, here is the link to a comprehensive research scan
on how student mobility often associated with reduced education performance:

https://dme.dc.aoWsjtes/default/fiSes/dc/sites/dme/pLiblicatton/attachments/EC%20Mobiiitv%20Research
%20Memo%20-%20Meetina%205%20{June%202016).pdf

t urge you to reject the CR 112- 2019 plan and abandon this misguided endeavor and instead focus on
realigning our tax dollars with needs of Howard County's most vulnerable. Please fully fund the HCPSS
budget and invest in the families and kids who live in low Income communities and give them the
opportunities and resources necessary to succeed. Thank you!

Sincerely,

Shane Liu

Clarksville, MD
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Table 1. National FARMS Rate

Fiscal
Year

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Free Lunch

15.0

15.4

16.3
17.6

18.4

18.7

18.9

19.2

19.8

20.1

20.0

Reduced Price

-Millions
3,1

3.1

3.2

3.0

2.7

2.7

2,6

2.5

2.2
2.0

2,0

Full Price

12,6

12.5

11.9

11.1
10,8

10.2

9,2

8.8

8.5

8.2

8.0

Total

30,6

31.0

31.3

31.8

31.8

31.7

30.7

30.5

30.5

30.4
30.0

Percent Free/RP
of Total

%
59,3

60.1

62.6

65.3

66.6

68,2

70,5

71.6

72.6

73.3

73.6

Note: Data is from USDA FNS program website.

Table 2; HCPSS FARMS Rate

F/R Rate

School N.tim-

ELEMENTARY
MIDDLE

HIGH
ATHOLTON
CENTENNIAL

OLENELG

HAMMOND

HOWARD
LONG REACH
MARRIOTTSRIDG
MT HEBRON
OAKLAND MILLS

RESERVOIR

RIVER HILL

WILDE LAKE
HCPSS Total

tchool Yenr

Z007-

zoos

13.8%

11.6%

10.2%

4.6%

4.6%

2,3%

17.0%

5,6%

18,4%

2.9%

7.4%

24.1%

i 3.0%

4.8%

20.0%

12.3%

2008-

2009

15.2%

12.4%

1M%
6.0%

4.6%

1.6%

20.1%

5.6%

19.5%

3.7%

9.6%

25,9%

15.8%

5.3%

20.8%

13.5%

2009-

2010

17.4%

U3%
13.6%

6,6%

6.1%

1.9%

24.0%

8,9%

24.3%

4.7%

II A%
28.9%

18.1%

6.0%

26.2%

15.7%

2(110-

2011

18.9%

15.8%

1-1.7%

6.1%

7.5%

3.5%

25.3%

10.4%

26.4%

4.6%

12.7%

32.0%

20.1%

5.9%

27.6%

17.1%

2011-

2rti2

20.4%

17,fj%

15.5%

7.2%

7.1%

3.5%

26,6%

10.5%

27.9%

5.1%

1.7%

36.1%

21.6%

6.1%

29.2%

18.4%

2012-

2013

21.1%

18.7%

16,3%

7.1%

7.5%

3.3%

28.1%

10.8%

29.3%

4.8%

12.]%

38,3%

23.3%

6.4%

31.1%

19.2%

2013-

2914

21.9%

19.6%
17.0%

7.8%

8,8%

3.8%

31.2%

10.6%

30.1%

4,4%

12.6%

37.6%

24.2%

7,7%

32.9%

20.0%

2014"

2015

23.9%

20.3%

18.6%

8.5%

9.5%

4,4%

34.8%

f 2.0%

32.8%

5.2%

14.0%

^0.3%

24 J%

6,4%

37,5%

21,6%

2015-

2016

24.4%

20.9%

19.5%

8.5%

10.1%

3.7%

34,3%

11.8%

35.5%

4.8%

14,8%

44.3%

27.0%

4,6%

40.3%

22.2%

2016-

2017

25.1%

21.8%

20.0%

9.0%

11.1%

3.9%

35.8%

13.2%

35.6%

4.8%

15.4%

46.4%

26,9%

1,4%

40.2%

22.9%

Grand
Total

2(U%

17.5%

15,7%

7,1%

7,7%

3.2%

27.7%

10.2%

28.4%

4,5%

12,2%

35.2%

21.4%

5.5%

30.3%

18.4%

% Oiailge
2017 vs
2008

181.7%
187.9%
195.7%
194.8%
239.9%
170.4%
211.3%
236.6%
193.6%
163,2%
208.3%
192.6%
206.5%
28.8%

201.6%
185.6%

Note: River Hill FAMRS rate for 2016-2017 schoo! year and % Change seems to be an outlier and there are ///<©/y
data quality issue; This table was compiled from the repoit HCPSS FARMS Percentages bv School
FY08-FY17



County Council,

I'm here to oppose CR-112 and I'm directly addressing you as an individual taxpayer.

President Ronaid Reagan once said:"The most terrifying words in the English language are: I'm

from the government and I'm hereto help." President Thomas Jefferson said:"Awise and frugal

government,... sha!) not take from the mouth of labor the bread it has earned."

I'd like to speak of three things.

First: Achievement gaps. There is NO achievement gaps, period. Parents, and their children have

freedom to choose what areas they want to develop, and the areas that they focus on will show

the most improvement. Itjust so happens that most parents who want to focus on academic

development choose to go to certain schools and !ive close by so they have more time to help

their kids to learn and kids can have more time to sleep and study. There is however a so called

"Opportunity Gap" that's the direct result of how people choose to focus on ~ a well academically

rounded kid can find ajob relatively easily because such Jobs are everywhere, while a child who

focuses on baseball skill development has much less chance to find one because there's only one

Major League. So, is CR-112 telling people that they don't have freedom to choose their future

and have to all go the academic route?

Second: Segregation and Socioeconomic imbalance. Segregation is evil because at its root a
group of people think that they are superior than others. But in Howard County, 1 don't beiieve

anyone of the residents think that anyone is more superior than any other. In my neighborhood, I

have Asian, Indian, caucasian, African American, and even African neighbors all live peacefully

and harmonically together. It's a politica! stunt to claim socioeconomic imbalance after

segregation claim fails. The most effect way to rake in the votes istotefl a group of rather happy

people that ail their sufferings are caused by others. A society is bound to have income

differences. But not all who live close to a "good" school is rich. The reason I can live in my home

is because 1. ! choose to live close to it so my son can have more sleep and 1 can volunteer; 2. it is

my choice that my son's education is priority #1 in my family, before my nike shoes, my adidas

shirts, my iphone, my tv and cable services. BTW, i don't have tv and cable service at home

because ) choose to spend more time with my son on his homework. And CR-112 is telling me

that my son's academic achievement is unacceptable because his dad put his health and

academic success as priority #1.

Third: Socialism. I lived in a socialist regime for more than 20 years. I fought it 30 years ago on

the streets of China. I compare what you do here on par with what Chinese Communist Party did
in China. All socialist countries and their experiments have failed their people in the history. The

socialists use the name of "for the greater good" to pit people against people so they can benefit

from the fight to advance their own political agenda. And it soon will inevitably lead to

corruption, and we start to see the sign of it from the inner circles of elected officiats En this whole

circus show. CR-112wfil ruin the community by averaging out the illusive statistics white creating

a county government that wants to control every aspect of people's lives.

President Thomas Jefferson also said:"When government fear the people, there is liberty. When

the people fear the government, there is tyranny." And tyranny is what we are witnessing right

now that is trying to terrifying all of us by hurting the most vulnerable of all - our children.

CR-112 is complete unnecessary at its best; at its worst, a community future destroyer. We must

strike it down to send the message: the government is not the boss, we area And it cannot simply

do whatever it wants.
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9-18-19 Testimony in Support of County Council Resolution C112-2019

Although I no longer have children in Howard County schools, as a citizen of Howard County
and Columbia, I am appalled by the proposed redistricting plan that strengthens the economic
segregation of FARM students. We are too far down this road of biind adherence to harmful
policies to let this stand.

! understand the efficiency aspect of consolidating Free and Reduced Meal participants, but,
basing a redistricting plan on such a consideration is shortsighted and a detriment to our
children's education - proven by the school system's own June 2019, "Equity" report cited in
this resolution. That report's "Strategic Cali to Action" sounds positive and proactive, right? But,
then they turn around and draft a redistricting plan that counters that same cal! to action.

Education is about exposing our children to a wide range of perspectives and experiences
beyond just the concrete facts such as 2+2=4, that is assuming you are working in base 10,
because if you are working in base 3, you wiii discover that 2+2=11. The point of that being, is
that we box ourselves in by our assumptions and habits. We need to expand our children's
thinking and understandings, not box them in to limit their lives.

Being clustered economically has a deep effect on each child's self-esteem and social identity
within the community. These effects create ripples that extend through their families,
neighborhoods, our county, and beyond.

Economic segregation is as wrong as racial segregation, and in many parts of our society, it is
the same thing, the one being the excuse for the other, creating and entrenching systemic
discrimination.

Columbia was founded upon the principle of inclusion and diversity. That's why my family
moved here ~ because growing up within a diverse community, including economic diversity, is
a key component to the quality education we wanted for our children.

Redistricting on such an economic basis, especially in one of the richest counties in America, is
ridiculous! Especially when it undermines our children's education. The foundation of a school
redistricting p!an MUST BE the quality of our chiidren's education, if nothing else!

We are better than this! Our children deserve better than this!

We ali, need, a redistricting plan based on socioeconomic Desegregation!

I therefore, strongly support County Council Resolution C112-2019! and l^rg€~ytfLH3usyppeFt"4t~-'

Thank you.

Susan Tincher
5062 Summer Day Lane
Columbia, MD 21044



9/18/2019 Mali - deepak baskaran " Outlook

Fwd: county council testimony

deepak baskaran
Tue 9/17/2019 11:04PM

To: deepak baskaran <dupont_23@hotmaiLcom>

Hel!o, My name is Deepak Baskaran. I graduated from Centennial High School, and have lived in
Howard County for the past 30+ years. I don't oppose integration in our schools. What makes

this country great is integration of people and their cultures and backgrounds. To say that this
county is segregated and this is a dvi! rights issue is far from the truth. Facts state that Howard

county is one of the most diverse counties in the state and even the country. Census stats have

shown Caucasian percentages continue to fall whl!e minorities go up. What also makes this

country great is the freedom of choice that we are given as citizens. We all chose to live here!!

But I do oppose this bill because it has no guidelines for the Superintendent and the Board of
Education in the redistricting process and does not fix achievement gaps and equity. For instance

this year's Superintendent plan moves students at will without following poiicy 6010. I live in

Ellicott City and my 3 kids will be redistricted out of our neighborhood school that is UNDER
CAPACITY and just 1.8 miles away, to a school that is 3-4 times the distance. There is already

diversity in their school and the proposed school/ no race has a percentage over 50% in either

school. To move students out of their neighborhood school that is under capacity just to balance
FARM rates is unconscionabie. imagine if this was one of your kids to move them out of your

neighborhood school that is not even overcrowded. One of the perks of living in Howard county is
that we have communities that revolve around schools and local shopping centers. That was the

vision of James Rouse, !t is a reasonable expectation when you move into a community that your

children will be going to school that is close by. The reason why we have socio-economic

disparities is from the mistakes of your predecessors. Concentrating low income housing in

certain parts of the county and building large single family homes in other parts is why we have
this problem. Moving kids around the county is not the answer. We can agree that there needs to

be some form of redistricting because some schools are overcrowded and some are under

capacity and balancing student: teacher ratios to maximize student learning and to prevent

teacher burn out is necessary. But to dispiace kids at under capacity school will put undue harm

and emotional stress. What kind of precedence does this set? In my profession/ we live by the

notion first do no harm, Politicians and Superintendent are making a huge assumption that this

doesn't cause harm and stress for both groups of students that Superintendent wants to swap.

There are 2 main reasons why people move into Howard County, location and great schools.

How wifi the county attract new families when they are subject to school changes, not because of

over crowding/ not because of location/ and not even due to lack of diversity but to move kids just

based on family income- is that all it takes to move kids because that is what is happening now?

The kids are innocent and should not be used as pawns. Politicizing kids is the most disrespectful
thing you can do to your constituents. This redistricting plan puts kids' needs in the background

instead of front and center. There needs to be more research and data to find the best solutions

to close achievement gaps and improve equity. I know the intention of this resolution is good but I

feel there needs to be more taken into consideration- guidelines and limitations of the

Superintendent and the BOE to prevent what is happening now. Thank you for your time.

https://outlook.live.com/maii/inbox/Jd/AQMkADAwATExADVjNyOOYzM1LWQ1MmEtMDACLTAwCgBGAAADVrpMex3HRUC%2FFEMK7BaahwcAvFKL... 1/1



GO SLOW... Look in eye...

Hello Council. Please do not take any of my comments directed towards you individually. ! know
you are a!! very passionate and dedicated people beyond what I could ever know.

However, I find the language in this resolution divisive and frankly insulting to me as a Howard
county resident. Howard county schools are in fact the least segregated in Maryland. We are a
national model for diversity and inclusions. I moved here with my bi-racial family specifically for
this reason.

And even though i am in support of bridging the achievement gap,! am extremely troubled by
the way this resolution is written and how it is framed.

When I see mentions of slavery and other racially charged statements... I am made to feel that
somehow this Is directed at me and that I should fee! some sort of shame ,..

Then... These laundry list of WHEREAS statements (show PROP!) transition from race into
other superfluous/random/and otherwise unrelated statements that never actually tie back to the
final "ask" at the end of the document.

Essentially this is like the "sales pitch" before getting hit with the price... And similar to approach
by any salesman, my antennas instinctively perk up ... Only in this case ... ! get this sinking
feeling that I am being manipulated...

The use of this intentionally incendiary and divisive language is a tactic appearing to be
deployed to divert our attention from the factuai content. It feels like it is being done to "play on"
people's feelings and thus manipulate them into support based on "emotion rather than
intellect"... If thoughtful discourse was the goal... there would be no need to infuse intentionally
explosive comments to detract from factual content...

Sticking with my "sales pitch" metaphor, Now, at the end of the doc, we are hit with the "price",.
This is where the hidden fees, and deferred payment schemes kick In... Oniy in this case, it is
done by using vague/non-specific language so that an "exact price" can never be computed...

Here it comes, and I quote:

"Approve Integration Plan to ensure integration by socioeconomic factors"

Let's dissect this statement...

Integration: A highly overloaded term (there are over 30 meanings on the Wikipedia
disambiguation page)... This term is completely open to interpretation and almost always
means different things to different people...

Socioeconomic factors: Which factors exactly? There are dozens... which ones are your
referring to? Which ones c^re you "optimizing" for achieving?

So why would I reject this "price" estimate? Because I can't compute the cost, that's why!...
Might as well hook up direct deposit to my bank account.

In Conclusion: Agreeing to this resolution is tantamount to giving the board a "blank check" to
interpret this vague and non-specific language as they see fit. And given the incendiary and



uneasy language used to convey this resolution 1 can't help but feel that a pre-conciuded
agenda is simply being put in motion here... And it would be irresponsible for u? Howard County
citizens to give the board a "blank check" until this councii and the board become more
transparent in this process.

While I strongly reject this resolution as it is written today, I do believe in attempting to address
the achievement gap disparity in HoCo schools, and so 1 would be in favor of constructing a
more thoughtful Resolution, with less divisive language , less superfluous commentary, and
more specifics about the shared definition of "equity" (exactly what it means).. and then...
exactly which socioeconomic characteristics we are focusing on balancing in the name of
equity.

Thank you for your time.



September 18,2019

Jonathan Weiner

5007 Altogether Way
Clarksvil!e,MD21029

Re:CR112

I am a resident of Howard County, business owner, and volunteer in my community as a sports

coach, Boy Scouts Den leader, and volunteer at my children's school.

I am testifying to inform the County Council that I find the language in Resolution No.112-2019
to be inflammatory and unnecessary to achieve the goals of increasing racial diversity in schools

and the integration of children from lower income families into schools with low participation
rates in the Free and Reduced Meal (FARM) program.

I propose removing lines 1 to 21 from the first page of the resolution.

The County Council has the authority and power to effect legislation that changes policies
relating to housing density, land use, taxation, and budgeting of county resources for schools,

among other powers. It is my belief that the Council can legislate in tangible ways to enact laws

to achieve its goals rather than directing the Board of Education (a group of elected citizens

without expertise in social engineering and broad public policy) to rezone school polygons to
make up for unfortunate periods in our nation's history, namely slavery and segregation. I hope

the County Council can understand how citizens affected by the Board of Education's
redistricting plan will view this resolution as Council members' over-reaching and grand-

standing.

The Board of Education's redistricting plans are governed by written policies which the
community trusts will guide their decision to rezone polygons to different schools. Resolution

CR112 is unnecessary and muddies the community's understanding of this process.

Thank you for your time,

Jonathan Weiner



Janice Ford

13695 Old Rover Rd

West Friendship/ Md. 21794

Janiceford2015@gmail.com

CR112-2019 FOR

Good evening/ mynameisJanice Ford and I have been a resident of western Howard County for

33 years. I am a retired Howard County teacher and taught at Swansfield Elementary for 20

years. After retiring/1 spent three years substitute teaching in neighboring schools in the western

part of the county, it is through these experiences that I feel qualified to speak to the state of

education In our county. We are a county with two distinct school systems/ not onel By way of

the housing development in this county we have schools segregated by economic levels. As an

example/ rny last year at Swansfidd Elementary there was a kindergarten class that had 24

students in it and barely a handful spoke English! That fall I substituted at Bushy Park Elementary

and there was a kindergarten class that had 19 students in it and most of them could already

read! Can you guess which of these classes will post the better scores on the state mandated

testing in three years!

People will say, well schools like Swansfield need more help/ yes they do/ however/ that help

costs money! We all know/ no one wants their taxes to go up! Opponents of this bill wii! be the

first to scream NO NEW TAXES when additional funding is requested from the school system.

What to do? Well we could do nothing or we could better utilize the personnel and programs

that are already in our school budget and spread the neediest populations to less burdened

schools. The special education staff/ the ESOL staff and the guidance staffs at the high FARMs

schools are stretched to the limit trying to meet all the needs of a population that struggles

financially. I worked under a great principal/ Earl Slacum/ that used to remind his faculty that as

the end of the month nears to be patient with our students as their home situation becomes

more tenuous as the money runs out, but the needs of the families do not.

By taking into consideration the socio-economic leve! of the student body when redistricting

schools we will create a better balance of the student population and make better use of the

personnel we already have in our county. I strongly believe that an fully integrated student body

wili only strengthen the high outcomes we as a county are known for!

Thank you.



September 18,2019

A Call for Equal Dignity and a Measured Approach to Socioeconomic Integration II

Dear Members of the County Council of Howard County, Maryland:

Our names are Ryan Pollard and Jennifer Pollard. We are writing this letter to oppose
Resolution No. 112 - 2019 ("Resolution"). We deliver this letter to you, the Members of the
County Council of Howard County, Maryland ("Council"), with the support of our fellow
community members. We thartk you in advance for your time and consideration in reviewing
this letter.

By calling upon the Howard County Board of Education ("BOE") to adopt a multi-year
Integration Plan (<iPldn"), the Council ignores that the Council largely created achievement
gaps and socioeconomic dipartites m Howard County students and has the tools to fix such
issues.

The Council s policies largely created achievement gaps and socioeconomic dipartites in
Howard County students and has the tools to fix such issues. As noted in our attached letter to
the BOB, titled A Call for Equal Dignity and a Measured Approach to Socioeconomic
Integration ("Letter"), socioeconomic balancing or integration has undeniable positive and
substantial effects with little-to-no measurable downside when carried out properly. In fact,
socioeconomic integration has been shown to help Black or African American students
academically and into adulthood, and, more specifically, causes high school dropout rates to be
reduced by up to nearly 15% and decreases the likelihood of living in poverty after graduation by
up to 11%. Additionally, socioeconomic balancing has been shown to extend past simply
improving graduation rates; it leads to students receiving Free and Reduced-Price Meals
("FARM") meeting or exceeding the academic performance of the applicable county, with
improvements in one study, being up to 32% improvement on test scores.2

As a community, we have no desire to ignore or prevent the improvements that can be
gained from socioeconomlc integration, and in the Letter we suggest the best approach to effect
meaningful socioeconomic integration. We, however, oppose the Council's involvement in this
effort, and believe that the Council should lead by example rather than request that the BOB fix
the issues created by the Council. It is well recognized that socloeconomic integration, and, as a
result, narrowing achievement gaps, is best achieved through socioeconomic integration of
housing. In fact one leading study in this area from Montgomery County, Maryland, found that

' Johnson, R.C. (August 2015). Long-Run Impacts of School Desegregation & School Quality on Adult
Attainments, retrieved at !Utj)s://^sppEJ?erkelev.edii/~rLickerJ/Joiinsoii_scliQo!desegre^atiQii_N 1 6664.pdf.

2 Hanover Research (February 2013). Impact ofFree/Reduced Lunch School Composition on Student Achievement,
retrieved at h tt^ps ://ww w .^ssaweb_. o vg./wp i-conten t/np! oa d s/2015,04/1 nipact-o f-F' ree-Rcd u ced-L u nc h - Schooi -
Coniposition-on-Studenl-Achieveiiieiil-l.pdt^fecjid^

SIOvReZJSLIt5hh17.0qMFasH2nRxxe5AeULLOi7W4R4.
3 Schwartz, H. (Oct. 16, 2010). Housing Policy is School Policy: Economically Integrative Housing Promotes
Academic Success in Montgomery County, Maryland, retrieved from https://tcf.org/contcnt/cQmmentary/^^
ppiicv-is-sciipol-policy/?agre Chetty, R. & Hendren, N. (May 2015). The Impacts ofNeghborhoods on
Intergenerational Mobility: Childhood Exposure Effects and County-Level Estimates, retrieved from
tlUl^'//scliol£t\v,!ia!'vai'd,edu/f!les/hendt-cn/f1les/i1!bhds_pap.er.jx[f; Ihlanfeldt, Keith (June 26, 2018). Affordable

Housing and the Socioeconomic Integration of Elementary Schools, retrieved at
https://]^ink.springer.conii/articie/10.1007/s! 1146-018-9665-0: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development



FARM students living in mixed-housing communities, which have schools with 20% or less
FARM students overall, perform equally as well as their more affluent peers. It is within the
Council's purview to create housing policies and initiatives that lead to such balanced
communities.

The Council's current plans, however, only exacerbate the issue as evinced in the
PlanHoward 2030 adopted by the Council ("2030 Plan"). The 2030 Plan provides that diverse
housing locations are'directed inside the Howard County's growth boundary, referred to as the
"Priority Funding Area."5 The Priority Funding Area is limited to the eastern 40% of Howard
County,6 which contains the high schools with the highest percentage of FARM students and the
largest achievement gaps in Howard County.7 Further, the Council's current plan is to increase
the affordable housing options in these school districts heavily-concentrated with FARM
students. In fact, the Council justifies this approach because these heavily concentrated school
districts are "location efficient."8 More specifically, the Council believes that these areas

provide "convenient access to employment, schools, services, and public transit and/or other low
cost transportation alternatives to the automobiles such as walking, hiking, or carpooling, etc."
(emphasis added).9 In calling upon the BOE to prioritize socloeconomic integration, this may
cause significantly longer bus rides, including some one way trips in excess of one hour,10 and
defeat the model of efficiency that the Council is attempting to achieve.

The side effect of having a "location efficient" approach is that it necessarily concentrates
affordable housing options to a limited number of areas. This Is at least recognized by the
Council. One recital in the Resolution provides that "past developments in Howard County have
lacked diversity of housing types ... compounding socioeconomic inequalities ...." But, the 2030
Plan, which was amended as recently as February 5, 2018, does not demonstrate any change.
The Council in the 2030 Plan highlights sample affordable housing projects as models for the
future.11 Among these projects, the Ellicott Gardens, Guilford Gardens, and Htlltop and Elllcott
Terrace projects are slated to provide a total of 479 affordable housing units in the Howard
High School, Hammond High School, and Centennial High School districts. These three high
school districts are among the most overcrowded high schools in Howard County, with capacity
utilization rates of 136%, 116%, and 120%, respectively.13 Further, Hammond High School is
one of the most concentrated FARM schools in Howard County with 40% FARM students.14
Adding FARM students to overcrowded Howard High School and Centennial High School,
makes it difficult for these schools to absorb FARM students from neighboring schools such as
Long Reach High School and Oakland Mills High School, which have 47% and 45% FARM

Office of Policy Development and Research (n.d.). How Housing Mobility Affects Education Outcomes for Low-
Income Children, retrieved at https;//wwwJHiduser.gov/prtal/periodicals/eiiVfalll4/highligiU2.httni.
'iSchwartz, supra,

5 See Page 125 ofthe Plan.
6 Id.

7 See Superintendent Michael Martirano's Attendance Area Adjustment Plan, dated August 20, 2019.
8 See Page 125 of the 2030 Plan.
9 Id.

10 See Letter.

u See Page 124 of the 2030 Plan.
12 Id.

13 See Superintendent Michael Martirano's Attendance Area Adjustment Plan, dated August 20, 2019.
14 See Superintendent Michael Martirano's Attendance Area Adjustment Plan, dated August 20, 2019.



students, respectively. Because the schools in the eastern part of Howard County have
overcrowding issues and excessively high percentage of FARM students, the BOB has limited
options to address the issue. One option is to bus students from the western schools east and
students from the eastern schools west, which is the approach taken in Superintendent Michael
Martu'ano's Attendance Area Adjustment Plan, dated August 20, 2019. This approach wilt harm
the residents of Howard County and has been shown to lead to excessive bus rides as well as:15

Lowered academic performance;
Drowsiness;

Hyperactive, impulsive, and opposltional behaviors;
Profoundly impacted ADHD symptoms;
Increased sports injury in student athletes;
Symptoms of depression;
Limited ability to participate in extracurrlcular activities; and
Increased driving accidents.

The BOB can only balance socioeconomics in Howard County schools to a limited extent
if the Council will continue to exacerbate the problem. If the Council desires to balance
socioeconomics and limit achievement gaps in Howard County, rather than continuing to permit
affordable housing in a limited number of areas and compounding the issue in the name of
"location efficiency," it can lead by example and take a more balanced approach to affordable
housing in Howard County. The Resolution, however, simply pushes the problem to the BOE, a
state agency that has less tools available to solve the issue.

The power to establish the attendance area of schools in Howard County is a Maryland State
power retained through the BOB, and in the Resolution) the Council inappropriately attempis
to exercise the power of the State of Maryland.

In attempting to pass the Resolution, the Council is inappropriately trying to exercise
powers reserved to the State of Maryland. The BOB is empowered by the State of Maryland to
determine the education policies of the Howard County school system and the attendance area
for each school. In fact, in upholding the sovereign immunity of the county boards of
education, Maryland courts have long recognized that county boards of education as agencies of
the State and not the county.17 More specifically, courts have found that the "mission [of county
boards of education] is to carry out a State, not a county, function."18 Accordingly, it is
inappropriate for the Resolution to call upon the BOE to carry out the Council's county-desired
function of integration.

The Council's attempt to pass the Resolution violates the separation of powers
established in the State of Maryland. When looked at a national level, separation of powers is

ls See Letter.

16 See the Annotated Code of Maryland, Education Article, Sections 4-108 and 4-109,
17 Board ofEduc. of Prince George's County v. Prince George's County Educators' Ass'n, Inc., 309 Md. 85,95-96 n.

3, 522 A.2d 931 (1987); State v. Bd. ofEduc. of Montgomery County, 346 Md. 633, 635 n. 1, 697 A.2d 1334
(1997); Board ofEduc. of Prince George's County v. Town ofRiverdaIe, 320 Md. 384, 387 n. 3, 578 A.2d
207; Board ofEduc. of Prince George's County v. Secretary ofPersonnel, 317 Md.34,44, 44 n. 5, 562 A.2d 700
(1989).
18 Hornbeck v, Somerset Co. Bd. ofEduc., 295 Md. 597, 458 A.2d 758 (1983).



one of the founding principles in the United States. In fact, separation of powers is what allowed
the Supreme Court to find segregation laws unconstitutional and desegregate our nation in
Brown v. Board of Education and other hallmark cases. Ironically, the Council is attempting to
erode this very principle by passing the Resolution. This approach can lead to significant
negative impacts.

The BOE already factors socioeconomic integration into Its school area adjustment
analysis. Specifically, the BOE's Policy 6010(IV)(B)(3)(b) requires the BOB to consider "the
socioeconomic composition of the school population as measured by participation in the FARMs
program." Accordingly, integration is already taken into account by the BOB, but the Council
wants greater emphasis on integration. An over emphasis on socioeconomic integration in
Howard County's school system as opposed to a balanced approach leads to harms to our
students generally (including those outlined above), vitiating Howard County's communities,
and providing little net value, all as outlined in the Letter.19 The Council conveniently does not
contend with these negative impacts in the Resolution. Fortunately, however, the BOB, and not
the Council, is charged with providing quality education and equal educational opportunities for
all children,20 further exemplifying the importance of the Council allowing the BOB to maintain
its independence. The Council should nonetheless be well aware of the side effects of focusing
on one or a few items without balance, because things like "location efficiency" have given rise
to the achievement gap disparities and socioeconomlc issues in Howard County.

The Resolution creates constitutional issues.

While the Council in the Resolution calls upon the BOB to "lawfully" implement a multi"
year Integration Plan, the foundations for its request are unconstitutional. The United States
Supreme Court m Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1
found that it is unconstitutional to rely upon race classifications in making school assignments.
In its recitals, which provide the foundation for the request to implement an Integration Plan, the
Resolution focuses on, among other things - the troubling history of "separate but equal," Plessy
v. Ferguson, Brown v. Board of Education, the percentage of segregated schools, the decline of
diversity in Howard County schools ~ and ati of these factors focus on race. Said another way,
the recitals in the Resolution focus heavily on race and only on FARM students to a limited
degree. Accordingly, the Resolution asks that the BOE satisfy an unconstitutional motive under
the veil of a "lawful multi-year Integration Plan." Such an approach is questionable at best, and
does not exemplify good leadership to the students of Howard County.

t9 See the Letter.

20 BOB Policy 2000 (IV)(B)(2)(e).
2ERetrievableat551 U.S. 701.



In closing, we are proponents of a socioeconomic integration plan that takes a balanced
approach and accounts for the interests offf// students in Howard County. For the reasons
outlined above, however, we ask that the Council vote against the Resolution, lead by example
through better housing policy, and allow the BOE to effect attendance area adjustments through
its own policies and the powers granted to it by the State of Maryland as intended by the State.

Sincerely,

r^
re: ^— <^^'Signnlure: F^'— 'Y ^w ~ Signature:,

Name; Ryan P^l-l^rcl Name; Jcmij
Street: Twelve Hilis Rd. Street: Twelve Hills Rd.



Attachment

The Letter is attached hereto and begins on the following page.



September 11,2019

A Call for Equal Dignity and a Measured Approach to Socioeconomic Integration

Dear Members of the Howard County Board of Education:

Our names are Ryan Pollard and Jennifer Pollard. We are writing this letter to oppose
Superintendent Michael Martirano's ("Superintendent") Attendance Area Adjustment Plan,
dated August 20, 2019 ("Superintendent's Plan"). We live in Polygon 1200 and deliver this
letter to you, the Members of the Howard County Board of Education ("BOB"), with the support
of our fellow community members set forth at the end of this letter. We thank you in advance
for your time and consideration in reviewing this letter and reviewing the Superintendent's Plan.

Summary of letter discussion points.

While the Superintendent is well-intentioned, the Superintendent's Plan fails to achieve
meaningful results in light of the substantial changes required, causes a number of significant
negative impacts on our students, ignores the conditions established by the BOE to develop and
adopt attendance area adjustments, and, as a result of the foregoing, strains the trust of the
community. The Superintendent's Plan calls for redistricting 7,396 students and generally
increases commuting times and distances, including more than doubling the school commuting
travel times and distances for the students ofPolygon 1200. The effects of this are shown to
have a detrimental impact to students both mentally and physically.

We oppose the Superintendent's Plan as a whole and ask the BOB to take a more
balanced approach to the attendance area adjustment plan, keeping the students ofPolygon 1200
at River Hill High School ("RHHS"). Using "Option 1" in the 2019 Feasibility Study—An
Annual Review ofLong-Term Capital Planning and Attendance Area Adjustment Options (the
"Feasibility Study") as a starting point is better because it presents a more balanced approach.
Under the Superintendent's Plan, however, Polygon 1200 has no connecting roads with the
neighboring polygons also being redistricted to Wilde Lake High School ("WLHS"), resulting in
longer commute times for Polygon 1200 students and an inefficient use of the County's
resources. Additionally, it is the only polygon from its elementary school that will be sent to
WLHS.

If, however, the BOE is determined to proceed with the Superintendent's Plan with

limited modification, Polygon 1200 should be redistricted from RHHS to Glenelg High School
("GHS") instead of Wilde Lake High School ("WLHS"). The Superintendent's Plan turns

Polygon 1200 into a land island in that it clumps Polygon 1200 with polygons that do not have
directly connecting roadways despite being geographic neighbors with Polygon 1200. By the
same token, the Superintendent's Plan segregates Polygon 1200 from geographlcally-
neighboring polygons that do have directly-connecting roads. This approach further exacerbates
the travel times and distances for Polygon 1200 students in attending high school. The negative
impacts can be limited by redistricting Polygon 1200 under the Superintendent's Plan to GHS.
Further, because there is limited benefit in redistricting students in the near term, and because
changing schools is associated with lower academic performance, we ask that the BOB exclude
Polygon 1200 students currently attending RHHS from the Superintendent's Plan.



A focus on Policy 6010 of the BOB shows that the three primary factors used to review
or develop any attendance area plan—(1) Facility Utilization, (2) Community Stability, and (3)
Demographic Characteristics of Student Population—are largely ignored in the Superintendent's
Plan and that, as a result, the Superintendent's Plan produces significant adverse Impact, such as
dismption to the community, with little positive benefit. "Equity" is used to justify the adverse
effects to many students caused by the approach taken in the Superintendent's Plan, but this
equity is primarily focused on balancing students receiving Free and Reduced-Price Meals
(FARM") across schools. A core responsibility of the BOB, however, is providing quality
education and equal educational opportunities for all children. It is in this vein that we ask that
the BOE maintain equal dignity for all students in Howard County.

Lastly, we focus on the driving force for the Superintendent's Plan—FARM balancing.
While we welcome FARM students to our community to achieve the many positive impacts it
provides to them, the forced-busing approach adopted under the Superintendent's Plan will not
achieve those results but will negatively impact our students. A cholce-based approach to
socioeconomic balancing is a more measured approach and has been shown to achieve positive
results with little downside impact. It is in this vein that we ask for a measured approach to
socioeconomic integration.

The Superintendent's Plan will have a significant negative impact on students.

The Superintendent's Plan will create significant adverse effects on the students of
Polygon 1200, which is in direct contradiction to one of the BOE's core responsibilities-
providing quality education and equal educational opportunities for all children.1

According to Google Maps,2 the approximate average distance from Polygon 1200 to
RHHS is 4.1 miles using highways and 4.7 miles without using highways. HCPSS provides that
the current bus route from Polygon 1200 to RHHS is 38 minutes, with the bus slated to arrive at
the first stop ofPolygon 1200 at 6:27 a.m. and at RHHS at 7:05 a.m. A transition from RHHS to
WLHS will more than double the travel distance. If it is assumed that the bus goes directly from
Polygon 1200 to WLHS, which is admittedly an unrealistic assumption for reasons discussed
later, the approximate average distance from Polygon 1200 to WLHS is 9.8 miles using
highways and 9.9 miles without using highways.3 The additional distance translates to an
increased bus time of between 49 minutes and 68 minutes.4 The figures in Attachment A at the
end of this letter provide an illustration of the information presented in this paragraph.

! BOB Policy 2000 (IV)(B)(2)(e).
2 Unless otherwise noted, all distances, travel times, and routes in this letter are determined using Google Maps.

3 This is likely an underestimate because it assumes using the most efficient routes which cannot occur given the
land-Iocked nature ofPolygon 1200. See discussion in next section.
4 The low-end estimate adds the additional time using the most efficient route, which underestimates the total bus
ride. The high-end time extrapolates the total time using a conversion factor determined by dividing the current
mileage to RHHS by the current bus route time and applying that factor to the added distance to WLHS. The high-
end time is also likely an underestimate due to the landlocked nature ofPolygon 1200. See the discussion in the
next two sections.



Increasing the distance and commuting time for the students ofPoiygon 1200 has specific
and measurable adverse impacts on the students. A one-way commute time of 49 to 68 minutes
well exceeds the general United States average commute time of 26.1 minutes as set forth by the
United States Census Bureau and the approximate average commute time of students 15 to 19
years of age of 18 minutes.6 Further, studies show that increased student commute times have a
profoundly negative impact on sleep and exercise. Students with commutes under 30 minutes
have been shown to exercise an hour and 15 minutes more than those with commutes over 30
minutes.7 The Superintendent's Plan causes the Polygon 1200 students to well exceed this 30-
minute threshold. In fact, one study found that each additional minute of commuting correlates
to a 1.3 minute loss of sleep,8 To put this in perspective, redistricting Polygon 1200 students to
WLHS can cause a loss of sleep of 14.3 to 39 minutes,9 with the actual loss of sleep likely being
toward or in excess of the higher end of the spectrum due to the unique land island nature of
Polygon 1200 discussed below. This loss of sleep Is exacerbated by the fact that general sleep
trends show that inadequate sleep begins as young as age 6 and increases as children age without
the additional stressor of significant commute times. °

Inadequate sleep among school-age children can lead to significant harm to our children.
Inadequate sleep has been linked to the following, among other things:

Lowered academic performance;11
Drowsiness;
Hyperactive, impulsive, and oppositional behaviors;
Profoundly impacted ADHD symptoms;14
Increased sports injury in student athletes;15 and

5 U.S, Census Bureau (Dec. 7,2017). Average One-Way Commuting Time by Metropolitan Area, retrieved from

tittps://\vww.census,gov/library/visuRiizalioiis/lnteractive/lravel-t!me^htni!.

6 Voulgaris, C.T., et. Al (Aug. 23. 2017). Tired of Commuting? Relationships among Journeys to School, Sleep,
and Exercise among American Teenagers; Florida, R. (May 7, 2019). Long School Commutes Are Terrible for
Kids, retrieved from htfps;//www,cilylab,com/!ife/2019/05/luaii-sclioo)-coni^
teens/588850/.
7 Florida, supra,

8/f/.

9 Extrapolated by using the time range of 49 and 68 minutes over the current 38-minute commute and multiplying by
1.3.

10 Hawkins, S.S. & Takeuchi, D.T. (May 17,2016). Social determinants of inadequate sleep in US children and
adolescents, retrieved at https://vv\vw.ncbi ,nlmjulLKoy/pnic/Rrtlcies/PMC5Q129J)7^
n Page!, J.F. & Kwiatkowski, C.F. (Nov. 16, 2010). Sleep Complaints Affecting School Performance at Different
Educationa) Levels, retrieved at https://\vwwjTicbi,ni!n,niii.gov/pinc/afticies/E:>MC2995620/; Bugueno, M, et al.

(Sept. 14, 2017). Quality of sleep and academic performance in high school students, retrieved at
IUtps://www.ncbi,nini.iii!i,gov/E?ybnwd/29424396; Hangouche, A., et al, (Sept. 7, 2018). Relationship between poor

quality sleep, excessive daytime sleepmess and low academic performance in medical students, retrieved at
https://\vww,ncbi,nlm,nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6135210,.

12 American Sleep Association (n.d.). Drowsmsss: Causes, Treatments, and Prevention, retrieved at

https:/Avww.sleepassociatio!i.org^!eep-disorders/nwLe-sleep-disorders/drowsiness-causes-treatnwnts-preveiUiQn_/;.

13 National Sleep Foundation (n.d.). ADHD and Sleep [article], retrieved at
htips://\vww.s!eepfoundat(on,ofg/arlic!es/adh(l-and-sleeiL
M Id.

^Minnesota Sleep Society (n.d.). Sports Related Injury and Performance [article], retrieved at
h ltps;//www,mns Jeep .net/schooj^sta ft -t i me- too j k i t/why" i in prove-si e ep- fof-tee nage-st nde nts/cv idence- con fi Fnn s - E i nk-

belweeii-teen-sleep-biology-aiicl-h^proved-oulcomes/sports-related-iimi^y-siKi-perfoi'nian Milewski, etal.,



Symptoms of depression. 16

Increasing commuting distances and reducing sleep also exacerbates the risks associated with
teenage driving. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ("CDC"), driving
accidents are the leading cause of death among teenagers. The fatal crash rate per mile driven is
nearly twice as high for 16 and 17 year-olds (i.e., new drivers in high school) compared with 18
and 19 year-olds.17 In addition to inexperienced drivers, the CDC lists drowsiness among the
leading causes of teen crashes.18 This concern is only compounded when extracurricular
activities, many of which can have students involved well into the evening hours, are taken into
account. Accordingly, the current Superintendent's Plan, which more than doubles driving
distances and significantly increases commute times, can cause serious and permanent physical
harm, including death, to the new teenage drivers ofPolygon 1200.

Moreover, the longer commute time essentially precludes some students from being able to
participate in extracurricular activities. It is well proven that participation in extracurricular
activities has a positive impact on high school academic achievement;19 it prevents dropping out
of high school and increases the incidence of college admission and success. Increasing our
students' school commute times to up to over two hours per day effectively limits, at best, and
cuts off, at worst, their ability to participate in these important, enriching activities.

The harms that the Superintendent's Plan places on our students is too great and is
unnecessary when other viable options are readily available.

Polygon 1200 becomes a land island with the Superintendents Plan and therefore should
remain at RHHSfor community sfftbifity, resource efficiency, and positive FARM impact
reasons.

As described in detail below, Polygon 1200 should remain at RHHS to maintain
community stability, avoid excessively long bus rides, and efficiently use county resources. In
the Superintendent's Plan, as well as each of the options set forth in the Feasibility Study,

(Mar. 2014). Chronic lack of sleep is associated with increased sports injuries in adolescent athletes, retrieved at
llttps://wwwjicb|.n!nLnih,sov/pjjbmed/25028^1.
16 Barahona-Correa, J.E., et. Al (Jul.-Aug. 2018), Sleep disturbances, academic performance, depressive symptoms

and substance use among medical students in Bogota, Colombia, retrieved at

htlps;//vvwwjicbi.nlm.nih,gov/pjiK^ Yasutaka, 0, et. Ai (Aug. 1, 2016). Sleep Duration

Associated with the Lowest Risk ofDepression/Anxiety in Adolescents, retrieved at
https;//www,ticbuiliii.[uh,Kov/Di^c/articles/PM^

17 Centers for Disease Control (n.d.). Motor Vehicle Safety Get the Facts [Fact Sheet], retrieved at
hEtps://www.cdc,.Hov/motorve}iJc|esafetY/teen...dnyers,^^
18 Id.

} Eccies, J.S., and Templeton, "Chapter 4: Extracurncular and other after-school activities for youth." Review of
research in education 26.1 (2002): 113-180, retrieved at
htips://iourna]s.s_a.Qepub.com/doi/J^^^^
20McNeal Jr, R. "Extracumcular activities and high school dropouts." Sociology of educatton 68.1 (1995): 62,
retrieved at Ntj3s^//seaFch.proqyesl,com/docview/216485750?^_ccoyntid^JJ7^^
21 Bound, J., et al. "Playing the admissions game: Student reactions to increasing college competition." Journal of

Economic Perspectives 23.4 (2009): 1 19-46.
Sciarra, D.T., et al. "High Schoo! Predictors of College Persistence: The Significance of Engagement and Teacher

interaction." Professional CounseforG.2 (2016): 189-202, retrieved at hUDs://eric.ed.aov/?id=EJ1114072.



Polygon 1200 is assigned to remain in its current elementary school district, Dayton Oaks
Elementary School ("DOES"). Polygon 1200, however, is the only DOES polygon slated to go
to WLHS. As a result of this, DOES is one of the few elementary schools slated to feed to 3
different high schools under the Superintendent's Plan, leaving the DOES community to suffer
great community instability. This is in direct contravention ofBOE's Policy 6010(IV)(B)(2) -
Community Stability. As you are aware, pursuant to BOE Policy 6010, the BOB must consider
Facility Utilization, Community Stability, and Demographic Characteristics of Student
Population in its redistricting efforts. When considering the Community Stability factor, there
are three subfactors to measure, two ofwhich—<([k]eeping feeds of students together ..." and
"[mjaintainmg contiguous communities ...,"—received, by a large margin, the highest number
of votes from the Howard County community in prioritizing all of the Policy 6010 subfactors, as
set forth in the Superintendent's Plan itself.23 Accordingly, the public data collected by the
Superintendent shows that Community Stability is the most important factor to the residents of
Howard County in regard to redi strict ing. Moving Polygon 1200 to WLHS and making it the
only DOES polygon to do so certainly does not maintain feeds of students together.

Polygon 1200 has no direct access to its neighboring polygons slated to attend WLHS
under the Superintendent's Plan. Thus, the Superintendent's Plan turns Polygon 1200 Into a land
island. Despite being physically next to Polygons 2183, 1183, 183, 176, and 3176, which are
North and East ofPolygon 1200 and slated to go to WLHS under the Superintendent's Plan,
there are no roads directly connecting Polygon 1200 to these neighboring polygons. Because of
this, the Superintendent's Plan does not maintain a contiguous community and subjects Polygon
1200 to even longer bus rides and Inefficiently uses resources. The travel times from Polygon
1200 to WLHS discussed earlier are further worsened by the fact that Polygon 1200 does not fill
even half of a standard school bus, and thus will need to travel to one or more neighboring
polygons districted to WLHS before proceeding to WLHS. Due to the limited roads leading out

ofPolygon 1200, picking up additional children from neighboring polygons significantly
increases the travel time that children in Polygon 1200 will have to endure. Under the
Superintendent's Plan, the polygons that are most likely to share a bus with Polygon 1200 are
Polygons2183, 1183, 183, 176,or3176. Polygon 2183, though, !s approximately 7.7 miles and
12 minutes 4 in the opposite direction from WLHS. A bus traveling from Polygon 1200 to 2183
would likely continue past Potygons 1183, 183, 176, and finally 3176 before travelling to
WLHS. Alternatively, the bus could travel from Polygon 1200 to Polygon 3176, a distance of
5.9 miles and 11 minutes, that would take the bus just shy ofRHHS, to reach the Polygons to the
East to attempt to fill the bus. This route, though, would necessitate that the bus double back on
its route in order to head to WLHS. Because of the lack of internal roads from Polygon 1200 to
the polygons to its North and East, the additional stops and mileage necessary to include Polygon
1200 on a WLHS bus creates major inefficiencies in bus usage and travel, exacerbating the
County's budget issues and depleting the children ofPolygon 1200 of their most precious
resource—time.

The figures in Attachment A at the end of this letter provide an illustration of the
information presented in the foregoing paragraph.

23 Page 7 of the Superintendent's Plan.
24 This route involves using Highway 32 because the non-highway route requires using the Triadelphia Bridge,
which is currently closed due to the dualizafion on Highway 32.



Additionally, transportation resources are not the only school system resource optimized
by not redistricting students out ofRHHS. Without any redistricting, RHHS is at 98% utilization
and therefore has the capacity to receive students. Similarly, WLHS is at 95% utilization. In
fact, three of the high schools that are currently above 110% utilization, Centennial High School,
Hammond High School and Howard High School, border WLHS. Rather than moving 478
students out ofRHHS, and 741 students to RHHS, to achieve only a net increase of 263 students
at RHHS, as the Superintendent's Plan suggests, expanding RHHS eastward to include some of
the WLHS polygons opens WLHS to receive students from these over-utilized schools. This
more sensible approach Is utilized in Option 1 of the Feasibility Study. Moreover, with RHHS
having the capacity to take on additional students, we propose that a portion of the WLHS
students participating in FARM be moved into RHHS. As discussed in greater detail later, the
optimal percentage of FARM students in a school to see a positive impact on academic
performance is less than 30%. Moving WLHS FARM students to RHHS helps WLHS move
toward this goal while increasing the number of FARM students at RHHS.

Furthermore, the Superintendent's Plan creates minimal change to the number of students
receiving FARM at RHHS. Thus, keeping Polygon 1200 and, for efficiency sake, its neighbor,
Polygon 200, which shares all external roads with Polygon 1200, at RHHS will have minimal
measurable change in the FARM percentages at RHHS, and therefore, still permit the BOB to
implement a choice-based approach to socioeconomic balancing, as discussed in detail below, a
more favorable approach with a greater likelihood of success.

Keeping the children ofPoIygon 1200 and 200 at RHHS maintains the most efficient use
of the transportation system and high school buildings and minimizes the amount of time
Polygon 1200 children must commute to and from school by almost half the time. Furthermore,
it maintains community stability by keeping Polygon 1200 from being the only members of the
DOES community to attend WLHS.

If the BOE is determined to use the Superintendents Plan as its starting point and foreclose
Polygon 1200 from attending RHHS, Potygon '1200 better fits with the GUnelg High School
District than WLHS.

Although the best solution overall is for Polygon 1200 to remain in the RHHS district (as
we discussed above and in more detail below), if the BOB determines that the Superintendent's
Plan should be implemented, Polygon 1200 fits more appropriately within the GHS zone than
within the WLHS zone. Among the current RHHS poiygons being redistricted to WLHS under
the Superintendent's Plan, Polygon 1200 suffers the greatest burden and much of this burden Is
alleviated by redistricting Polygon 1200 to GHS with no substantive impact to the
Superintendent's Plan overall. Redistricting Polygon 1200 to GHS would largely prevent the
previously discussed issue of splitting the DOES community and avoid feeding DOES students
into 3 different high schools.

Furthermore, under the Superintendent's Plan, moving Polygon 1200 to GHS instead of
WLHS makes sense geographically and from an efficiency perspective. As discussed, there are



no roadways directly connecting Polygon 1200 to the polygons to the North and East. There are,
however, roadways directly connecting Polygon 1200, to neighboring polygons to the West and
South, Polygons 208, 203, 202, and 200, all of which are slated to feed to GHS. These roadways
are Linden Church Road, Greenben'y Lane, Broadwater Lane, and Ten Oaks Road. In fact, to
travel to the neighboring Polygon 2183 (slated to attend WLHS) by road, residents ofPolygon
1200 need to drive past Polygons 208, 203 202, 200, 1208, 209, and 182. To get to neighboring
Polygon 3176 (slated to attend WLHS) by road, residents of Polygon 1200 need to travel past
Polygons 202, 1202, and 201, which route runs approximately 0.1 miles from the RHHS
entrance. Further, to get to other polygons slated to go to WLHS under the Superintendent s
Plan, including neighboring Polygons 1183, 183, and 176, residents ofPolygon 1200 must
generally drive through or past Polygons 2183 and 3176. Accordingly, as previously discussed,
as constructed, Potygon 1200 sits on a land island when districted to attend WLHS.
Additionally, Polygon 1200 students, using the most efficient route, will have to commute past
or through 3 other high school districts, including RHHS, to get to WLHS.

Districting Polygon 1200 to feed into GHS instead ofWLHS largely eliminates the land
island effect. The approximate distance and travel times from Polygon 1200 to GHS-districted
Polygons 208, 203, 202 and 200 are approximately 2.2 miles and 5 minutes, 1.1 miles and 3
minutes, 0.6 miles and 2 minutes, and 0.4 miles and 1 minute, respectively. In fact, the current
RHHS bus route for Polygon 1200, accounts for the efficiency of grouping Poiygon 1200 with
these polygons because all the aforementioned polygons are currently districted for RHHS, and
the current bus makes stops at Chamblis Drive in Polygon 200, Harris Farm Lane in Polygon
202, and Highland Road in Polygon 1202, all of which are slated to attend GHS under the
Superintendent's Plan. Further, Polygon 1200 is approximately 4.9 miles and 7 minutes away
from GHS using highways and 4.7 miles and 8 minutes away from GHS not using highways.
Under the current Superintendent's Plan, moving Polygon 1200 to GHS instead ofWLHS is
clearly the best alternative to RHHS from a geographic perspective and a bus efficiency
perspective. Additionally, the lessened travel time and distance will reduce a number of the
negative impacts set forth above.

The figures in Attachment A at the end of this letter provide an illustration of the
information presented in the two foregoing paragraphs.

Shifting Polygon 1200 to GHS under the Superintendent's Plan will reduce the negative
impact and will also slightly improve the balance of facility utilization at the high school level.
There are expected to be 31 high school students in Polygon 1200. The net effect to each of
GHS and WLHS is roughly 2%.25 That is, the anticipated utilization ofGHS in the
Superintendent's Plan for the 2020-21 school year will be increased from 102% to 104%, leaving
GHS among the lowest utilized high schools in Howard County. Further, a relocation of
Polygon 1200 to GHS will reduce the utilization ofWLHS from 110% to 108%, further
balancing the utilization ofWLHS and removing WLHS from the edge of the undesired
utilization thresholds in excess of 110%. With reduced downside and significant numerous
positive benefits, if our students cannot stay at RHHS, moving Polygonl200 to GHS is the clear
better alternative approach within the current Superintendent's Plan.

2S This is calculated using 31 high school students in Polygon 1200 and the capacities of 1,449 and 1,567 forGHS
and WLHS, respectively, as set forth on Page 14 of the Superintendent's Plan,



Further, if the BOB is determined to proceed with the Superintendent's Plan with limited
modification, the students currently attending RHHS should not be redistricted; the redistricting
should occur in phases. As discussed, the driving force for the Superintendent's Plan is equity in
balancing FARM students acrpss schools. It has been shown that the positive academic effects
gained through socioeconomlc integration, however, do not appear in the first two years
following integration, and that meaningful results appear In years 5 and 7. 6 While this supports
socioeconomic integration in the elementary and middle schools, it also demonstrates that
redistricting high school students next year or the year after will have little effect on the
academic success of FARM students. Further, simply moving students has downside effects in
and of itself. According to the United States Government Accountability Office, lower
performance on math and reading tests have been shown to be associated with students changing
high schools,27 which is a critical period for students looking to continue their education at
universities. Therefore, redistricting high school students in the near term on the basis of
socioeconomic balancing will have limited upside with meaningful downside for high school
students.

There are broader issues with the Superintendents Plan.

We request that the BOE vote against adopting the Superintendents Plan and revisit
researching a plan, such as Option 1 under the Feasibility Study, that reasonably takes into
account all of the Policy 6010 factors and takes a measured approach to socloeconomtc
integration. Doing so will provide equal dignity to all students by balancing the educational
interests of all Howard County students and will provide FARM students with the best long-term
opportunities for educational success.

The Supermtendent's Plan largely ignores Policy 6010 and, as a result, does not produce
deaf', positive benefits.

The Superintendent's Plan largely ignores Policy 6010 and, as a result, it does not
produce clear positive benefits within the standards set forth by the BOB. Each BOB Policy
guides the development and implementation of educational programs and system operations.28
As set forth in Policy 6010, the purpose of Policy 6010 is to define the conditions and process by
which school attendance area adjustments will be developed and adopted. In Section IV(A),
Policy 6010 sets forth the factors that permit the BOE to consider school attendance area
adjustments, including school attendance area projections being outside of the target utilization
and a new school being scheduled to open. In Section IV(B), Policy 6010 sets forth three
primary factors to be considered In any school attendance area adjustment plan. As stated
previously, those factors are: (1) Facility Utilization, (2) Community Stability, and (3)

26 Schwartz, H. (Oct. 16, 2010). Housing Policy is School Policy: Economically Integrative Housing Promotes
Academic Success in Montgomery County, Maryland, retrieved from https;//tcf.org/content/commentary/housing-
poHcy-is-school-policy/Pagreed^l.

27 U.S. Government Accountability Office (November 2010). Many Challenges Arise in Educating Students Who
Change Schools Frequently, retrieved from littps://www,gao.Hov/assets/320/3 E2480^}dT.
28 BOB Policy 2020.



Demographic Characteristics of Student Population. Each of these factors include additional
subfactors to help guide and quantify the factors.

The Superintendent's Plan inappropriately focuses on one subfactor in the name of equity,
largely to the exclusion of other primary factors. As set forth in the Superintendent's Plan, the
driving priorities for the plan are:

(1) Balancing capacity utilization among schools throughout HCPSS, cost effectively;
(2) Advancing equity by addressing the distribution of FARM students to the extent

feasible; and
(3) Planning ahead for the High School # 13 redistncting by minimizing double moves as

much as possible.

Items (1) and (3) largely restate factors that permit the BOB to consider school attendance
area adjustments. Item (2) essentially restates one subfactor In Policy 6010, specifically
6010(IV)(B)(3)(b)—the socioeconomic composition of the school population as measured by
participation in the FARMs program. In support of providing recommendations to the BOB that
were significantly different from the Feasibility Study, the Superintendent In his presentation to
the BOB and in his letter to the HCPSS Community29 indicated that equity Is the driving force
and guides all decisions and strategies. The equity to which the Superintendent is referring is the
equity achieved by focusing on subfactor (3)—the socioeconomic composition of the school
population as measured by participation in the FARMs program. More specifically, the
Superintendent states that the Superintendent's Plan "advances equity by making progress
towards leveling FARM proportions across schools."30

Before focusing on more specific issues, it is important to note that the Superintendent's
view of equity does not fit with one of the BOE's core responsibilities: "to provide quality
education and equal educational opportunities for all children" (emphasis added). While
balancing FARM participation among schools is important, using that as the guiding principle
above all other factors leads to limited benefits with significant adverse consequences, as Is the
case with the Superintendent's Plan.

The Superintendent's Plan does not achieve success with FacUiiy Utilization.

On balance, the Superintendent's Plan does not achieve successful Facility Utilization,
one of the primary considerations under Policy 6010 to be considered in any school attendance
area adjustment plan. Under the Superintendent's Plan, there would be 5 schools with less than
90% capacity utilization, 53 schools with 90% to 100% capacity utilization, and 16 schools in
excess of 110% capacity utilization. By way of comparison, Option 1 under the Feasibility
Study provides for 11 schools with less than 90% capacity utilization, 45 schools with 90% to
100% capacity utilization, and 1 8 schools in excess of 110% capacity utilization. Note that the
Superintendent's Plan has three schools exactly at 110% of capacity utilization, HolHfield
Station Elementary School WLHS, and Marriotts Ridge High School. This means that any

29 Letter by the Superintendent, titled My Recommended Attendance Area Adjustment Plan, dated August 22, 2019.
30 Id.

31 BOB Policy 2000(IV)(B)(2)(e).



growth at these schools will push them into the category of schools having in excess of 110% of
capacity utilization, and, in such case, the Superintendent's Plan would have 50 schools with
90% to 100% capacity utilization and 19 schools in excess of 110% capacity. Despite having an
astronomical 7,396 reassignments, the Superintendent's Plan provides at best a marginal, if any,
benefit as compared to the Feasibility Study, which moves approximately less than half the
number of students depending on the elementary school option(s) utilized.

The failure of the Superintendent's Plan to achieve successful Facility Utilization is
exacerbated by the required substantial increase in transportation costs.3 In June 2019, Howard
County Public School System had a nearly $38 million dollar shortfall in its Fiscal Year 2020
Operating Budget.33 Such a shortfall'resulted in, among other things, the loss of certain teaching
and paraprofessional positions, as well as transfers of funds, freezing of salaries, holding open
unfilled positions, and delaying technology and instructional materials investments.34 If
transportation costs are expected to increase a substantial amount, and an operating budget
without the Superintendent's Plan's degree of busing fell well short of what was needed to
provide the ongoing level of support for the County's students, it is clear that the
Superintendent's Plan cannot go forward without significant and unreasonable strain on the
resources of the county schools. Should the Superintendent's Plan go forward, this could likely
lead to additional cuts of educational professionals; it is difficult to see how losing more talented
professionals can improve the education of all students, let alone maintain the same quality
education Howard County currently provides. Rather, any additional room in the student
transportation budget can be used to bring FARM students to high schools such as RHHS .
through a choice-based socioeconomic integration model, which is the better approach as
discussed below.

We also note that, in respect of Policy 6010(IV)(B)(l)(e), up to 574 walkers are
reassigned to buses with no students moving in the reverse direction, further increasing the
negative impact of Facility Utilization. Accordingly, by all known measures, after reasonable
inquiry, the Superintendent's Plan causes a downgrade in Facility Utilization.35

The Superintendent^ Plan creates significant community inslabiHty.

The next primary factor in determining any attendance area adjustment plan under Policy
6010 is Community Stability.36 The Superintendent's Plan shows no positive benefit to
Community Stability, but rather varying degrees of community instability.

Community stability is an important factor to the educational and general success of
students. The value of the community in education and general student growth is well

32 Superintendent's presentation of the Superintendent's Plan to the BOE on Aug. 22, 2019.

33 Howard County Public School System (June 10,2019), Board of Education Adopts FY 2020 Operating and
Capital Budgets [news release], retrieved at https;//nows.hcpss.org/news-p_Qsts/.
34 id.

5 We do not discuss the other subfactors of Facility Utilization because the Superintendent's Plan does not provide
any information that shows any improvement on such subfactors,

36 BOB Policy 6010.
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recognized.37 It is difficult to see how redistricting 7,396 students can have any positive impact
on Community Stability.

Generally speaking, residents of the current RHHS district spend time shopping, dining,
exercising, and socializing in CIarksvilie, with local grocery stores, farmers' markets, hardware
stores, pools, dining establishments, churches, practice fields, and other establishments on or
near Route 108. Within a mile or two of most of these establishments is RHHS. This network of
people, establishments, and schools form the basis of the CIarksville/River Hill community,
which supports the RHHS students and lends to the current academic achievement and success of
RHHS as a whole. The Superintendent's Plan proposes to redistrict 478 students from RHHS to
GHS and WLHS and to redlstrict 741 students to RHHS from Reservoir High School ("RHS"),
WLHS, and Atholton High School ("AHS").38 This is a net movement of 1,219 students. To
put this in perspective, this number comprises 81.9% of the RHHS studentcapacityofl488
students. Said another way, this changes the RHHS community by a factor of nearly 82%,
increasing distance to school and commute times for a substantial number of students currently
districted for RHHS, RHS, and AHS. Accordingly, the Superintendent's Plan tears apart not
only the fabric of the RHHS community, but also neighboring communities in RHS and AHS.
Many of the other communities in the Superintendent's Plan experience the same negative result.

Additionally, the community issues presented toward the beginning of this letter,
including Polygon 1200 being the only DOES polygon to go to WLHS, serve as further
examples of the significant detriments to Community Stability caused by the Superintendent's
Plan.

The Superintendent's Plan also fails under another subfactor for Community Stability
frequency with which any one student is reassigned.39 The Superintendent's Plan does not
clearly identify how many double moves will be necessary with the opening of High School #13,
but surely at least some will be necessary, especially if FARM participation is going to continue
to drive school attendance decisions. By negative implication, the Superintendent makes clear
that the Superintendent's Plan will not actually balance the FARM proportions across high
schools. Rather, the Superintendent states that the Superintendent's Plan makes "progress
towards leveling FARM proportions across schools ... and all high schools would be [comprised
of} 42% [or less FARM students]." Notable one study involving Montgomery County,
Maryland, finds that optimal results are achieved when there are 20% or less FARM students
attending a school, with positive but diminishing returns with up to 30% FARM students. Once
the percentage of FARM students reaches or exceeds 35%, there is no improvement.40

37 Jacobson, R., et al (December 2013). The Growing Convergence of Community Schools and Expanded Learning
Opportunities, retrieved at
htt p ://www ,conmi Lini ty sc !i oo is ,p rg/as sets/ 1 /A ssctM a n a^e r/ E L 0 1^ epg rt_Tli eG i'o whigCoii yei'gcnce Q jpo ni iii un ity Sell

o^olsmuiExpandedLeariiingOpportunitie Blank, M., et. Al (January 2012). Achieving Results Through
Community School Partnerships: How District and Community Leaders Are Building Effective, Sustainable
Relationships, retrieved at https://cdn,americanprogfess,org/wp-
content/uDloads/issues/2012/Oi/Ddf/conimi)nity schoois,pdf

38 Page 12 of the Superintendent's Plan.

39 BOB Policy 6010(IV)(B)(2)(c).
Schwartz, supra.
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Currently, there are 4 high schools in Howard County that are above 35%. The Superintendent's
Plan does not reduce those high schools* FARM numbers to below 35%.

Additionally, under the Superintendent's Plan at the high school level, there will be 4
high schools with 38% or higher FARM students, 2 high schools between 25% and 28%
(inclusive) FARM students, 3 high schools between 12% and 15% (inclusive) FARM students,
and 3 high schools at or below 8% FARM students. 41 Further, in redistricting 7,396 students,
the net change in FARM students is only a 5% or less change for 10 of the 12 Howard County
high schools, with 2 schools experiencing no measurable change and another 3 schools
experiencing only 1% change. Given that the FARM numbers may not be entirely accurate and
used for planning purposes only,43 the net change in FARM students may be even more
negligible. Accordingly, there is significantly more redistricting to be done if the driving force
in determining attendance area adjustment plans continues to be balancing FARM students
among schools. Such efforts will require moving even more than 7,396 students to achieve more
balanced results, further vitiating our communities. With such negligible net changes, the
driving force of equity in the Superintendent's Plan fails in its essential purpose. Moreover, the
Superintendent's Plan places more barriers in front of students than it removes, violating the
definition of equity set forth under the Strategic Call to Action—"providing the access,
opportunities and supports needed to help students ... by removing barriers to success... ."44

Outside of FARM, the Superintendent's Plan has limited effect on the Demographic
Characteristics of Howard County students.

The final primary factor in determining any attendance area adjustment plan under Policy
6010 is Demographic Characteristics of Student Population.45 While balancing FARM
participation among schools is indeed an important subfactor under Demographic Characteristics
of Student Population, we will first address the other subfactors at the high school level before
focusing in depth on FARM balancing.46 In viewing the Superintendent's Plan through the other
subfactors, there is limited effect, especially in light of the large number of students redistricted
to generate such results:

(1) The racial/ethnic composition of the student population—When evaluating the
impact of the Superintendent's Plan, it is seen that racial composition for each race
measured at each high school generally remains within 3% of the base, with the
exception being "Asian" at AHS, RHHS and WLHS, "Black or African American"
at AHS, Long Reach High School, and WLHS, and "White" at AHS and Oakland
Mills High School.

Page 14 of the Superintendent's Plan.

Page 14 of the Superintendent's Plan.

Page 5 of the Superintendent's Plan.

44 Howard County Public School System (n.d.). Strategic Call to Action, retrieved at SUtps;//www.hcpss.ofg/scta.

45 BOB Policy 6010(IV)(B)(3).
46 We do not address BOB Policy 6010(IV)(B)(3)(0 because the Superintendent's Plan does not provide substantive
information or data on this subfactor,

47 BOB Policy 6010(IV)(B)(3)(a)
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(2) Academic performance of students in both the sending and receiving schools as
measured by current standardized testing results48 —When evaluating the impact of
the Superintendent's Plan, it is seen that Reading and Math PSATs measured at each
high school generally remain within 3% of the base, with the exception ofAHS,
RHHS and WLHS, with AHS dropping 13% and 16%, respectively, RHHS dropping
6% and 9%, respectively, and WLHS increasing 7% and 9% respectively, indicating
that the net substantive drop negatively outweighs the net substantive gain among
these three schools.

(3) The level of English learners as measured by enrollment in the English for Speakers
of Other Languages (ESOL) program49—All proposed percentages measured at each
high school show no change from the base.

(4) Number of students moved, taking into account the correlation between the number
of students moved, the outcomes of other standards achieved in Section IV.B. and the
length of time those results are expected to be maintained50—We do not focus on this
subfactor in detail here because the entire focus on Policy 6010 in this letter supports
the proposition that the number of students moved does notjustify the results, and
because the length of time positive results can be maintained is relatively uncertain
due to the need for additional redistricting if FARM balancing remains a driving
factor.

While FARM balancing can provide positive benefits, those benefits are tempered by the
chamctemtics of Howard County Public Schools and not likely to be achieved with aforced-
busing approach.

In turning to the FARM balancing subfactor,51 we want to stress that balancing FARM
students among schools (l.e., socioeconomic balancing) is extremely important and can lead to
many significant and positive results. The approach taken in the Superintendent's Plan,
however, negates those positive results.

When done under the optimal factors^ socioeconomic balancing or integration has
undeniable positive and substantial effects with little to no measurable downside. In fact
socioeconomic integration has been shown to help Black or African American students
academically and into adulthood, and, more specifically, causes high school dropout rates to be
reduced by up to nearly 15% and decreases the likelihood of living in poverty after graduation by
up to 11%.5 Additionally, socioeconomic balancing has been shown to extend past simply
improving graduation rates; it leads to FARM students meeting or exceeding the academic
performance of the applicable county, with improvements, in one study, being up to 32%

4a BOB Policy 6010(IV)(B)(3)(c)
49 BOB Policy 6010(IV)(B)(3)(d)
50 BOB Policy 6010(IV)(B)(3)(e)
51 BOE Policy 6010(lV)(B)(3)(b).
52 Jotmson, R.C. (August 2015). Long-Run Impacts of School Desegregation & School Quality on Adult
Attainments, retrieved at l-ittps://fisppi.befkelev,edii/'~-!'uckeri/iohnson_schooidese£regation_NBERwl6664.pdf
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improvement on test scores.5 As a community, Polygon 1200 has no desire to ignore or prevent
the improvements that can be gained from socioeconomic integration.

The forced-busing approach proposed through the Superintendent's Plan, however, will
not achieve the optimal or desired results ofsocioeconomic integration. Accordingly, the BOB
must adopt a more measured approach to socioeconomic integration if it truly desires to effect
positive change with limited negative impact. Studies showing such positive benefits from
socioeconomic balancing attribute such success to better quality teachers and resourced schools
with smaller class sizes.54 All schools in Howard County, however, are excellent, including
those having higher FARM rates, as noted by the Superintendent, and all schools have highly,
dedicated teachers, comparable opportunities, small class sizes, and excellent rankings. 55
Further, WLHS, one of the lowest performing high schools in Howard County, has a low student
to teacher ratio of 13:1,56 which Is better than the student to teacher ratio of 16:1 atRHHS, one
of the highest performing high schools in Howard County.57 Therefore, the high end results of
socioeconomic integration will be tempered in the case of Howard County. This is also an
important factor for keeping the RHHS community whole and allowing FARM students to join

our community.

Forced busing has significant consequences. The beginning of this letter addresses the
increased adverse impacts to students associated with longer commute times. While affluent
families being redistricted long distances will suffer these effects, so too will FARM students
being bused away from community schools in the name of equity. Additionally, the community
instability caused by additional travel distances and commute times will further temper positive
results. Additional distances and commute times will create a strain on parental involvement;
parental involvement has been shown to be a key factor to successful socioeconomic
integration.58 Further, forced integration causes more affluent families to send their children to
private schools and move to other neighborhoods,59 further negatively impacting the community
and balance of FARM students across high schools.

Recent case studies in La Crosse, Wisconsin and Wake County, North Carolina show that
both districts took a forced-busing approach that led to significant controversy within those

53 Hanover Research (February 2013). Impact ofFree/Reduced Lunch School Composition on Student
Achievement, retrieved at https://\Y\yw.gssaweb.qr^/w

Schppl^o]nposUJQn<i>]i-Student^
SIQvReZJSLEt5hhTZOqMFas!-I2nRxxe5AeULLOi7W4R4.
54Jolmson, supra; Hanover Research, supra; Reber, S. (June 2007). School Desegregation and Educational

Attainment for Blacks [working paper], retrieved at https://www.nber.0i'g/papers/w|3193
5S Superintendent Presentation to the BOB on Aug. 22, 20 19.

Best High Schools Rankings: River HiH High School, retrieved at https:/Av\vw.usncws.co!n/educaflon/best-hi^h;
schopJs/i3iatyia!Kl/dist^i4cts/!ioward-coutity-piiblic-sc

57 Best High Schools Rankings: Wilde Lake High School, retrieved at https://www.(.!S!iews.co[n/educatiosi/best-ii!igti;

sci3QQ[s/iiiaryiand/distt1cts/howard^coLinty-iHiblic-sc!ioo!s/wii^d^^^

58 Kahlenberg, R. et al (2017). Socioeconomic Integration from an Equity Perspective, retrieved at
SUtps://{1!es.er[c.ed,eov/ful!text/ED585403,pdf.
59 Clotfelter, C.T, (August 1999). "Are White Still 'Fleeing'? Racial Patterns and Enrollment Shifts in Urban Public
Schools, 1987-1996, retrieved at tLttRS://www.;iber,Qrfi/papers/w7290; Rossell, C.H., Applied Social Science
Research: What Does It Say About the Effectiveness of School Desegregation Plans?, 12 J. Legal Stud. 69, 81
(1983).
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communities.60 While Wake County ultimately failed to achieve an integration plan, La Crosse
was ultimately successful after significant community turmoil. La Crosse, however, was limited
to t'edistrictingjust two high schools, and, therefore, cannot be a guiding light for Howard
County and its 12 high schools. Accordingly, the forced-busing approach proposed by the
Superintendent's Plan stands to cause significant turmoil to our community. Equal dignity for all
Howard County students demands that the BOB take meaningful steps to limit this downside.
Further, based on the community opposition we have seen from Polygon 1200 and other
neighboring or nearby polygons to the Superintendent's Plan, it is a safe assumption that forced
busing to achieve socioeconomic balancing wilt cause significant community and political unrest

in Howard County.

Choice-hased FARM balancing wiH yield the optima/ resulfs while limitmg downside risk and
supports keeping Polygon 1200 at RHHS.

Cholce-based FARM integration, a more measured approach, gives the FARM students
of Howard County the best path to achieving the positive benefits with limited downside.
Including FARM students in more affluent communities on a choice basis, without busing
children away from those communities, has been shown to achieve the positive results of
socioeconomic integration without the downside.61 More specifically, the Cambridge Public
School Board of Education found that choice:

o Promotes academic excellence in all schools;
o Does not limit parents to their neighborhood school, and provides parents with the

ability to seek out a location, structure, schedule, and teaching approach that fits
with the needs of their students;

o Eliminates the need to redraw boundaries due to changes In housing and
demographic patterns;

o Offers parents and students an assurance that if they move to another residence,
they will not need to switch schools; and

o Allows the district to monitor class size at each building.

Since its adoption of the "controlled choice" plan, Cambridge has achieved significant
improvement In racial balance (84% of students attending racial ly-balanced schools as of the
2011-2012 school year, an increase from 66%), and strong student achievement (including
90,5% and 88.7% graduation rates for Black or African American students and Hispanic
students, respectively).63 Moreover, Cambridge has seen an increased enrollment in public
schools from the private school population^64 negating the risk of affluent families moving away.
Numerous other case studies support the approach taken with Cambridge and show a smooth
path to positive socioeconomic integration with little political turmoil through choice-based
integration.65 Additionally, one study done in Montgomery County, Maryland, illustrates that

Hanover Research, supra.
61 Id.

62 Id.

63 Learned-Miller, C. (Oct. 14, 2016), Cambridge Public Schools: Pioneers of Equitable Choice, retrieved at
https;//tcf.org/coiitc nt/report/ca mbn''i d ge-pti b J i c -sc !i oo 1 s/?agree d ^!.
64^
65 Kahlenberg, R.D. (Oct. 14,2016). School Integration in Practice: Lessons from Nine Districts, retrieved at

https://tcf.org/content/report/school-integration-pract!ce-lessons-nine-districts/.
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success generated from socioeconomic integration is achieved through placing FARM students
in stable and well-performing communities. The foregoing clearly demonstrates that the best
socioeconomic balancing results are achieved by FARM students from high percentage FARM
school districts joining strong intact schools and communities with lower FARM percentages,
such as RHHS, and not by breaking up communities to give the appearance of balancing on the
surface. Accordingly, the desired results ofsocioeconomic integration start with keeping
communities whole and, therefore, keeping Polygon 1200 at RHHS.

Given the benefits ofsocioeconomic integration through a choice-based model without
the downside impact of forced busing, we ask that the BOE reject the Superintendent's Plan» and
re-review boundary area adjustments with a more measured approach. Recognizing the benefit
of integrating FARM students, we welcome such students into our community and at RHHS with

open arms.

A review of Policy 6010 shows that the Superintendent9 s Plan does more harm than good, and
the BOE should make clear its approach to school attendance area adjustments in order to
rebuild community trust,

As a review of Policy 6010 demonstrates, the Superintendent's Plan largely fails to
achieve its goals and creates significant negative effects to the students of Howard County; it is
this net effect that vitiates the community's trust in the Superintendent. The Superintendent
claims that trust, as well as equity, are two of the four overriding themes of the boundary review
process.67 Trust is earned and maintained through an open process that is based on clear goals.
Policy 6010 clearly sets forth the factors to be considered in school attendance area adjustments.
As shown in this letter and as indicated by the Superintendent, the Superintendent's Plan is
driven by so-called equity to FARM students. According to Policy 6010, this equity is but one
subfactor among 14 other subfactors; each subfactor is only to be considered "[wjhere
reasonable."68 First, this approach is an effective rewrite of Policy 6010 without going through
the public and transparent process of amending Policy 6010 in line with Policy 2020-
Development and Adoption. There cannot be trust from the community without transparency.
Second, the focus on FARM balancing as done in the Superintendent's Plan is anything but
reasonable given the numerous and significant negative impacts that are created and the failure to
achieve a meaningful FARM balance. There cannot be trust from the community without
reasonableness. Lastly, the Superintendent's version of equity focuses on FARM students and
not providing quality education and equal educational opportunities for all children.69 There
cannot be trust from the community without equal dignity for all children.

66 Schwartz, supra. Note that in this case socioeconomic integration for the students studied was achieved through
housing. We do not spend time discussing the positive benefits ofsocioeconomic integration through housing as it
is outside of the BOE*s purview. This study is nonetheless relevant because it shows the benefits of placing FARM
students in a stable community. Further given the positive effects of community stability, it cannot be assumed that
recreating commumties through statistics can yield the same results.

67 Boundary Review Overview Transcript, available at tUEE)s://wwvv,hcpss.or^/videos/boundat'Y-revEew-overview/.

68 BOB Policy 6010(IV)(B).
69 BOB Policy 2000 (IV)(B)(2)(e).
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We ask that the BOB reject the Superintendent's Plan, restore the trust of the community,
take a reasonable and measured approach in the boundary review process in line with the stated
BOB Policies, and maintain equal dignity for all Howard County students.

Signed by tlieibHowing residents ofpolygon 1200:

/^__^^A^/Signature: /^.— \ ^-(^C^ Signatu^

Name: Ryan Pollard Name: Jeripj/er Pollard

Street: Twelve Hills Rd. Street: Twelve Hills Rd,

[Additional Signatures Follow]
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Attachment A

There are four Figures following this Attachment A. Each Figure utilizes a section of the
Superintendent's proposed boundary area map and Polygon 1200 is outlined in red. A summary
of the Figures is as follows:

Figure 1 - Depicts the fastest route using highways from Polygon 1200 to WLHS. This
route requires the students ofPoiygon 1200 to drive through three other school districts to
get to WLHS, and requires a driving distance of 9.8 miles and an estimated bus time of

over one hour.

Figure 2 - Depicts the fastest route without using highways from Polygon 1200 to
WLHS. This route requires the students ofPolygon 1200 to drive directly in front of the
entrance to RHHS, and requires a driving distance of 9.9 miles an and estimated bus time
of over one hour.

Figure 3 ~ Depicts the land island effect on Polygon 1200 under the Superintendent's
Plan. Driving to neighboring Polygons 1183 or 2183, which are to the North ofPolygon
1200 and slated to go to WLHS, using the fastest route requires using highways, and
requires a driving distance of 7.7 miles and estimated drive time of 12 minutes. Driving
to neighboring Polygon 3176, which is to the South East ofPolygon 1200 and slated to
go to WLHS, using the fastest route requires using highways, and requires a driving
distance of 5.9 miles and estimated drive time of 11 minutes.

Figure 4 - Depicts the land island effect on Polygon 1200 under the Superintendent's
Plan. Driving to neighboring Polygons 208, 203, 202 and 200, which are to the West of
Potygon 1200 and slated to go to GHS, requires using directly connecting roads, and
requires driving distances and times of approximately 2.2 miles and 5 minutes, 1.1 miles
and 3 minutes, 0.6 miles and 2 minutes, and 0.4 miles and 1 minute, respectively.
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Sayers, Margery

From: Ron Ford <rhford7@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 12:12 PM
To: CounciiMaii
Subject: CR112-2019

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only ciick on Sinks or attachments if you know the

sender.]

Howard County Council:

I [ am writing in support of CR112-2019. As a retired Howard County Teacher, i know the positive vaiue of a diverse
student body. I urge you to vote in favor CR112-2019.

Thank you,

Janice Ford

13695 Old Rover Rd

West Friendship/Md 21794



Sayers, Margery

From: Sara Kelier <sarackeller81@grnai!,com>

Sent: Monday; September 16, 2019 12:18 PM
To: CounciiMail
Subject: i support CR112-2019

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender,]

Hello/

I am a iEfeiong HoCo resident with 2 kids (1 in kindergarten). 1 support CR112-2019.

Sara KeHer



4, The 2019 HCPSS Equity Report/ itself, suggests negative impact of the proposed plan by removing tow-income
students from their famiiial and neighborhood supports and increasing geographic and transportation barriers to
beyond school opportunities, both of which are correlated in HCPSS data with higher graduation rates.

Contact information for the cited research and policy experts:

1. Sarah A Cordes, Ph.D. Assistant professor at Temple University's Coilege of Education in the department of Policy,

Organizational, and Leadership Studies. Her research focuses on the ways in which the urban context, including school
choice, transportation, housing/ and neighborhoods affect student outcomes. https://www.future-ed.org/contact/

2. Robert Crosnoe, Ph.D. Associate Dean of Research, ColSege of Liberal Arts; Rapoport Centennial Professor,

Department of Sociology; The University of Texas, Austin. His research suggests harm to low-income students from

socioeconomlc integration. httDS://!iberalarts.utexas,edu/socio!ogv/facuttv/crosnoer

Thank you,

- Uday Sreekanth
12015 Misty Rise Ct
Clarksville MD 21029
Polygon: 185



3. "The experience of Howard County — consistently ranked among the strongest public school districts in the nation

demonstrates that bringing students of different backgrounds together in the same schools isn't enough to ensure their
success. Where educators have long spoken of the achievement gap — the differences in academic performance

between white students and black, and affluent and poor ~ some are now focusing on the so-called opportunity

gap/' (Source: Baltimore Sun, March 2017, "Within integrated Schools/ de facto segregation persists")

Despite proponents^ claims of "decades of research" supporting socioeconomic integration as a mechanism to

address the achievement gap/ the research is in fact inconclusive. "It's not clear from the research available today that

socioeconomic integration alone would produce the hoped-for gains on the academic side of the integration
equation. The research on the effects of socioeconomic integration, including studies frequently cited by the strategy's
proponents/ is inconclusive." (Source: A Reality Check on the Benefits of Economic Integration, FutureEd/ Georgetown

University McCourt School of Public Policy, Sarah A. Cordes PhD/ August 26, 2019)

1. Flaws of prior studies: Association does not equal causation & Selection Bias: /1t is hard to conclude from these
studies that attending a socioeconomically integrated school causes better performance. The results instead could
reflect underlying differences in the low-income students who make their way to higher socioeconomic status schools/'

2. Peer achievement/ not socioeconomic status/ drives academic improvement: "In a carefully controlled study of more

than 130/000 students in Wake County, N.C./ Caroline Hoxby of Stanford and Getchen Weingarth found that the
improved academic performance of low-income students who moved to more affluent schools was mostly explained by

these students being exposed to higher-achieving peers, and that the sodoeconomic status of students' peers and
parents' education (often used as an aiternative measure of SES) had no independent effect. This suggests that peers'
achievement, rather than their economic status, was more important for improving test scores/'

3. Importance of high educational expectations: //Rumberger and Palardy found in their national representative sample

of more than 14,000 students that the relationship between school economic level and student performance was almost
entirely explained by differences in teacher expectations, the amount of homework students do/ the number of rigorous
courses available to students... there's no evidence that an affluent student population is a prerequisite for effective

educational practices/7

Misguided attempts to address the opportunity gap through socioeconomic integration/ without any understanding
of its root causes, poses harm to low-Encome students. Research shows that sodoeconomic integration is associated

with worse academic and psychosocial outcomes, particuiarly for African American and latino students.

l.Astudyofa nationally representative sampie of 1/100 students by Richard Crosnoe of the University of Texas at
Austin found that low-income students who attended higher income schools performed no better academically/ had a
slower progression through math and science courses, and had worse psychosocial outcomes.

2. "As the proportion of the student body with middle- or high-income parents increased/ low-income students

progressed less far in math and science. Moreover/ as the proportion of the student body with middle- or high-income

or college-educated parents increased, low-Jncome students experienced more psychosociai problems. Such patterns

were often more pronounced among African American and Latino students." (Source: Crosnoe, R. American

Sociological Review, 2009 October 1; 74(5}: 709-730)

3. In a study supported by the Center for Poverty at UC Davis, a Harvard researcher found that redistricting can "hurt
already disadvantaged students and communities. Parents whose main mode of transportation was either walking or
the bus system expressed concern about their future ability to reach their child's school in the event of an emergency...

Many parents felt the increased commute wouid also prevent them from being actively involved at the school, or from
enrolling their children in after-school activities." (Source: Penn D. School Closures and Redistricting Can Reproduce

Educational Inequality, Center for Poverty Research/ University of California Davis. https;//povertv.ucda\/is.edu/policy-
brief/schooi-ciosures-and-redistricting-can-reBroduce-educational-EneguaJitv



Sayers, Margery

From: Uday Sreekanth <udayhouse@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 1:45 PM
To: CouncEIMaii
Subject: Opposition to Resolution 112 (Resident in Polygon 185)

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Dear Council Members:

! am writing to express my opposition to this ill thought out school redistricting plan.

1. Research shows that misguided attempts to address the opportunity gap through socioeconomic integration, without
any understanding of its root causes/ poses harm to low-income students. Despite proponents' claims of "decades of

research" supporting socioeconomic integration as a mechanism to address the achievement gap/ the research is in fact
inconclusive. Please see be!ow.

2. According to the Maryland Equity Project of the University of Maryland, Howard County is the most integrated schoo!
district in the region. Achievement gaps exist in HCPSS by race and socioeconomic status DESPITE being the most
integrated school district in Maryland.

3. The superintendent ignored the top three Boundary Review Process concerns of parents and students indicated in the
2019 Howard County Community Survey. They are:
Keeping feeds of students together from one school to the next - Policy 6010 IV.B.2.a
Maintaining contiguous communities or neighborhoods - Policy 6010 IV.B.2,b
Transportation considerations - Policy 6010 IV.B.l.d

WHAT THE RESEARCH SHOWS

Howard County Families for Education Improvement believes Superintendent Michael Martirano's Proposed Area
Adjustment Plan, while well-intentioned, is ill-mformed/ may not improve the achievement gap in Howard County Public
Schools/ and may actually harm the very children we are aiming to help based on the foiiowJng research:

Howard County Public Schools are a model for integration. We acknowledge achievement gaps exist in Howard County
Public Schools by race and sodoeconomic status, DESPITE being the most integrated school district in the
region. Therefore/ a misguided effort focusing on "integrating" an already integrated school system will completely miss
the root causes of the opportunity gap.

1. A false narrative has been pushed that Howard County schools are the most segregated In the state. To the contrary,
independent examination has shown these findings to be incorrect and based on seriously flawed statistical analysis.

2. In fact/ "Howard County is the most integrated school district in the region, according to the Maryland Equity Project
of the University of Maryland. Children of different races ~ especially those who are black and white — are more likely
to sit next to each other in Howard than almost anywhere else in the state/' (Source: Baltimore Sun, March 2017,
"Within Integrated Schools, de facto segregation persists").



Sayers, Margery

From: Karen Barnes <kbarnesdc@yahoo.com>

Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 2:05 PM
To: Walsh, Elizabeth; Jones, Opel; Rigby, Christiana; Jung/ Deb; Yungmann, David;

superintendent@hcpss.org; Ball, Calvin; CouncilMail
Subject: Howard County- CR112

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if you know the

sender.]

I/ Karen Barnes/ as a resident of Howard County and Polygon 1246 want to submit my opposition to CR112. Please have

this entered for the record.

Sincerely, Karen Barnes

7742 Water St
Fulton, MD 20759



Boundary continuity is of utmost Importance to achieve the priorities stated by both the
superintendent and the community, as well as the needs and fair treatment of the students. f would
like to strongly advocate for a revised plan with reasonable boundary continuity and consideration of

Maple Lawn as a contiguous commumty neighborhood. I also encourage and support public policy
decisions that halt the over development of neighborhoods without adequate public facilities.

Taking into the account the stated goals of the redistrictmg effort, our community looks forward to
presenting several alternatives that achieve more goals with less violations of Policy 6010 at our
public hearing.

Sincerely,

Ryan E. Silva

Digitally signed by Ryan E, Silva
Date; 2019.09.16 14:11;40-04'00'

CONTFIHCTINO

ec: Michael J. Martirancij Superintendent



Capacity utilization 1s rightfully of concern. However, this proposal results in a 115% capacity at
Laurel Woods ES and thus does not achieve a meaningful improvement in school capacity for students
in polygons #256 or ^1256. Also, according to the projections presented in the superintendent's
proposal, the disruptive redtstricting of a portion of Maple Lawn does not result in a meaningful
improvement in any achievement gaps existing at Laurel Woods ES and arguably increases their
burden by crowding their classrooms.

The proposal also refers to the Attendance Area Boundary Review Survey and prioritization of Policy
6010 elements. When the community was surveyed, the overwhelming top 3 priorities were;

1. Keeping feeds of students together from one school to the next (Policy 6010 IV.B.Z.a) - 65.95%

2. Maintaining contiguous communities or neighborhoods (Policy 6010 IV.B.2.b) - 59.59%

3. Transportation considerations (e.g. walkers, bus routes, etc.) (Policy 6010 IV.B.t.d) - 42.64%

For reference^ the next highest pnority only received 25.88% of responses.

In relation to these top priorities, the proposal for polygons #256 and ^1256 results in a very small
feed from Laurel Woods ES to Lime Ktln MS (10.6%) whereas Fulton ES represents 4Q.4% of Lime KUn
MS. Policy 6010 refers to "avoiding feeds of less than 15% at the receiving school".

The proposal also does not maintain a contiguous community or neighborhood for Maple Lawn (Policy
6010 IV,B.2.b). As the proposal was completed by a consultant group based in Ohio, I would Uke to
emphasize that Maple Lawn is not merely a collection of streets in close proximity to one another; it

is a planned community built specifically with a variety of homes and retail close together so that
residents could easily build community. We are an engaged, tight-knit community in which families

frequently interact (community center, festivals, activities, etc.) and both children and adults have
established support networks. This is all intentional. My family and others chose this neighborhood
specifically for the sense of community the neighborhood was designed to foster. Rightfully

considering Maple Lawn as a community in school district proposals would sustain the community and
its collective contribution to their school.

in addition to the adverse impacts of separating the community, the proposal greatly increases the
transportation distance (over 400%) for students redistricted from Fulton ES to Laurel Woods ES.

There are 8 elementary schools closer to polygon ^1256 than Laurel Woods ES, with Fulton ES being
the closest. In addition, the transportation distance and disconnected polygons m the
superintendent's proposal provide unfair challenges for before and after school care, whether at a
center or using neighbor/famUy support.

Furthermore, friendships are vital to school-age children's healthy development and can improve
their approach to school and academic performance. For young children, these friendships are
strengthened by geographic convenience where they live and play. Neither a divided Maple Lawn
neighborhood nor a divided Laurel Woods ES geographic community facilitate such.

Two of the equity concepts stated by Dr. Martirano are removing barriers and individualizing
supports. In contrast, his proposal quite literally places geographic barriers for the proposed Laurel
Woods ES districts, which is why the priority of boundary continuity is so important. Regarding
individualized support, fche elementary students residing in Maple Lawn are equally deserving of
individualized support by attending school within their neighborhood and not being isolated from
their community, neighbors, and friends.



Ryan Silva

7503 Carpenter Street

Fulton, Maryland 20759

Polygon ^1256
ryansilva0@gmail.com

301-518-118

Howard County Board of Education

10910 Clarksville Pike

EHicott City, Maryland 21042

redistnct1ns@h_c:pss,prs

Dear Board Members:

My family resides in Maple Lawn in Fulton and I am writing to express my concerns with
Superintendent Martirano's proposed redistrict^ng plan that adversely impacts our community and
violates several elements of Board of Education policy.

The proposal calls for polygons #256 (which has one school-aged child) and ^1256 to be redistricted
from Fulton Elementary School to Laurel Woods Elementary School, creating an isolated island that is
not contiguous with the current or proposed district boundaries. This effectively splits the Maple
Lawn neighborhood across 2 separate school districts (Fulton ES and Laurel Woods ES) and also splits
the Laurel Woods ES community into 2 separated geographic districts. (Areas of concern circled

below)



Sayers, Margery

From: Ryan Si!va <ryansilva0@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 2:15 PM
To: CouncEIMail; Waish, Elizabeth; Jones, Opel; Rigby, Christiana; Jung, Deb; Yungmann,

David; superintendent@hcpss.org; Ball, Calvin
Subject: County Council/CR112: Redistricting Polygon 1256
Attachments: BOE letter RES.pdf

[Note: This emaif originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Please see attached ietter of oppositions to the redistricting of polygon 1256.

Thanks,

Ryan E. Siiva
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From: Karen Barnes <kbarnesdc@yahoo.com>

Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 2:51 PM
To: Wa!sh, Elizabeth; Jones, Opel; Rigby, Christiana; Jung, Deb; Yungmann, David;

superintendent@hcpss.org; Ball, Caivin; CouncilMail
Subject: Re: Howard County- CR112 a correction

[Note; This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only dick on links or attachments if you know the

sender.]

Correction -1 am a resident of Polygon 1256.

Thank you, Karen Barnes

> On Sep 16, 2019, at 2:05 PM/ Karen Barnes <kbarnesdc@yahoo.com> wrote:

>

> I, Karen Barnes, as a resident of Howard County and Polygon 1246 want to submit my opposition to CR112. Please
have this entered for the record.
>

> Sincerely, Karen Barnes

> 7742 Water St
> Fulton/MD 20759
>

>



Sincerely/

Paul A. Scott/ PhD

District 4
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From: pascottbtr <pascottbtr@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 3:04 PM
To: CouncilMait

Cc: Jung, Deb
Subject: Statement in opposition to CR-112

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

am writing to strongly oppose CR-112, which requests that the Howard County Board of Education (BOE) and Howard
County School System (HCPSS) draft/ approve/ and implement a lawfu! multi-year Integration Plan. The stated purpose
of such a plan is to integrate the schools by socloeconomic factors and retain that integration in future years.

I have several objections to the resolution. To begin with, the preamble sections ("Whereas" sections) use language that
is offensive and unnecessary. The sections ta!k about the post slavery Reconstruction period, the concept of separate
but equal, and the Supreme Court decision in Plessy v. Ferguson. While these time periods and issues are part of our

shameful and disturbing racial history as a country/ they in no way apply to the Howard County of today and invoking
them is needlessly inflammatory. As another section states/ Howard County integrated its schools over a half century

ago.

The resolution goes on to cite a statistic from the National Center on Education Statistics regarding the increase in the
number of "segregated schools in the US over a twenty year period ending in 2006. I put the word segregated in
quotes/ as the NCES definition of segregation is any school where !ess than 40% of the student population is white. I had
to read that again as I thought at first it was a mistake. The definition makes no logical sense at all. Under this definition,

theoretically if a school had a white student population of 70,80, or even 90%, it would not be segregated, according to
the internal logic of their definition. Does that make any sense? In addition/ a quick review of the data as presented in
Superintendent Martirano's proposed school redistricting plan indicates that according to the NCES definition, 43 of the
county's 74 schools are currently segregated; whafs more, if Dr. Martirano's plan is implemented, the number would
INCREASE to 45! Are you sure you want to use this NCES statistic in your resolution?

While ! found the Whereas sections offensive and illogical, my main objection is in the Resolved section/ which calls on
the BOE and HCPSS to draft/ approve, and implement a lawfui integration plan. The BOE is a separate distinct body who
have been ejected to oversee and run the HCPSS. It is inappropriate for the County Council to be telling and suggesting
what the BOE should be doing or how it should run the school system. Of course/ the Council is the one who funds the

school system and should engage in oversight to ensure that county funding is being used wisely. But that does not
include directing the BOE, even in the guise of a non-binding resolution/ what it should or shouldn't be doing. Given that

the Council does fund the school system, any "suggestion" made by the Council may not be taken as only that by the
BOE.

This is not to deny that the issue of school achievement gaps among different populations of Howard County students is
not a legitimate issue and one that the BOE and HCPSS continues to need to work on. The Council can play a useful role
in several ways. Most importantly, the Council can provide adequate funding for the school system so that the BOE and
HCPSS can design and implement programs to close achievement gaps without having to trade one essential function for
another given an inadequate budget. Secondly, the Council can work to bring some sanity to the residential
development process in this County/ by for example, passing CR-42 (which I support) in order to bring much needed
funds to the school system to keep up with its capital building needs given the rapid pace of development in the County.

in summary/ this resolution is needlessly inflammatory, illogical and inappropriate. i respectfully ask that you withdraw
it and instead focus your efforts on the many important issues that are legitimately within your area of responsibiiity.
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From: Rebecca Roth <r6beccasroth@gmaii.com>

Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 3:11 PM
To: CouncilMail; Walsh, Elizabeth; Jones, Opel; Rigby, Christiana; Jung, Deb; Yungmann,

David; superintendent@hcpss.org; Bai!, Cafvin
Subject: County Council/CRH 2

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Piease only click on links or attachments if you know the
sender.',

I/ Rebecca Roth, as a homeowner in polygon 1256 in Maple Lawn/ want to submit my opposition to the Howard County
Council CR112.

Please have this entered for the record.

Thank you/
Rebecca Roth
7409 Trappe St, Fuiton, MD 20759
240-463-6493



in the short term/ build additions to over capacity schools or fund more relocatable pod classrooms to

keep up with continued county growth. Additionally/ plan for continued county growth and prepare

for it by funding additional school facilities In the future.

Build more affordable housing in areas of the county where schools are under capacity. Allow lower income
families the ability to live in areas of the county that may be currently financially inaccessible.

• Funnel county funcfing/additional resources to schools that are under performing or most in need to create true
test score improvement. When all schools are excellent in Howard County, there is no reason an under

performing school should continue to struggle. Support must be provided to children that could most benefit.

Implement training programs for parents of children in under performing schools (or any parent for that matter)
so all parents have the knowledge to best support their children throughout their child's school tenure.

Consider implementing a "Teacher Swap" policy county wide. Allow teachers/administrators to switch schoois
for a period of years to learn new ideas/ teaching methodologies and best practices to take back and implement
in their home schools. This would be a win for all teachers and students involved as sharing of information is
power and can only benefit ALL children/ regardless of the school they attend.

There is a realiy big opportunity for the County Councii to advise the BOE on how to best serve the children in our
county. Moving 7400 students and disrupting so many family's lives can not be the best solution. More thorough,
thoughtful research needs to be done. Please consider alternative ways to achieve the stated goals and best serve a)
children In Howard County.

Please vote no on Resolution CR 112.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Colvin - Poiygon 3176, District 5
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From: JEFF AND ELISABETH <ECOLVIN11@msn.com>
Sent: Monday/ September 16, 2019 3:19 PM
To: CounciiMail
Subject: Opposition to Resolution CR 112 - Elizabeth Colvin, District 5

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please on!y click on links or attachments If
you know fche sender.;

Dear Members of the County Council/

First/ I'd like to say that I am for establishing equity within our schools and for closing the achievement gap

among our children. I think It is imperative that ail children are given the best chance to succeed both in

school/ and in life beyond.

I do not/ however, agree with resolution CR 112 for several reasons. First, it asks us to believe that our county,

and as a result/ our schools are segregated. In addition/ there is an implied air of racism in its language as

applied to the citizens of Howard County/ both of which I believe are fundamentally untrue. Our family has

lived in 4 different counties in the past 15 years (all very similar to Howard County in terms of excellent
schools, and consistent county growth year after year) in Arizona/ Kansas, Colorado and now

Maryland. Howard County is/ by far, the most beautiful rainbow of colors/ mix of ethnicities/ differing religions

and varying beliefs of any county we have lived it. That's part of what makes it so special. Our children don't

see color, are open and tolerant to others views and learn so much from the extensive exposure they are

receiving from attending school/ playing sports/ hanging out with and living among such a diverse

community. My understanding is that we are among one of the most diverse and inclusive school systems in

the country, and our personal experience absolutely supports this.

Next/ Resolution CR 112 tasks the school board with fixing a county wide problem/ rather than addressing the

root causes of the problem at hand. There indeed is sodoeconomic segregation in our county, but I would

argue it is due to poor zoning and past development decisions - neither of which are the fault of any child

within the county.

There is an achievement gap among our children and it needs to be addressed/ but I believe this can only be

done by attacking the problem at its foundation. There are a variety of solutions that could be considered to

better serve all children living in Howard County:

Implement Mandatory Head Start or Pre-K Programs - Tackling the problem of children being left

behind at the earliest possible stages of their education has proven and lasting effects. Starting

children on the path to success before elementary school ensures they are given the best possible

chance to achieve and excel.
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From: Monica Bukoski <monica04166@yahoo.com>

Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 3:56 PM
To: redistricting@hcpss.org; CoundlMail; BOE@hcpss.org
Cc: christinajjelmont-smail@hcpss.org; chao_wu@hcpss.org; Walsh, Elizabeth;

jenniferjnallo@hcpss.org; sabinajaj@hcpss.org; superintendent@hcpss.org
Subject: polygon 1256 — Oppose Howard County Schoo! Redistricting Proposal

[Note; This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know fche sender,]

Dear BOE members/

Me and my family have lived in the Maple Lawn community in Fultorif MD since 2011, I am

writing to oppose the newly proposed redistricting of ray neighbors in polygon 1256 to
Laurel Woods Elementary, which doesn't make any sense at all to me that walkers will

become bus riders just to help reducing the FARM rate for the other school.

The superintendent's current plan breaks our community, although we don't live in polygon

1256 and ray kids have graduated from the Fulton Elementary; I believe this
redistricting will create a mess for my neighbors in polygon 1256 including morning
commutes/ after school activities and kids' social events with their own neighborhood

kids. This proposal it's also not fair for people that pay high property taxes and home
prices to stay at the community that they believe is the best for their family. I hope
there're other better alternatives that the superintendent and BOE members can find to

reach their goals and that will keep our community together,

Thanks and regards/

Monica Bukoski
polygon 1259
monica04166@yahoo.corn



Sayers, Margery

From: Gina DesEderio <desiderio@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 4:47 PM
To: CounciiMail
Subject: . Written Testimony in Support of CB112-2019

;Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on iinks or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Dear Councilmembers,

I want to thank you for standing up for the importance of integration in our county schools.! stand behind you in the
ideology behind this legislation and uphold all of these values.

However, I do want to note that while ! appreciate the end-goal of CB112,1 cannot but help to believe that the
introduction of this legislation is an attempt to obscure the County Council's role in creating the segregation in Howard
County housing/ which in turn is reflected En neighborhoods and school assignments.

Calling on HCPSS alone to fix the problem of segregation fails to acknowledge the history of the Council/ En approving
waivers and accepting fees in lieu of moderate housing. Past Councils have made it a habit to capituiate to the
developers and their expensive lobbyists/ so that Coundlmembers may continue to reap the benefits of developers'
poiiticat donations. And whether or not current Councifmembers have accepted developer donations or have aiiowed
these exemptions and fees in lieu is moot.,, the Council as an entity has a role in creating the segregation...and in turn,

the Council has a role to fix it.

I'll submit my testimony to the HCPSS Board of Education separateiy. I know all too well the shell game the Board and
the County Council play/ shifting responsibility back and forth/ when both parties are responsible and have major roles

to play.

This political stunt garnered attention/ that's for sure. I hope, however, that it is more than Just a political stunt/ and you

truly vote as if these are your values and not just a play in your game of politics.

Again, i agree with the end-goal/ but f still hold you responsible for voting accordingly in ways that matter...that means
I'll be looking at you to see your votes in CB42-2019/ for example. That's the first measurable way that you'll show your

constituents that you support holding developers accountable, f'lf also be looking at your votes for CB38-2019--are you
still supporting developer entitlements? And if it comes to this, I'll be looking at your votes if there needs to be any
overrides of vetoes from our County Executive En these matters, as well

Thank you/
Gina Desiderio Edmison
9822 Sawmilf Branch Trail

Ellicott City/MD 21043

Gina Desiderio Edmison

desiderio@gmajl,com
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School Quaiity and House Ptices

In a study that is closely related to this one, Black [1] focuses on the
value of houses that are close to attendance district boundaries and uses
test scores as a measure of school quality. She finds that a 5% increase in

test scores increases house prices by about 2.5%, all else being equal. Our
hedonic regression including reading test scores comes up with the surpris-
ing result that test scores are negatively related to house values. We
explain this finding in three ways. First, the test scores do not vary

systematically among the schools. (The year-to-year correlations are rela"
tively low.) Second, the test scores are mainly serving as a proxy for
unobservable heterogeneity among schools and neighborhoods. This inter-
pretation is strengthened by the results of the repeat-sales analysis, in
which the coefficients on reading scores are positive (with one exception)

and usually statistically significant. Third, there is not a great deal of
difference in the quality of the schools. Recall that all of the students in

the various elementary schools attend the same high school, and that

public policy in the school district is aimed at ensuring a consistent high
level of academic quality.

One final test of these results was to include third grade math test

scores in the regressions. Whether they were entered separately or jointly
with the reading scores, including the math scores did not change the
qualitative results reported here. (Complete regression results are avail-

able upon request.)

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has presented evidence on a familiar question, the relation
between local public schools and house prices. Our main result is that

disrupting neighborhood schools reduces house values by 9.9%, all else

being equal. We were also able to measure the value of providing trans-
portation services, something that has not (to our knowledge) been done
before. Instituting transportation services increases house values by 2.6%,
all else being equal. Our findings are robust to alternative econometric

specifications that focus on the unobservable heterogeneity across neigh-
borhoods.

The neighborhood schools effect is about $570 per year at a 10%
discount rate. To put this number in perspective, consider that the mean
school property tax rate for this period was about 60 mills, applied to an
assessed value of 35% of market value. At the mean house price of about

$58,000, this implies an annual property tax bill for schools of about $1200.
This neighborhood schools effect has an equivalent impact on house
values of a fully capitalized 47.5% increase in property taxes. This is a
substantial number, and one that indicates the importance of the way in
which public schools are provided as well as how they are financed.
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and 1989. There were no qualitative changes in the results as a result.
(Complete regression results are available upon request.) Recall that we

also estimated the wilhin-neighborhood regressions and the repeat-sales

regressions both including and excluding sales during 1987, with minimal
effect on the findings.

Racial Composition Effect

The coefficlent on the variable School Nomvhife % in the various

regressions is a measure of the racial composition effect. In our main
(difference-in-difference) specification, the coefficient Is negative, which is

consistent with racial prejudice against nonwhite students. The coefflcient

Is not statistically significantly different from zero, though, so one cannot

draw too strong an inference from the point estimate.

The positive and statistically significant coefficient on the variable
School Nonwhife % In the pooled cross-section hedonic regression (re-

ported in the first column of Table 5) is difficult to explain, even given the
40-year pro-integrative history of Shaker Heights. At face value, this result

implies that households are willing to pay more for a house in a school
district with a higher fraction of nonwhite students, all else being equal.

The results in the second and third column of Table 5 provide some

explanation of this otherwise anomalous finding. When the time period

studied is changed from 1983-1994 to 1983-1989, the coefficient on
School Nonwhite % is somewhat smaller, but still larger than its standard

error. When third grade reading test scores are included, the coefficient on

School Nonwhite % drops substantially, and in fact is less than its standard

error. This suggests that the coefficients m the first and second columns

are picking up some sort of unobserved heterogeneity in schools and

neighborhoods, rather than a racial composition effect per se.

This interpretation is reinforced by the results of the repeat-sales

analysis. The coefficients on School Nonwhite % m the repeat-sales

analysis are never statistically significant, with some being negative and

some positive in no particular pattern. (Complete regression results are

available upon request.) These results suggest that unobserved neighbor-

hood heterogeneity is not completely accounted for by the various dummy
variables in the hedonic regression.

The simple correlation between School Nonwhile % and Third Grade Reading Test Score
is --0.33. When both variables are included in the analysis, they have opposite signs, as we
would expect. However, the signs are in the "wrong" direction: test scores liave a negative

coefficient, while percent nonwhite has positive coefficient. Our interpretation is that these
variables are proxying for unobserved heterogeneity among schools and neighborhoods.
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TABLE 9

Hypothesis Test: Cocfficients on Physical Characteristicii Equal across Years

Years P statistic (degrees of freedom) P Value

1983-1986 1.661 (11,1522) 0.08
1987-1994 0.854 (11,2883) 0.59
1983-1989 0.449 (11,2638) 0.93
1983 0.860(11,325) 0.58
1984 2.588 (11,347) 0.004
1985 0.829(11,363) 0.61
1986 1.288(11,421) 0.23
1987 1.716(11,371) 0.07
1988 0.852(11,354) 0.59
1989 3.011 (11,322) 0.001
1990 0.763(11,315) 0.68
1991 1.338 (11,305) 0.20
1992 1.265(11,316) 0.24
1993 0.608(11,357) 0.82
1994 0.810(11,375) 0.63

Note. Tlie test is whether the coefficients on the following list of variables are equal to
those estimated using the enftre sample 1983-1994: ln(lot size), ln{.living area), construcflon
grade AA or A + , constmction grade A, constmcl'son grade B or C or D, Sn(age of house), bad or
fair condition, excellent condition, average room size, plumbing fixtures, hefivy traffic. The higher
the P value, the less probable it is that the null hypothesis of equality of the coefficients can
be rejected. Years for which the null hypothesis of pooling is rejected at the 5% significance
level are shown in italics.

1983-1986,1987-1994, 1983-1989, and for each of the years 1983 through
1994. We then performed an F test on the hypothesis that the coefficients

were the same as those estimated using the entire set of sales between
1983 and 1994.

The results of these tests are presented in Table 9. In most of the cases,
we fall to reject the hypothesis that the coefficients are equal, which means

that our approach of pooling the various years is appropriate. There are
some exceptions, though. The null hypothesis of pooling is strongly re-
jected for the years 1984 and 1989. In 1984, as described earlier, there was
significant uncertainty about the school district, so the inequality of the
coefficients is easy to understand. There is not as clear an explanation for

1989.
We also reject the null hypothesis at the 10% significance level for the

period 1983-1986 and the year 1987. The 1983-1986 result is explained by
the 1984 result, while 1987 was again a year of tremendous upheaval—the

focus of this paper—and thus a year where the housing market might be
expected to systematically differ. In order to investigate the robustness of

our results, we reesdmated our regressions omitting the years 1984, 1987,
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specification is found in the second column of Table 5, an estimated

impact on the mean house value of $2370.
The results of estimating withm-nelghborhood regressions are found in

Table 7. Between 52.6% and 59.7% of the $11,437 difference in the mean

value of houses in the two parts of the Mercer neighborhood is attributed
to the institution of bus services. Thus, instituting bus service is estimated
to increase the value of the average house by between $6013 and $6825.

This number is larger than that found using the hedonic approach re-
ported in Table 5, which suggests that the neighborhood controls were not
accounting for all unobserved characteristics. (The mean house value in

Mercer is larger than the mean for Shaker Heights as a whole, which
would tend to increase the point estimate.) This explanation is reinforced
by the results of estimating a hedonic regression on the Mercer neighbor-

hood including a dummy variable indicating whether or not bus services
were provided to the house. The effect of this variable at the mean was to
increase house prices by $5010, intermediate between the results including

the entire city and the results using the two different parts of the Mercer
neighborhood.4

As was the case with the neighborhood schools effect, repeat-sales

analysis (reported in Table 8) yields estimated effects of the policy mter-
ventlons that are large relative to the results obtained via the other
regression methods. When the entire period from 1983-1994 is included,

the impact of providing bus service is estimated to be between $16024 and
$16562 at the mean, depending on whether 1987 is included or excluded
from the analysis. Restricting the sample period to 1983-1989 and includ-
ing reading test scores reduces the estimated impact substantially, to a

range of $9745 to $11,334 depending on whether 1987 is included or
excluded. Coupled with the decomposition results, these results suggest
that unobserved heterogeneity among neighborhoods is important. How-

ever, the main conclusions of the hedonic analysis are robust to these
alternative specifications.

Tests of Pooling Assumptions

Because we are pooling observations from a period of over a decade,it

is possible that the coefficients on the physical characteristics of the
houses could have changed during that time. If that were the case, then it
would be inappropriate to pool observations from the various years. We

tested the hypothesis that the coefficients on the physical characteristics of
the house (including whether the street had heavy traffic) remained the
same for the entire time period by estimating separate regressions for

Regressions omitting 1987 were also estimated, and the transportation services effect was
found to be between $4578 and $5865,
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[2] and the results in the next section) and again is quite similar to the
result found using the entire sample.

The final robustness check was to use a sample of only those houses that
sold twice, once before and once after the redistricting. This approach
allows us to focus on changes in the observable neighborhood characteris"

ties by holding the physical characteristics and geographical location of the
house constant. We estimated four variations of this approach, and the
results are reported in Table 8.

The first regression included all repeat sales from 1983-1994 where the
first sale was before 1987 and the second sale in 1987 or after. The
observable characteristics that (could) change were the percent nonwhite
in the school and the school district itself. Evaluating the coefficient on

Bus & District Change at the mean value of the houses in the sample
implied a reduction in house value of $7593. This is larger than the change

found using the other methods, suggesting that neighborhood effects were
not perfectly controlled, even in the within-neighborhood estimation

procedure.

The second regression included all repeat sales from 1983-1994 where
the first sale occurred before 1987 and the second sale after 1987 (so sales
in 1987 were excluded). The results were quite similar to those found

including 1987, with an estimated effect at the mean of —$7003.
The third regression included repeat sales from 1983-1989 that straddle

1987. This specification allowed us to include data on third grade reading

test scores as a measure of school quality. There was little impact on the
estimated effect of losing a neighborhood school, however. The estimated

effect at the mean was —$7377, almost identical to the effect found using
the entire period and not accounting for test scores.

The fourth and final regression again used 1983-1989 but excluded 1987
sales. The result was again similar, with an estimated effect of -$7396 at

the mean.

Transportation Services Effect

The transportation services effect is captured in the pooled cross-sectlon
hedonic regression by the variable Bus &.NO District Change. This variable
identifies those houses for which the school remained the same but which
were now eligible to receive bus service to and from the school. The

regression coefficient using the entire sample is reported in the first
column of Table 5. The estimated impact of instituting bus service, all else
being equal, is to increase the mean house value by about 2.6%, or $1502
at the mean house value.

As with the neighborhood schools effect, we undertook a variety of tests
on the robustness of our result. The first test was to include reading test

scores and restrict the time period to 1983-1989. The result of this
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TABLE 8

Neighborhood Schools Effect ;ind Transportation Services Effect, Repeat Sales OnEy

Sample

1983-1994
(inciuding 1987)

1983-1994
(exc) tiding 1987)

1983-1989
(including 1987)

1983-1989

(excluding 1987)

Observations

634

539

290

195

Neighborhood schools
effect at mean value

-$7593

-$7003

-$7377

-$7396

Transportation services
effect at mean value

$16,024

$16,562

$9745

$11,534

Note. Only repeat sales where the first safe was before 1987 and the second sale was in
1987 or after are includes in the analysis. All regressions include Ihe percent nonwhite in the
school; regressions for 1983-1989 aiso include third grade reading test scores.

ing the effect of disrupting the neighborhood school using the Oaxaca
decomposition described earlier.

We analyze the Lomond neighborhood, where there were enough obser-
vations of both houses that changed districts and houses that remained in
the Lomond schools to make estimation feasible. The results of using this

approach are summarized in Table 6. The difference in the (geometric)
mean value of houses that remained in the Lomond school district and

those that were transferred to another district is $6545. Between 40.9%
and 47.1% of the difference is explained by obseivable physical and
neighborhood characteristics.2 Thus, the difference in value attributable

to the change in school district is between 52.9% and 59.1% of $6545, or
between $3462 and $3868. This number is only slightly smaller than that
found using the entire city over the period 1983-1994.23

Another check of robustness is also reported in Table 6. A hedonic
regression as in Table 5 was performed using data on the Lomond

neighborhood only. A dummy variable was included to indicate whether
the school district changed after 1987. Evaluating the effect of this variable
at the mean house value, the estimated effect of changing schools was

found to be $3779. This number is within the range estimated using the
decomposltion technique (it does not have to be—see Bogart and Cromwell

Recail that there are two different regressions used, so that two different estimates are
obtained. In the terms of the thought experiment described earlier, this is like saying you can
move the house in either direction across the district boundary.

We also estimated the regressions omitting the 1987 observations. We found an esti-
mated neighborhood schools effect of between $2307 and $3384, or not very different from
the results including 1987.
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TABLE 6
Within Neighborhood Estimates of Neighborhood Schoois Effect,

Lomond Neighborhood (1987-1994)

Difference in mean house value $6,545
Percent of difference due to district change 52.9%-59.1%
Effect of district change on mean house value (decrease) S3462~$3868
Dummy variable estimate of effect of district change $3779
Number of observations (662 total sales) 476—same district

186—change district

Note. Percent of difference due to district change equals 100% minus the percent
explained by differences in observable characteristics. Included characteristics are
heauy traffic, In(frontage), hi(liuing area), Indot size\ Ini.age of house), average room size,
plumbing fixiures, attached garage, finished attic, wnstmction grade AA/A + , constiuc-
tion gradeA, constmction grade B or C or D, bad or fair cotulifion, excellent condition, and
a set of year dummies. Regressions estimated using data from 1987 to 1994. Complete
regression results available on request.

smaller set of years. The third column adds the reading test scores to the

list of variables. The point estimate of the neighborhood effect coefficient
is slightly smaller than for the period 1983-1994, but the estimated
reduction of mean house values is $3621, only slightly less than found

using the entire sample.

In order to further investigate how robust are results are, we focus
especially on the possibility that neighborhood characteristics are not
completely accounted for by the hedonic approach. We begin by estimat-

TABLE 7

Within Neighborhood Estimates of Transportation Services Effect,
Mercer Neighborhood (1987-1994)

Difference in mean house value $11,437
Percent of difference due to bus service 52.6%-59.7%
Effect of bus service on mean house value (increase) $6013-$6825
Dummy variable estimate of effect of district change $5010
Number of observations (703 total sales) 473—do not get bus service

230—get bus service

Note. Percent of difference due to district change equals 100 minus the percent
explained by differences in observable characteristics. Included characteristics are heavy
traffic, ht(frofitage'), lfi(living wea\ ln(Jot she}, !n(age of house), {werage room size, plumbing
fixtures, attached garage, fimshed attic, constmction grade AA/A + , constniction grade A,
constivction grade B or C or D, bad or fair condition, excellent condition, and a set of year
dummies. Regressions estimated using data from 1987 to 1994. Complete regression
results available on request.
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TABLE 5

Regression Results—1983-1994,1983-1989

Year ->

Variable i

Bus & district change
Bus & no district change
% Nonwhite in school
Third grade reading test scores
In (lot size)
In (living area)
Construction grade AA or A +
Construction grade A
Construction grade E or C or D
In (age of house)
Bad or fair condition
Excellent condition
Average room size

Plumbing fixtures
Heavy traffic
% Nonwhite in tract 1980
% Nonwhite in tract 1990
Ludlow
Maivern
Morcland
Sussex

Fernway

Lomond
Mercer

Onaway
Intercept
Adjusted R2
Observations
Dependent variable mean

1983-1994

-0.072(0,014)
0.026 (0.018)
0.245 (0.048)

0.284 (0.019)
0.299 (0.025)
0.195(0.015)
0.103(0,018)
0.004 (0.010)

-0.050(0.018)
-0.062(0.012)
0.086 (0.018)
0.052 (0,009)
0.012(0.002)

-0.216(0,019)
4.893 (0.444)

-4,939(0.419)
0.009 (0.041)

-0.107(0.052)
-0.174(0.032)

0.278 (0.025)
0.257 (0.023)
0.328(0.024)
0,015 (0.033)
0,070 (0.026)
6,157 (0,232)

0.69
4463
10.97

1983-1989
(without test scores)

-0.064(0.021)
0.039 (0.026)
0.117(0.064)

0,251 (0,023)
0.321 (0.033)
0.193(0.020)
0.119 (0.023)
0,002 (0.013)

-0.057(0.022)
-0.063(0.015)
0.098 (0.023)
0.038 (0.012)
0.011(0.003)

-0.200(0.024)
4.982(0.570)

-5.009(0.538)
0.068 (0.051)

-0.066(0.069)
-0,081(0.043)
0.308 (0.031)
0.278 (0.029)
0.170(0.032)
0,059(0.042)
0.108(0,034)
6,371 (0.293)

0.67
2670
10.97

1983-1989
(with test scores)

-0.064(0.021)
0.040 (0.026)
0,055 (0,069)

-0.003(0,001)
0.252(0.023)
0.321 (0.033)
0.191(0.020)
0.119(0.023)
0,002(0.013)

-0.056(0.022)
-0.063(0,015)

0.098 (0.023)
0.038(0.012)
0.011 (0.003)

-0.201(0.024)

5.002 (0.570)
-5.031(0,538)

0.096 (0.052)
-0,069(0.069)

-0,084(0.043)
0.292 (0.032)
0.271 (0.030)
0.161 (0.032)
0,043 (0.043)
0.107 (0.034)
6.614 (0.308)

0.67
2670
10.97

Note. Standard errors in parentheses. Regressions also included year dummies that are not

reported. Omitted dummy variables are normal condition, construction grade B + , and
Boulevard. Dependent variable is the log of house price deflated by the housing price index
(see Table 2). Reading scores available for 1983-1989 only.

negative and statistically significant, as reported in the first column of
Table 5. The loss of the neighborhood school is predicted to reduce the
value of She house by about 6.9%, or $4060 at the mean house price.

The result is robust to including reading test scores as a measure of

school quality. The second and third columns of Table 5 present the
results of estimating the pooled cross-section hedonic regression for the
years 1983-1989, when the school test scores are available. The second

column includes the same variables as the first column, only for the
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TABLE 4
Regression Results—Differcnce-in-Difference Estimator

Variable

School district change
Sale in 1987 or later
School district change and sale in 1987 or later
% Nonwhite in school
In (lot size)
in (living area)
Construction grade AA or A +
Construction grade A
Construction grade B or C or D
In (age of house)
Bad or fair condition
Excellent condition
Average room size

Plumbing fixtures
Heavy traffic
% Nonwhite in tract 1980
% NonwhEte in tract 1990
Intercept
Adjusted R2
Observations
Dependent variable mean

Coefficient (standard error)

0.050 (0.0165
0.062(0.013)

-0.104(0.019)
-0.051(0.044)

0.223 (0.018)
0,317(0.026)
0.193(0.016),
0.097 (0.019)
0.026 (0.010)

-0.079(0.017)
-0.083 (0.012)

0.089 (0.018)
0.080 (0.009)
0.017 (0,002)

-0.220(0.020)
1.329 (0.271)

-1.758(0.257)
6.632(0.228)

0.65
4463
10.97

Note. Estimated impact of redistticting is the coefficient of "school district and sale in 1 987
or later." Omitted dummy variables are normal condition and construction grade B 4- .

Dependent variable is the log of house price deflated by the housing price index (see Table
2).

Neighborhood Schools Effect

Our preferred approach to estimating the neighborhood schools effect is

to use the difference-in-difference regression reported in Table 4. The
neighborhood schools effect is represented by the coefflcient on the
variable School District Change and Sale in 1987 or Later. This variable is
negative and statistically significant, indicating that the loss of a neighbor-

hood school reduces house value, all else being equal. The magnitude of
the effect is substantial, with an estimated reduction in the house price of
9.9% (calculated as 1 — e~ , where -0.104 is the coefficient on the

variable). Evaluating this at the mean house value of $58,090, this implies
redistricting reduced the value of the average house by $5738. The remain-

der of this subsection investigates how robust this finding is to alternative
regression specifications.

In the pooled cross-section hedomc regression, the neighborhood schools
effect is captured by the variable Bus & District Change. This variable is
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Variable (continuous)

in (house price/index)
Average room size/100
In (living area)
In (age of house)
Plumbing fixtures
in (lot size)
Third grade reading test scores
% Nonwliite in school
% Nonwliite in tract 1980
% Nonwhite in tract 1990

Variable (0 ~ I)

Bad or fair condition
Good condition
Excellent condition
Construction grade AA or A 4-

Construction grade A
Construction grade B +
Construction grade B or C or D
Lomond
Ludlow
Malvern
Moreland
Sussex

Fernway

Mercer

Onaway
Boulevard
Year of sale 1983
Year of sale 1984
Year of sale 1985
Year of sale 1986
Year of sale 1987
Year of sale 1988
Year of sale 1989
Year of sale 1990
Year of sale 1991
Year of sale 1992
Year of sale 1993
Year of sale 1994
School district change and sale in
Bus & district change
Bus & no district change
Heavy traffic

TABLE 3
Summary Statistics

Mean

10.970
2.867
7.742
3.944

10,241
8.977

62.627
0.468
0.268
0.338

Observations = 1

752
1805
368
543
256

2262
1014
1007

65
45

301
660
701

1065
423
196
348
370
386
444
396
379
347
340
330
341
382
400

1987 or later 1012

1012
509
232

Standard deviation

0.466
0,611
0.287
0.293
2.771
0.354
6.157
0.116
0.218
0.239

Noie, 4463 total observations except for third grade reading test scores, for which there are
2670 total observations,
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might be in a different school district, bus service might have been

instituted, the racial composition of the school might have changed, and
the reading test scores (school quality) might have changed. Our basic
regression is as follows, where ; indicates the house, t indicates the year of
the second sale (between 1987 and 1994), and r indicates the year of the
first sale (between 1983 and 1986);

ln(Pfice,() ~ In(/>/7'ce^)

= a.YEAR, - a^YEAR, + ^School Nomvhite %,/

- ^School Nomvhife %^ + ^Reading Score %„

5y Reading Score %; + 4> Bus & No Distnct Change

+ y Bus Si.Disfnct Change + s^ — e^. (5)

Equation (5) is estimated using several alternative samples of repeat
sales to check the robustness of the results. The first sample includes all
repeat sales where the first sale occurred between 1983 and 1986 and the
second sale between 1987 and 1994. The second sample is the same as the
first with the exception that sales that occurred in 1987 are omitted.

(Because reading scores are available only for the years 1983 to 1989, they
are not included in these first two regressions,) The third sample only
includes second sales that occurred between 1987 and 1989, in order to

investigate whether school quality as measured by test scores affects the
results. The fourth sample is the same as the third sample except that sales
that occurred in 1987 are excluded from the analysis.

The coefficients on the variables Bus & No District Change and Bus &
District Change provide estimates of the transportation services effect and

neighborhood schools effect, respectively. The coefficients on School Non-
white % give a set of annual estimates of the racial composition effect.
Finally, the coefflclents on Reading Score % yield a set of estimates of the
effect of school quality on house prices.

4. THE EFFECTS OF REFORM: EVIDENCE PROM
HOUSE PRICES

The results of estimating the difference-in-dlfference specification are

reported in Table 4. Hedonlc regression results using a pooled cross-
section are reported in Table 5. Tables 6 through 8 report summaries of
the findings for the Oaxaca decomposition and the repeat-sales regression
approaches. The main findings with respect to the effects of the redistrict-

ing are discussed below, as is the test for the assumption that data from
several years can be pooled together to analyze the housing market.
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of each house. We estimate the following regressions using OLS. Note that
the same set of right-hand-side variables is used in each of the two

regressions:

^V,)=X,H^e,

ln(F,)-^j3,+^.

If we let Vj and V^ represent the geometric means of V- and V^ Xj and X,;
the means of Ary and X^, and bj and b^ the estimates of /3. and /^,then,
from the properties of OLS estimation, it must be the case that ln(Vj)

Xjb^andln(Vk)=X,,bk.
Now consider the following decomposition of the difference between

ln(Vj) and In^). Let AX be defined to equal Xj ~ X^ and let Ab be
defined to equal b,; - bj. Then we can write the following equation:

ln(Vj) - ln(Vk) = X^b^ - X^b^ = AXb^ - AbXj = AXbj m AbX^. (4)

Equation (4) shows two alternative ways of expressing the idea that the
difference in the mean house value across school districts has two parts:

first, a part due to differences in observable characteristics (AXb^ or

AXbj) and, second, a residual part that we attribute to the value of a

neighborhood school (AbXj or AbX^).
We also apply this approach to studying the effect of instituting bus

service in one part of a school district but not m the other part of a school

district. In this case, the unobservable characteristic is the value of bus
ser/ices rather than the benefit of having a neighborhood school. Applying

the decomposifion technique provides an alternate estimate of the irans-
portation services effect of school district realignment.

Repeat-Sales Analysis

As we have already noted, a criticism of the hedonic approach is that it
does not sufficiently account for unobserved physical and neighborhood

characteristics. A well-known alternative to pooling the data is to estimate
regressions using only those observations where the house sells more than
once. We use a variation of the so-called "repeat-sales" approach to
provide yet another estimate of the neighborhood schools and transporta-
tlon semces effects. (Our approach is a variation on that described in

Yinger et al. [23].)
We focus on houses that sold twice—once before 1987 and the second

time after 1987, and whose physical characteristics did not change. These
houses have the same physical characteristics and are located in the same

neighborhood during both sales. The only differences are that the house
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hood and the school district were identical, making it impossible to

estimate the pre-1987 variation in house prices due to the school alone.

This concern leads us to use an alternative econometric approach that

uses within-neighborhood variation in school district after 1987 to identify
the effect of the school district on house values. The approach is a

statistical implementation of the following thought experiment; take a
house in one school district and move it across the street into the other

school district while keeping the house in the same neighborhood. The
physical characteristics and neighborhood characteristics of the house

remain the same, so that any change in the value of the house must result
solely from the change in the school district.

The econometric approach we use was originally developed by Oaxaca
[20] to study male-female wage differences. He decomposed the difference

m the mean wage of males and the mean wage of females into a part

explained by observable characteristics and a residual based on unobserv-

able characteristics. In. his work, the residual component was assumed to
reflect labor market discrimination.

We apply Oaxaca's approach in the following way. First, we identify
neighborhoods where there are sufficient observations in both the neigh-

borhood school and another school to estimate hedonic regressions using

the observable characteristics of the house. Second, we estimate regres-
sions for the sales in the different parts of the neighborhood. Third, we

apply the coefficients from the regression in one part of the neighborhood

to the mean house in the other part of the neighborhood, giving us a
difference in the means due to observable differences in physical charac-

terisfics. The remaining difference we attribute to the effects of changing
from the neighborhood school to another school. This gives us two alter-

nate estimates (one using each of the two regressions within the neighbor-

hood) of the neighborhood schools effect estimated by the School District
Change and Sale in 1987 or Later variable in the d ifference-in-difference

specification and the Bus & District Change variable In the pooled hedonic
regression specification. We compare the implied change in the value of a

house with that found using the other approaches in order to investigate

the robustness of the earlier results.

Formally, let ^ and V^ represent the sales price of a house in school

district j and school district k, respectively, where the houses are in the
same neighborhood. Let Xj and X^ represent the observed characteristics

The description of this approach is based on Bogart and Cromwell [2], who apply it to
estimating the effect of school districts of different quality on house prices. Black [1] also
focuses on the boundaries between school attendance districts in identifying the effect of
schools on house prices.
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omitted option is No Bus ScNo District Change, which covers the remaining
houses in Shaker Heights.8

As before, let V represent the sales price of the house deflated by the
price Index and X the matrix of physical and neighborhood characteristics
of the house. Unlike the difference-in-difference specification, we now
include in Z dummy variables indicating which year the house was sold and
the neighborhood in which the house is located. Then the regression that

we estimate using OLS is shown as Eq. (2). The variable we are most
concerned with is a, which indicates the impact on house price of losing
the neighborhood school. We also pay attention to the estimate of ^, the

transportation services effect:

ln(F) =X{3 + Zy + a* Bus ^District Change

+ ^ * Bus & A^o ?/7'c/ Change + E. (2)

One of the requirements for consistent estimation of a hedonic regres-
sion Is that the coefficients remain constant over the entire sample.
Because of the disruption to the market caused by the redistricting, we do

not necessarily expect this condition to hold for the entire sample period.
Therefore, we also estimate Eq. (2) splitting the sample into before and
after redistricting periods (1983-1986 and 1987-1994) as well as separate
regressions for each year. To anticipate, we find that the coefficients on
the physical characteristics of the house do not change over the entire time

period, so th^t the principal influence of any changes in house prices is
captured by the variables that directly measure the policy innovations. °

Oaxaca Decomposition —Change within a Neighborhood

One criticism of the hedonic approach is that it does not sufficiently
account for unobser/ed differences among neighborhoods. This is espe-
daily important when evaluating a policy innovation such as eliminating
neighborhood schools in some places. After all, before 1987, the neighbor-

It ES also possible that a house could change districts, but the new school would be close
enough to tlie house that no bus service would be required (No Bus & Distn'cf Change). There
were six observations where tliis occurred, which was too few to include in the analysis, so
they were dropped.

Because the price index varies annually, we could use the year dummies alone to control
for inflation rather than deflating the sales price. Doing so would alter the variance of the
dependent variable relative to the difference-in-difference approach, making comparison of
R across the approaches less straightforward. There is no effect on the parameter estimates
or standard errors of using the deflated sales prices, so we continue to use them.

We reject the hypothesis of equality at the 5% significance level for the years 1984 and
1989 as described in detail below. Reestimating the regression omitting those years does not
change our conclusions with respect to the effect of redistricting on house prices.
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TABLE 2
Housing Price Index

Year

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

Index

1.451
1.539
1.559
1.668
1.742
1.844
1.919
2.004
2.173
2.099
2.131
2.288

Note. index calculated using repeat sales
of houses in Shaker Heights. Base year is
1976 (index = 1 for 1976).

was redistricted. Then the regression that we estimate using ordinary least

squares (OLS) is shown as Eq. (1). The variable we are most concerned

with is a, which indicates the impact on house price of losing the

neighborhood school:

ln(F) =XfS + Zy+ a* Schoo] District Change and Sale in 1987 or Later

+ ^ (1)

While our main results are obtained using the difference-in-difference

estimator, we use a variety of alternative specifications to investigate the

robustness of our findings. First, we estimate a pooled cross-section

regression that includes dummy variables for the various neighborhoods

within Shaker Heights, year dummy variables, and third grade reading test

scores (a measure of school quality). This approach is similar to the
difference-in-difference approach, but estimates a transportation services
effect for those houses that remained within the same school district as

well as a neighborhood schools effect. We create a dummy variable,

Bus & No District Change, that equals 1 if the house receives bus service

after 1987 and remains in the same district, and 0 otlienvise. There is also

a dummy variable, Bus & District Change, that equals 1 if the house
receives bus ser/ice after 1987 and changes district, and 0 otherwise. The
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ables. In general, hedonic models focus on markets in which a generic

commodity can embody varying amounts of a vector of attributes. As a

practical matter in applied studies, the price equation is typically estimated
by ordinary least squares, with the supply of attributes and the tastes of

consumers assumed exogenous. This is the approach taken here.

Our preferred approach is to use a dlfference-in-difference regression to
estimate the impact of losing a neighborhood school on house value. It is

possible to separate the houses into two different groups: houses that do

not lose their neighborhood schools as a result of redistricting and houses

that do. It is also possible to separate the sales into those that happened

before the redistricting and those that happened after. The idea of a

difference-in-difference regression is to identify a control group and a

treatment group, and compare the experience of the two groups. The
control group in this case consists of houses that stay in the same school

district, while the treatment group consists of houses that change districts.

To implement the difference-in-difference estimator, we create three

dummy variables. The first dummy variable, School District Change, equals

1 if the house is in a part of Shaker Heights that lost its neighborhood
school after 1987, and equals 0 otherwise. The second dummy variable,

Sale in 1987 or Later, equals 1 if the house sold in 1987 or later, and 0

otherwise. The third dummy variable, and the focus of our attention, is the

product of the other two dummy variables. The third variable is called
School Distnct Change and Sale in 1987 or Later. The coefficient on this

variable is our estimate of the neighborhood schools effect.

In order to control for other differences among houses, we include a set

of variables that summarize the physical characteristics of the house,

These characteristics include the lot size, age, average room size, living

area, number of plumbing fbctures, the construction grade of the house,
and the current condition of the house. We also include observable

characteristics of the neighborhood and school district, including whether

the street has heavy traffic, the percent nonwhite in the census tract in

1980 and 1990, and the percent nonwhite in the school.

Because our sales take place over a 12-year period, there is inflation

over time. We deflate the sales prices of the houses using a repeat-sales

annual housing price index (shown in Table 2).

Let V represent the sales price of the house deflated by the price index,

X the matrix of physical and neighborhood characteristics of the house,

and Z the dummy variables indicating whether the house was sold before

or after 1987 and whether the house was in a part of Shaker Heights that

We are grateful to a referee for suggesting this interpretation of our work.
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and a composite good (,X\ If it is assumed that housing is supplied
inelastically, capital and X are in elastic supply from a national market,

and production and utility functions are convex, then the price of housing

can be written as a function of household income and amenities. If we let

Pj be the price of housing in neighborhood j, then the following relation
holds true: dP-/dA^ > 0. It is this relationship between the house price
and the local amenities that we will estimate. In particular, we will analyze

the effect of changing the elementary school from a neighborhood school

to another school (a reduction in y4p, and we will analyze the effect of

instituting transportation service to the neighborhood school (an increase
in .4,).14

Our approacli has several advantages over previous research on the link

between school reform and house values. First, we are confident that the
schools in the district are of similar quality. As a matter of public policy,
all elementary schools are held to the same standards and receive inputs

appropriate to do so. This includes, among other things, rotating teachers
among the schools in the district. Further, all students attend the same

high school, and the school district s overall high quality has been widely
acknowledged.16 Second, we have a detailed list of housing characteristics,

reducing the effects of unobserved heterogeneity among houses.

Third, we are able to distinguish between the three effects of busing on

house values introduced in the first section. The racial composition effect

is identified because the racial composition does not change much in some

schools, but changes substantially in others. The neighborhood schools
effect is identified because some houses do not change district, while

others do. The transportation services effect is identified because some

houses that do not change district nevertheless benefit from the addition

of bus service.

Hedonic Analysis of Pooled Data

Our main econometric approach is to estimate a hedonic price equation

using individual transaction prices of houses as the dependent variable and

school, neighborhood, and physical characteristics as independent vari-

We also estimate the racial composition effect, although our results from Shdker Heights
are unlikely to be representative because of the 40-year history of pro-integrative efforts in
the city.

See Jud and Watts [17] or Bfack [1] on the importance of this point.
WIielan [22] cites such accomplishments as Shaker High being ranked among the top

dozen (of 16,000 nationwide) by Money in 1981 and one of the top 15 by Parade in 1984. We
include test scores as a measure of school quaiity for the years 1983-1989 in order to test the
robustness of our conclusions.
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TABLE 1
School Percent Nonwhite

Year -~*

School district 4,

Boulevard
Fernway
Lomond

Mercer

Onaway
Lydlow
Malvern

Moreland
Sussex

Year ~>

School district j,

Boulevard
Fernway
Lomond

Mercer

Onaway

1983-1984

34.5
23.4
55.4
26,8
34.3
53.0
27.7
79.2
41.0

1989-1990

50.5
51.6
41.4
46,9
50.0

1984-1985

42.0
21,6
56.7
27.9
37.1
54.6
29.2
84.4
42.1

1990-1991

49.7
54.8
44.4
50.0
49.6

1985-1986

35.7
25.2
54.9
28.3
35.1
62.4
26.1
84.9
42,9

1991-1992

53.5
57.2
46.7
48.3
48.7

1986-1987

39.6
22.6
57,2
27.9

31.7
65.1
23,6
86.9
44,6

1992-1993

57.0
59.9
45.6
51.8
46.3

1987-1988

49.8
48.2
42.0
45.0
51.4

1993-1994

58.3
63.3
52.4
50.9
46.1

1988-1989

52.8
45.8
43.6
45.0
52.4

1994-1995

63,0
59.0
54.7
52.7
52.7

Source; Shaker Heights City School District.
Note. Ludlow, Malvern, Moreland, and Sussex schools were closed in 1987,

includes all arms-length purchases (4463) of single-family homes in Shaker
Heights for the years 1983 through 1994.13 There are detailed physical
characteristics for each house; descriptive statistics for the variables used

in the analysis are found in Table 3. We control for both physical
characteristics and neighborhood characteristics in order to focus on the
effects of the following variables: whether the house remained in its

original (neighborhood) school district or not, whether a student living in
the house would ride the bus or not, and the racial composition of the
school district the house is in.

We use a standard model of an intrametropolitan housing market to
motivate our regression analysis [6]. Households are assumed to be mobile
among a fked set of neighborhoods, each of which has a fbced amount of

land and a fixed housing stock. Because Shaker Heights is completely built
out, this assumption Is innocuous. Households derive utility from consum-

ing housing (H\ amenities associated with locating in a neighborhood (A\

Thomas Bier at Cieveland State University has invested a great deaf of time and effort in
checking the accuracy of these data, and we are extremely grateful to liim for providing them
to us.
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Previous Boundaries

Current Boundaries

FIG. 3. Shaker Heights City School district post-reclistricting.

year the percent nonwhite m the elementaiy schools ranged from 23% in
Fernway to 87% in Moreland, the percent nonwhite in 1987-1988 was in
the 42 to 51% range for all of the schools, The school district also began

providing bus transportation for students who remained in their original
districts but had previously walked relatively long distances. Students who
lived relatively close to their schools, however, continued to walk.

In sum, this redistricting provides quasi-experi mental variation to iden-

tify the different effects of the policy on the housing market. Some
neighborhoods had their schools redistricted, but not all. Significant varia-
tion in racial composition of schools existed both across schools prior to
redistricting and over time m the same school as a result of the redistrict-

ing. Finally, bus transportation was introduced for many students but some
students continued to walk to school. And all of these changes occurred in
a relatively homogeneous educational setting.

3. ESTIMATING THE EFFECTS OF REFORM

Throughout the debate on redistricting, one of the concerns expressed
by residents of Shaker Heights was the impact of school closing on
property values.12 We use a unique dataset to investigate the effects. It

See Jordan [16], SuIlivEin [21], and Breckenridge [4].
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FIG. 2. Shaker Heights City School District pre-redistricting.

The reform necessitated some drastic shifts in boundaries. The new
boundaries are shown in Fig. 3, with the old boundaries included to

facilitate comparison. There was a clear break in the 60-year adherence
to the plan of neighborhood schools. The most dramatic case was that of

students from the largely black neighborhood of Moreland who would be
<(airUfted"—in the words of one parent—from the southwest corner of the
district to the Mercer school district in the northeast part of the city (a
drive of about 10 minutes). Other changes were also significant: the

Ludlow district was split between Boulevard and Onaway; the Sussex
district and a section of Fernway were redistricted to less affluent Lomond;

and the formerly compact Onaway district now meandered from the
western border of the city to the affluent Malvern area in the east-central

part of the city.
In general, the redistricting disrupted many previously coherent neigh-

borhood schools. Not all schools were disrupted, however. Students in
Boulevard, Mercer, and most of Fernway remained in their original
district.11 The plan also resulted in the desired racial balance in the
elementary schools, as shown in Table 1. While in the 1986-1987 school

The numbers in parentheses indicate the neighborhoods from which students in the
elementary schools are drawn after 1987. For exampie, the Mercer scliools now include

students from the Mercer (2), Sussex (5), and Moreland (9) neighborhoods.
Because the composition of the schools changed, it is possible that the "neighborhood"

school is viewed differently even by those people who did not change districts. We do not
have data that allow us to identify such a result, however,
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haker Heights

Cuyahoga County Percent Black 1990

95% to 100%
% 35% to 94.9%
ii 10% to 349%

0% to 9.9%

FIG. 1. Cuyahoga County percent black: 1990 by Transportation Analysis Zone 1990
Census data.

and the racial composition of the neighborhoods becomes predominantly
white. The original neighborhoods—which were identified with the names

of their elementary school districts—are shown in Fig. 2.7
In 1984, a citizen's committee advised the Shaker Heights City School

District to close three schools (Moreland Elementary, Malvern Elemen-

taiy, and Byron Junior High) in order to save money and promote greater

racial balance. This proposal caused a great public outcry. In the end,
Woodbury Junior High was closed, with all of the other schools remaining
open.8

1987, enrollment in the district had fallen to 5013 and another set of
reforms was proposed. This time, four elementary schools (Ludlow, More-
land, Malvern, and Sussex) were targeted for closing. The remaining five
elementary schools would teach grades K-4, and Woodbury would be

reopened to house all fifth and sixth graders. The plan became public in

January 1987 and was approved by the school board on March 10, 1987.9

The numbers under the neighborhood/schoo! district names reflect the median sales
price of houses in 1989, with 1 being the highest and 9 the lowest.

8See Sullivan [23] and Jordan [14, 15,16].
9See Breckenridge [3, 4, 5].
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effect of the reform on sales prices of houses in Shaker Heights. Section 5

contains concluding remarks.

2. SCHOOL DISTRICT REALIGNMENT IN
SHAKER HEIGHTS

Shaker Heights is a city of 30,831 people (U.S. Census of Population and
Housing, 1990) covering about seven square miles and located five miles
east of downtown Cleveland. One of the earliest planned communities in

the country, Shaker Heights was designed as a group of neighborhoods

each centered around an elementary school. The neighborhoods contain
a housing stock ranging from relatively modest homes in the south and
west, to larger houses in central Shaker, to mansions in the northern part
of the city. Although the community was designed to include and does

include a variety of sodoeconomic groups, all students attend the same
high school and all elementary schools are held to the same (high)
standards.

Despite an early history of restrictive racial and religious covenants,
Shaker Heights has been a leader since the 1950s in policies designed to
promote and preserve racial integration.5 Recent research [10,11] suggests

that affirmative marketing policies in Shaker Heights have resulted in
greater integration of previously all-whlte areas and less racial change in
integrated areas than would have occurred in the absence of such policies.

In the early 1980s, the school district faced both financial and racial
balance problems. The total enrollment had fallen from a peak of 8079
students in 1966-1967 to 5301 by 1983-1984, a decline of 34%. This
decline seems to reflect changing demographics—the end of the baby
boom—rather than a systematic shift away from public schools to private

schools. The effect of the decrease in enrollment was that resources were

strained as some schools remained near capacity and others were nearly
empty. Further, the pattern of integration within the district was irregular,
with some schools (especially Moreland) predominantly black and others
(such as Fernway and Mercer) predominantly white.

As shown in Fig. 1, Shaker Heights borders some predominantly black
neighborhoods in the city of Cleveland to its south and west. The largely
black neighborhood of Moreland is in the southwest comer of Shaker

Heights, as is the integrated neighborhood of Ludlow. Shaker Heights
neighborhoods toward the north and east are progressively more affluent

See Molyneaux and Sackraan [19] or Haberman [13] for a history of Shaker Heights,
See Kcating [18, Chap. 6] for an overview.
Using data on Shaker Heights from the US. Census, we find that the public school

enrollment was 84% of total public and private school enrollment m 1979 and 81% in 1989.
An alternative measure, enrollment reported by the Shaker Heights City School as a fraction
of the population aged 5-17 reported by the Census was 89% in 1969, 89% in 1979, and 87%
in 1989.
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Researchers Investigating the impact of school district realignment have

found evidence that busing of students results in lower house values.
Clotfelter [8] surveys the early work. Jud and Watts E17] argue that earlier
estimates of the effect of racial composition are overstated because they

did not adequately account for varying school district quality. Black [1]
makes a similar point. GUI [12] analyzes year to year variation In the price
differentials between suburban houses and city houses in an attempt to
measure the timing of house price response to a court-ordered desegrega-
tion in the city. Colwell and Guntermann [9] measure the relation between

house value and proximity to a school and use it to calculate the financial

impact of closing a neighborhood school.

Previous research has typically focused on a large urban school district.

For example, Clotfelter [7] examined Atlanta, Jud and Watts [17] studied
Chariotte-Mecklenberg County, North Carolina, GUI [12] analyzed
Columbus, Ohio, and Colwell and Guntermann [9] considered Lubbock,

Texas. We investigate the effects of a school district realignment in a

relatively wealthy and racially integrated suburb of Cleveland—Shaker
Heights, Ohio—using a dataset consisting of house sales between 1983

and 1994. Our approach has several advantages over previous research.
First, we examine reform in a school district widely acknowledged to be of

high quality. This makes our work more applicable outside the important,

but restricted, area of distressed urban school districts. Second, we are

able to distinguish among the neighborhood schools, racial composition,
and transportation services effect of redlstricting. This enables us to be

more precise about the determinants of the overall reaction of the housing

market to a public school district realignment. Third, our data span several

years before and after the reform, enabling us to control for unobservable
heterogeneity among neighborhoods.

Our study has two limitations resulting from the nature of the data. The
first limitation is that we are unable to estimate the effect of redistrictmg

that involves schools of disparate quality, because all of the schools in

Shaker Heights are of high quality. The second limitation is that we have
no information on the social and economic characteristics of the people

residing in the houses, although we use tract-level data from the Census of
Population and Housing to control for the racial composition of a nelgh-

borhood.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides some background

information on Shaker Heights and details the 1987 reform. Section 3
describes the econometric approach. Section 4 provides evidence of the

We have standardized third grade reading test scores for each school for the years
1983-1989 which we use to test the robusfness of our findings. See Black [1] on the
importance of school quality.
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important causes for realignment has been the ongoing attempt to racially
integrate the public schools, with the well-known result of widespread

busing of black and white students. Such policies have always been
controversial, and there is ongoing activity in several cities aimed at

continuing or undoing court-ordered or voluntary desegregation programs.
Another cause for realignment is a change in demographics, as the

number of school children and their geographical distribution within a city
vary over time. This paper investigates the impact on house prices of a
school district realignment (including some school closures) that led to
busing of some school children in a suburb characterized by neighborhood

schools before the realignment.
One effect of redistricting may be that, by making it harder for parents

to get involved, It harms the quality of schools. It also makes it more
difficult for students to participate in after-school activities relative to the

case where they can walk to and from the school. We refer to this as the
"neighborhood schools effect" of redistricting. Because the neighborhood

schools effect reduces the quality of the schools, it leads us to expect

to find a negative relation between sales prices of houses and school
redistricting.

A second effect of redistricting is to change the racial composition of

the public schools. We refer to this as the racial composition effect of

realignment. If people are racially prejudiced, they may be willing to pay
less for a house in a racially Integrated school district than in a segregated

district. If people prefer integration, then they may be willing to pay more
to live in an integrated district. Because both the racial composition and

neighborhood schools effects are predicted to reduce the value of housing

(in the case of segregationist preferences), it is important to distinguish
between them when trying to understand the underlying reasons for a

change in house values resulting from a school district realignment.
The third effect of redistricting in our sample is that bus service is

introduced in areas that previously did not receive it. We call this the

"transportation services effect of busing. If the student now receives
transportation while attending the same neighborhood school with the

same racial composition, then presumably this service would lead to a
higher value being placed on the house. (As far as we know, we are the
first to estimate this effect.) However, if the school or racial composition is

also changing, this effect might be difficult to identify. Our data include
houses that underwent some combination of all three outcomes, and
therefore allow us to identify all three effects of redistricting,

In other words, there are houses that remained in the same school district while the racial
composition changed and bus service was not provided, houses that remained in the same
school district while the racial composition changed and bus service was provided, and so on.
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This paper presents evidence of the effect on house values of a school retlistrict-
ing in Shaker Heights, Ohio in 1987. As a result of redistricting, neighborhood
schools are disrupted, bus transportation is introduced, and school racial composi-
tion changes. The data include all anns-length sales of houses in Shaker Heights
between 1983 and 1994. We find, using a difference-in-dtfference estimafor, that
disruption of neighborhood schools reduces house values by 9,9%, or $5738 at the
mean house value. This result is robust to a variety of alternative specifications,
including repeat-sales analysis and withm-neighborhood analysis. © 2000 Academic
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"A community is known by the schools it keeps."
Motto, Shaker Heights City School District

1. INTRODUCTION

How much is your local public school worth? It is well known that the
quality of the local public school system is a crucial determinant of the

demand for housing in a neighborhood. Any change in the perceived
quality of the local public school system is likely to have an important
impact on housing demand and therefore housing prices in an area.

The relation between school quality and house prices is especially
salient when school district realignments are considered. One of the most
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Sayers, Margery

From: Eric BonewEtz <holmanbonewitz@aol.com>

Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 4:57 PM
To: CouncilMai!
Subject: CR 112
Attachments: Shaker Heights.pdf

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Dear Council...

Well, Rigby's, Jone's, and Jung's use of infiammatory trigger words in their resolution... which simply
drive us apart... is pretty much uncalled for and unprofessionai. They say this action is for socioeconomic
reasons, but phrases like "post slavery" pretty much indicate this is race based even though there are
plenty of white, Hispanic, and Asian folk on the iower rungs of the ladder. (Can Rigby, Jones, and Jung
spell 14th Amendment... equal protection?). Anyway, I've got some specific problems with this
resolution,.. here are just a few.

First, Century's work as referenced has been pretty much totally discredited by other more recent and
extensive works.... (the drafters of 112 should have used the Google machine rather than offering "stuff
to fit a narrative.

Second, it is my understanding that the Council spent some $400,000 to study this whole social
experiment and are not even following the study's recommendations. (What is going on over there?)

Third, if the board wouid review Duke University's extensive study of Shaker Heights, Ohio regarding
school redistricting and busing they will find that home owners lost 9.9% of their property value on
average. Shaker's demographics fairly mirror Howard County. (I have attached a copy for your review).

On this latter point... wil! Howard County be reducing property tax bills ifCR 112 passes and is carried out
by the school board? Likwise, since the Constitution of Maryland specificaliy prohibits counties from
taking property without a lawful exercise of eminent domain and just compensation... will the county be
willingly issuing checks for resulting reduced property values to those affected or will attorneys need to be
involved? I look forward to hearing back on this point,

Respectfully,

Eric Bonewitz
Clarksvillle, MD
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From: Benjamin Simcock <bsimcock26@gmaii.com>
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 5:03 PM
To: CounciiMail
Subject: Vote Note resolution 112

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know fche sender.]

Dear Council members:

My name is Benjamin Simcockand 1 am a PARENT of two students residing in POLYGON NUMBER 1159 in the rt40
corridor of Ellicott City.

I am writing to urge the council to vote NO to resolution 112 as i do not support the superintendents Proposed Area
Adjustment Pian.

The busing of students an additional ten miles down rt 99 to a new high school when they live less than two miles from

the one at which they are currentiy attending will increase traffic and so decrease safety for teen drivers while
increasing transportation cost for the county, reduce needed sleep for teenagers who already get up too eariy at five

thirty in the morning to catch their current bus/ and will do little to change FARM ratios given the characteristics of
polygon 1159 and those of the new schools they wouid attend under the redistricting plan. Further the study conducted
in connection with the opening of the new high school did not recommend any change for polygon 159 or 1159,
meaning the impact to overcrowding from redistricting 1159 does not appear to be significant given the data and
conclusions from that study. FinaHy, it severs partsofthe valley mede community which has historicalfy all attended
patapsco middle and mt hebron high school and which draws part of its identity from that association. Thanks for your
consideration.

Sincereiy,

Benjamin Simcock

Eflicott City resident

POLYGON NUMBER 1159

11



Sayers, Margery

From: Pamela M <pamela.me|[ott@gmail,com>

Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 5:10 PM
To: Wa!sh, Elizabeth; Jones, Opel; Rigby, Christiana; Jung, Deb; Yungmann, David;

superintendent@hcpss.org; Ball, Calvin; CouncilMaii
Subject: CR112 Opposition for Record

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if you know the

sender.]

I, Pamela Mellott/ as a member of polygon 1256 in Maple Lawn/ want to submit my opposition to CR112. Please have
this entered for the record.

Pamela Mellott

7817 Tilghman Street
Fuiton,MD 20759

(703) 336-3511

Sent from my iPhone
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Sayers, Margery

From: Eric Bonewitz <holmanbonewitz@aol.com>

Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 5:15 PM
To: CoundiMail
Subject: CR 112

[Note: This emai! originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if you know the
sender.1

Dear Council...

One more thing to think about...

How will students bussed to River Hiil who wish to participate in extra curricuiar activities get home after activities end?

Here in Clarksville we have no city bus service and schoo! buses will be !ong gone after practice is over.

Outcome... kids from out of district who want to participate will beS.O.L. (Expletive Out of Luck). Is this fair to them?
Good for them?

Respectfully,

Eric Bonewitz
Clarksville, MD

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Knelly <hampandkaren@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 5:46 PM
To: CouncEIMail
Subject: CR112-2019

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only cijck on links or attachments if you know the

sender.]

Dear Council Members:

We have !ived in Howard Count for over 33 years. We have seen many redistrictings and new schools built. During that
time, the main goal was to keep each schooS's census at about 100% -no more than 110%.

Yes, some land use was decided in previous administrations. However/ we don't see that the current administration is

doing anything to prevent any further damage. Land use and zoning decisions continue to be made in favor of the
developers. This puts pressure on the schools by creating overcrowding. This time around, redistricting is different, as
you want to move a whole lot of students based on income/ with the idea of improving low income student's scores by
putting them En schools with moderate to high income students. This criteria is based solely on the FARM program
statistics. The FARM program is totaliy voluntary. It may not reflect an accurate number of FARM students, as some
families may not want to share their financiai information with the county for whatever reasons. Or, some may stii! be
in the program, when they are no longer eligible. And, it is not the way to redistrict our schools.

It is not the role of the council and zoning board to influence the school board on what criterior they should use for
redistricting. Announcing this plan to the press and public without notifying the school board was shameful.

We have always been told that all of the Howard County Schools were the best. However, now we are reading that
some schoois do not score as well as others in overall testing. Programs need to be developed in those particular
schools to address the issues-not moving students from one school to another to artificiaSSy change the overall ratings.

Redistricting has always been done on the bases of overcrowding. What you are suggesting is a form of sociai
engineering by using our kids as pawns. We should not be paying to move such large numbers of students when the
school budget is so tight. Our thoughts are to move only the students that are needed to reduce overcrowding/ and to

try to keep them as close to their neighborhoods as possible.

You are trying this 3 years before reeiection En hopes that people will forget. Good luck with that one. You need to
make better decisions.

Hampton and Karen Knelly



Sayers, Margery

From: Alice Pham <aficekpham@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday/ September 16, 2019 6:56 PM
To: CouncHMail
Subject: Testimony on Schooi Redistricting

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only ciick on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

I moved to Columbia 47 years ago. My husband and I moved here because of Rouse's dream to establish a
community of mixed income, race, and other identities. The promise was fulfilled, and I have enjoyed living
here and seeing my daughters grow up in this environment. The school system has been a major part of the
enriched environment they have enjoyed. However, current districting has become less enriching and
equitable.

Unfortunately, as Columbia and Howard County grew, low income housing has not kept up in the new
neighborhoods. Now those living in these new spaces seem to want to keep their neighborhoods exclusive.
They assert that they don't want their children bused, but the bussing suggested is so minimal that I have to
question their real intent, especially since some emails have leaked out telling people in these areas to be
careful in the wording of their objections.

My children attended Oakland Mills High School, and now my grandchildren attend Oakland Mills and
Hammond. They have all had or are having the best education I could hope for. Let's be honest: There is no
school in Howard County where kids who are academically gifted cannot receive an extraordinary
education. However, some of the students who struggle and might need extra help do not always receive what
they need. In some cases the designation of being on FARM can be an adequate representation of their needs
(aithough clearly not always nor oniy these students). When students with additional needs are all assigned to
one schoof, the additional help they may need is lessened. This is one reason why school districting should
take the number of these students into consideration and disperse them fairly.

Another reason for careful, equitable districting is that the standardized test scores that are often used in
ranking schools reflects largely the educational leve! of the parents in any school district. While test scores
don't affect the educational experience of the children of those parents who are doing so well, the fact is that
these highly educated parents also contribute to their chiidren's schools, enabling the addition of more
enriching experiences in addition to those provided in the curriculum. The differences in how much parents
contribute in "richer" neighborhood is sometimes as much as ten times that contributed in poorer
neighborhoods. This situation exacerbates any other inequalities.

In response, Superintendent Martirano has drafted a redistrictlng plan that slightly alleviates the situation
described above, yet parents in schools favored with lower FARM numbers and higher parent donations are
complaining despite the slight difference his plan calls for. 1 urge the School Board to reexamine this plan,
examine the pian proposed by Richard Kohn, and put together a genuinely equitable redistricting plan that will
assure that in the future, all of our children in Howard County will have the same opportunity for the fine
education and enriching activities we a!! want for our children.

Alice Pham
9650SandlightCt
Columbia MD 21046



Thank you,

Sarah McConnell

Lifelong County Resident

District 5
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From: Sarah McConneii <scmcconneil@gmaii.com>

Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 7:05 PM
To: CoundlMail

Cc: Yungmann, David

Subject: Reject CR112

[Note; This emai! originated from outside of the organization. Please oniy click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Dear County Council Members:

I do not support CR112 as written. The county council should not mandate the HCPSS to redistrict based on

socioeconomic matters. RedEstricting does not soive the issue and only masks the problem. The county council needs to

look at matters under there own purview and provide resources to correct any inequities that exist. Socioeconomic

inequities that exist are the result of housing development decisions made by the Council. It is not due to inequalities

in our education system or lack of access to education. As noted by my own experience as a HCPSS student many years

ago, watching my children in our schools now and per our Superintendent: "Ail Howard County schools are excellent."

Our schools socioeconomic differences reflect the results of decades of housing policy, they are not the cause of it and

can't be the solution. The solution lies in providing resources to families to give them more opportunities for

growth. Provide funding for affordable child care, more after school programs, better transportation and

mentoring. Mandating schools redistrict doesn't actually give everyone resources but only makes it more difficuit for

families to access LOCAL resources that may exist already.

If the Council wants to help promote socioeconomic equity, then the resolution should be to directly support the

families in need and build up their communities not force children to move around the county.

Howard County is one of the most diverse counties in the nation and HCPSS is one of the most successful school systems

in the nation. Kids living in these pockets of low incoming housing have the SAME access to the SAME great education as

do the kids living elsewhere in the county. However/ their homes and families need more support and resources to

improve test scores and graduation rates.

Redistricting kids around Howard County is not what kids need. All kids need to stay in their communities and thrive in

their home environment with the additional support from the Howard County government. When you redistrict kids,

you don t actually give them more resources but actually take away those in their iocai communities. The same number

of kids will need FARM whether it's at their closest and most convenient school or on the other side of the county.

I urge you to reject the CR 112" 2019 resolution. Instead develop a resolution that provides resources to those in

need. invest in the families and kids who live in these communities and give them local resources to grow and

improve. Don t force redistricting as a solution as that doesn't actually solve any problems. Be a part of the solution

for long term change and opportunities for those who need it most.

5



Alexander Horn

Columbia, MD • Sep 16, 2019

Angela Harvey-Bowen

Baltimore, MD - Sep 16,2019

CHANGE.ORG FOR DECISION MAKERS

On Change.org, decision makers like you connect directly with people
around the world to resolve issues. Respond to let the people petitioning

you know you're listening, say whether you agree with their calt to action,
or ask them for more information. Learn more.

This notification was sent to counciimail@howardcountymd.gov, the address listed
as the decision maker contact by the petition starter. If this is incorrect, please post a
resEonse to let the petition starter know,

Change.org • 548 Market St #29993, San Francisco, CA 94104-5401, USA
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From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

mail@changemail.org
Monday, September 16, 2019 8:06 PM
CouncilMail

10 more people signed "Support Howard County Council Integration in Redistricting
Resolution"

[Note; This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

New signatures

Howard County Council Members ~ This petition addressed to you on

Change.org has new activity. See progress and respond to the
campaign's supporters.

Support Howard County Councii Integration in
Redistricting Resolution

Petition by IndivisibleHoCo Education Team • 10 supporters

10 more people signed
in the last 5 hours

RECENT SUPPORTERS

Karen Gray

Columbia, MD • Sep 17,2019

Michael Loll
Columbia, MD • Sep 16, 2019

Sharon Stoneback

Lawrenceville, NJ, NJ • Sep 16,2019



Sayers, Margery

From: Jim Reynolds <jb.reynolds32@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 8:51 PM
To: CouncilMail
Subject: Moratorium & Redistricting

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Thanks for your attention to this matter.

Our county is boiiing over with new construction and no APFO to support it...and only you can stop it. We need a

moratorium on new construction. There is no amount of redistricting, shuffling and diversification which wi!! come close
to fixing the reai problem. We wiil be even worse off 2-4 years from now if the root of the problem is not addressed.

Stop building until the county can come up with a comprehensive plan to address this massive growth. Do the right
thing.

Jim Reynolds



Sayers, Margery

From: Ellen Olson <elieneos73@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday/ September 16, 2019 9:23 PM
To: CouncilMai!; Walsh, Elizabeth; Jones, Opel; Rigby/ ChrEstiana; Jung, Deb; Yungmann,

David; superintendent@hcpss.org; Ball, Caivin
Subject: HCPSS redistricting proposal - polygon 1256 constituent concern

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments If
you know the sender.]

I am a writing to express my opposition to the Superintendent's proposal to move elementary students in polygon 1256 from Fulton Elementary to
Laure! Woods. I am the mother of two children who attend Fulton (1st and 3rd grade) and we live in polygon 1256. My family moved to Maple
Lawn in 2013. We chose this neighborhood because of the close, tight-knit community and many young families. We loved that the community plan
minimizes individual spaces like large yards in favor of common areas, playgrounds, and walkability. We wanted to raise our children in a
neighborhood where people know each other well, go to school together, and support each other. Tliis proposal divides our community and sends
over a third of the children over 5 miles (and 20 minutes of bus time) from the community they know. Also, it does not maintain a contiguous
boundary for Laurel Woods and, even worse, this proposat would result in overcrowding at Laurel Woods by bringing it well over 100% capacity.

I support the Howard County Board of Education (BoE) Policy 6010 priorities of maintaining communities, contiguous boundaries, and walkable
distances for our schools. These objectives are not achieved with the Superintendent's proposal and proposed move ofpolygon 1256 to Laurel
Woods. I reviewed the BoE's Feasibility Study and provided input on the options presented. I believed that the BoE had engaged in a good faith
effort to engage the Howard County community in the Boundary Review Process. So, I was surprised to see the Superintendent's proposal included
this move of 140 students in polygon 1256 as this dramatic change was not included in the options of the Feasibility Study.

I understand that redistricting is a Board of Education specific issue, however, the goals of diversity and equity are community wide and the County
Council has important responsibilities in upholding them. I believe the County council should fake a holistic view ofsocEoeconomic geographic
stratification, housing development in the Howard County, and planning for school capacity in high growth areas. I hope that you will plan to address
these concerns now and for the future so that we do not have to ask 6-ycar olds to fix problems created by grown-ups.
The Maple Lawn community has come together to develop and offer alternative solutions to achieve more of the goais of the redistricting effort
while maintaining the goais of Policy 6010. I hope you will listen and consider these alternatives as well our perspective on the importance of
keeping our community together.

Sincerely,

Ellen Olson
7782 Water Street, Fulton, MD (Polygon 1256)



frustrating to hear those misrepresent our community and specifically that polygon or any Maple Lawn
polygon as that is misinformation. Diversity is not just in the color of ones' skin either. It can be
regarding religion, culture, upbringing, etc. I am aware that the proposed elementary school is a majority
of black students and that perhaps diversity of that school is desired. If that school was adjacent to Maple
Lawn and proposed to get our entire neighborhood, I would be much more open to the proposal (although
I still believe it would hinder those children in those schools cun'entiy due to decreased resources to
them).

Maple Lawn was designed as a "planned community""" a mix ofcondos, townhomes and single-

family homes with very small backyards so that people would need to use the shared playgrounds and
green spaces. I grew up in Texas near a community that modeled planned communities from up here in

Maryland. The concept works— our playground is hopping every evening with packs of neighborhood
kids running around together while the parents catch up. These close social bonds that the kids and
parents have formed have a very practical side too in that they serve as the basis for tight-knit support
system that we all regularly call upon to help raise our children. We and most of the families we know in
Maple Lawn have two full-time working parents— you can't afford not to. I'm a veterinarian working in

Carroll County and my husband works with computer security training (contrary to popular belief,
veterinarians are not paid remotely as much as human medical doctors). We manage thanks to our Maple
Lawn village. We relied on our Maple Lawn family when we had to go to the hospital when our second
son was born. Our friends are also our back ups when kids are sick or have daycare emergencies etc. This

is what I mean when I say that Maple Lawn is one community, one village. Redistrictiug Polygon 1256
severs a large piece of that community, hurting not only the people in that Polygon but also the rest of us
in Maple Lawn who rely on them.

Whichever solutions the school board chooses, I'd recommend forming a truly politically and
communally DIVERSE committee to fully vet and develop these ideas and take the time to get
community input. The rest oftlie state and even the country have their eyes on Howard County now. Lets

truly remember our community's goals and not anyone's political agendas and get it right so that we can
be an exemplary model and not a cautionary tale. We understand the severity of the pressure and struggles
you all have regarding appeasable solutions. We hope reconsidering uniting all of Maple Lawn polygons
(including #1256) is in the final plans and discussions regarding alternative solutions can be discussed. I
hope that this polygon nor any Maple Lawn Polygon is not used as a pawn in resolution CR 112-2019
either.

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Kim Cross, DVM



Kim Cross, DVM
11321 Liberty Street

Fulton, MD 20759
Polygon#259

KimionescrQSS.dvm(%gmaii.com

,(713)854-9544

September 16,2019

Howard County City Council
10910ClarlcsviUePike
EUicottCity,MD21042
t'edistricting(%hcpss.org

Dear City Council Members,

I am writing to voice my opposition to the proposed redistricting by Dr Martirano ofpolygon
#1256 (part of Maple Lawn) to Laurel Woods ES as well as the resolution ofCR 1 12-2019.1 share Dr.
Martirano's goals of diversity and equity, but I believe those goals can be achieved in a better way, and
Ive listed several alternative options below. Redisfricting polygon #1256 for any reason not only breaks
up a strong and united planned community (Maple Lawn) but also goes against many BOB policies and
preferences of the Howard County community as further described below. Additionally, Maple Lawn is
already a diverse community and redistricting polygon #1256 would not achieve additional diversity to
either school. I want my voice to be heard as a constituent. Thank you.

I live in Maple Lawn in an adjacent polygon (#259) to the one being redistricted (#1256), but the
move affects me because Maple Lawn is all one community, one village. We moved here fi-om Texas in

2014 when my husband was stationed here with the US Air Force, had our first son in summer of 2015,
and had our second son in spring of2018. When we moved here, we did not know where to live but
finally settled in our first rental home in polygon #1256 in maple lawn. After a year, we loved the
exceptionally active and diverse community as all of our family remained in Texas and maple lawn
became our family. In April of this year, we moved to our current polygon #259 within maple lawn as we
now have decided to raise our family within our community since my husband separated from the US An*
Force in 2017. We just moved my oldest son to a childcare center within Maple Lawn to prepare for
before/ after care in fall 2020 when he begins kindergarten and are awaiting an opening for our youngest.
We are exceptionally glad that our son will luckily remain with most of his neighborhood friends and
likely new daycare friends, however, we realize that things easily could have been different for us with
this redistricting plan. If our move was reversed, we would have changed daycares with our children only
to not have guaranteed before and after care over a year in advance for our child. Additionally, the family
that we have created after relocating across the country would be split up. I urge you to unite this
unorthodox family we call Maple Lawn and revisit alternatives to moving polygon #1256.

Additionally, it is quite frustrating to hear of the racial and economic biases certain
neighborhoods appear to have regarding reasons for school redistricting changes, Quite frankly, I grew
up in a community that was just as active as Maple Lawn was yet likely less diverse in Texas. Prom
meeting neighbors, making friends, and being active within the community as compared to other areas of
Howard County and definitely my work in Carroll County, Maple Lawn is a racially and ethnically
diverse community. We are appreciative that not only is most of Maryland but also our immediate
community is as well. This is extremely important to us. Conning from a family of army brats, I was
raised to embrace people and cultures other than my own. The part of Maple Lawn being redisfricted is
similarly diverse and part of the beautiful mosaic that is Maple Lawn. This is why it is particularly



Sayers, Margery

From: Kim Cross <kimjonescross.dvm@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 10:58 PM
To: CouncilMaiI; Waish, Elizabeth; Jones, Opel; Rigby, Christiana; Jung, Deb; Yungmann,

David; superintendent@hcpss.org; Ball, Caivin
Cc: assistance@vanhollen.senate.gov; vanessa.atterbeary@house.state.md.us;

shane.pendergrass@house.state.md.us; Jen.terrasa@house.state,md.us;

guy.guzzone@senate.state.md.us

Subject: Constituent Opinon/ Not Testimony- Opposition to redistricting of poiygon #1256 and
CR 112-2019

Attachments: KCross letter to council.docx

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender,:

(Please see attached word document)

Thank you so much for taking the time to listen I

-Kim Cross/ DVM-

kiinjonescross.dvm^gmail.com



This is why we ask you to pass CB17 immediately to increase development wait times
to seven years when schools are overcrowded. We also ask you to address the issue of
affordable housing by removing ail exemptions and require a minimum of 10 to
15% affordable housing in al! zoning districts of the county. Increase the MIHU fees to
market fees and allow them only in circumstances where the 15% threshold is met.
Pass CB42 to increase the school surcharge fees to $8 per square foot with no
exemptions or grandfathering of projects.

Thank you.

JD Smith
HCCA Board of Directors



^̂i^
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Howard County Citizens Association
Since 1961^

^ The Voice Of The People of Howard County

Date: 18 September 2019
Subject: HCCA Testimony for CR112-201 9

Good evening. I am JD Smith representing the Howard County Citizens Association,
HCCA as a member of the Board.

It is true: the school system is segregated by socio-economic factors, it is also true that
the country's long history of racism and "separate but equal" keeps many poor people,
especially people of color, away from the greatest equalizer and source of prosperity,
which is a good public education. While many jurisdictions can attribute their primary
source of segregation to this long history, Howard County can look to the long history of
developer influence.

For decades, developer influence of Howard County's zoning and iand-use laws have
led to the concentration of poverty in certain regions of the county. These zoning
regulations and agreements reached with developers have resulted in net lower number
of affordable housing through alternative compliance to reduce the percentage of
affordable homes, by charging so-called fees-in-iieu that have no market-basis, or by
simply exempting large regions of the county from requiring any affordable
housing- New Town, Turf Valley, Maple Lawn, Village Centers, Downtown Columbia,
River Hili, either have received exemptions or do not require any affordable housing.

The county has a long history of passing favorable zoning and land-use iaws to
developers at the expense of the taxpayer. Free taxpayer dollars in the form of tax
increment financing, below market school surcharge fees, density swaps in exchange
for affordable housing, with no requirement to provide the affordable housing just like
the downtown Columbia plan, numerous affordable housing exemptions and below
market fees-in-lieu ... the list goes on.

The cumulative effect of these actions has led to the status quo- the concentration of
lower income households in some areas and the disparate statistics of poverty in certain
schools. The Superintendent has released his proposal and we are confident the school
system will develop a plan that will faithfully execute Policy 6010.

While the BoE and Superintendent are trying to do their job. we also ask the County
Council and County Executive to try and do yours. Oniy you can address the root cause
or in the next few years, we will face the same issues unless immediate action is taken
to update development regulations.



Sayers, Margery

From: JOHN SMITH <Jdsmith51@verizon.net>
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 11:42 AM
To: CounciJMail
Subject: HCCA Testimony for 9/18 CR112-2019
Attachments: HCCA " Testimony CR1 12-2019 - Socioeconomic in Public Schools (2).docx

[Note; This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on iinks or attachments if
you know the sender,]

To the Council/

Attached is the testimony re CR112-2019 that Howard County Citizens Association will
be presenting Wednesday night.

JD Smith



Sayers, Margery

From: Pat Hersey <trishhersey@hotmai!,com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 12:36 PM
To: CouncilMaii
Subject: Redistricting plan. Support.

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please on!y click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Dear Board Members,

I am writing to express my support for the redistricting plan. My children went through the OM school system. They
were thankful for the diversity. It served them weil through coliege and law school.
Studies prove the advantages of diversity:
https://www.bertelsmann-stiftune.de/en/our-pro!ects/[iving-diversitv/Droiect-news/cuitural-diversitv~has-a-Dosjtive-

impact-on-innovation/

However, the financial diversity is distressing. As a glaring example, my daughter's senior year raffle was a giant teddy
bear. River Hill's: a car.

House's goal was for equality in each village. That has changed due to corruption with developers. That has led to this.
Now/ there are no easy answers. It must be a two-prong approach. We must have financial equality in each viiiage, but

until then; we need diversity.
It will be a long term gift for the next generation.
Thank you,
Pat Hersey
Sent from my iPad



Sayers, Margery

From: Shane Liu <lsj_01@yahoo.com>

Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 1:54 PM
To: CoundlMail
Subject: Oppose CR-112

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if you know the
sender.]

Dear Council Members/

As a long term Howard county resident, I am writing to voice my strong opposition to CR-112 due to fatal flaws with this
resolution:

First, This Resolution is an overstep of the County Council's jurisdiction authority/ uses racialiy charged and inaccurate
and negative language to describe our schools and communities, and promotes several unproven theories and

unacceptable policies.

Second, The concentration of poverty in our county is rooted in complex social and economic issues and will require
level-headed/ evidence-based/ and cost-efficient solutions to provide real help to our most vulnerable county families so

they can improve their lives.

I challenge you to find real solutions to reduce achievement gaps in Howard County Schools. There is no data to confirm
a link between achievement gaps and increased socioeconomic segregation. It is inconsistent, at best, and hypocritical,

at worst, to turn around and criticize the achievement gaps in our county schools when the County Counci! failed to fund
the BOE's budget just East year by over $70 million. Severe cuts to educational programs, including cutting large numbers
of paraeducators and technology education/ was the result, it is not reasonable to force classroom cuts and then

demand measures to close the achievement gap.

Third, Community cohesion is important to the success of our county and our students. Community division is disruptive
and causes adverse impacts to communities of any sodoeconomic status. Any resolution involving school redistricting
should urge the Board to consider reasonable contiguous neighborhood and village boundaries that do not separate
neighborhoods/ while also taking into account school feeds and travel times.

The Council should take action to provide other means of adding resources in the form of assistance programs to schools

in need, ensuring that any such programs are accessible at every school in the county.

In short/ there simply must be better options to address poverty and the achievement gap in our county. Please reject
and discard CR-112. We/ people of Howard county/ can and must do better for all county residents.

Shane Liu
Clarksvifte, MD

Sent from my iPhone



Leadership, politics, economics

When the data is clear but the policy and its supporting motivations are unciear what does that suggest?
• Your role - a leader attracts followers when they share a compeHing future state that connects intellectuaHy and

emotionally. In this case no-one is fotlowing.Certainly no parents.

• Gerrymandering - will anyone in a leadership position who can impact this policy proposal be personally affected?
Will they 'benefit' in any way? For example/ is there anyone whose children will from a 'lower' performing school to a
'higher' performing school e.g. Wilde Lake HS to RiverHill HS; will their property prices be positiveiy affected? Anyone?
• Politiking ~ when BOE members put out statements (and offers political cover for one's colleagues in parallel) it
suggests a final decision Is already made.Confidence in the "process" is clearly shot.
• Economics - when poor policy is implemented It has real consequences, in your state of the county address Mr Ball,

you reference concern about any loss of HoCo triple A rating. Wel! iet's keep it simple: assume that all homes off
Shepherd (current sale price c. 1.2m and in the RiverHill HS area)take a 20% hit (conservative), in one fel! swoop you just
destroyed property value by c. $60m. If there is no benefit living here with your young family then you won't buy and

you certainly wont want to pay the associated property taxes. Just like FaJrfield County in Connecticut witnessed, a quick
erosion of the economic base follows. I can assure you that I wi!! sell up.

To all of these questions I ask: Gui bono?

Impact & analysis
When you don't ask the right question/ you get the wrong solution.
• Soiution-break out of your silo's, work in concert with governmental partners and agencies and create a holistic

pian for HoCo. Don't grab the first fadle solution that presents itself, it is already based on flawed logic.
• Lead - creating commurnty wide havoc to give the appearance of action is lazy leadership. If the proposed approach
has no materia! impact/ then why bother?
* Me - as someone who grew up In a deprived community/ I know better than most what it takes and how it feels.

Through dedication, hard work and personal accountability i did everything to achieve my aspirations. Everyone has
attitudinal and behavioral choice - these are the few things In our full control. I have been blessed and fortunate to live
where I live and give my kids a better fife. Who are you to decide upon a social experiment to mess around with their

lives, their community/ their security? I did not work hard and teach my children what it means to be of service to others
only to be arbitrarily penalized for my 'success' by a flawed/ lazy process. Would you wittingly send your children to a

lower performing school? No, i didn't think so. Why? Because it takes years and years for school performances to come

up.

To everyone in this email YOU MUST GET INVOLVED. What is being proposed is a profound social policy shift that has
real consequences - political/ sodai, emotional and economic and no benefits.

Cui bono? Not me nor anyone else I know. Can you?

Yours incredulously,

Andrew Fiynn

Rgds,
Andrew

12134, Hayiand Farm Way,
EIiicott City/ Md.
21042

Cell: (+1)203.451.2723

Skype: andrewt.flynn



Sayers, Margery

From: Andrew Flynn <andrewJSynn@eircom.net>

Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 2:02 PM

To: mavis^ilis@hcpss.org; kirsten^oombs@hcpss.org;vicky_cutroneo@hcpss.org;

christina_delmont-smali@hcpss.org;jennifer_mallo@hcpss.org; sabinajaj@hcpss.org;

chacL.wu@hcpss.org; student_member@hcpss.org; superintendent@hcpss.org

Cc: Ball, Calvin; Yungmann, David; Jung, Deb; Rigby, Christiana; Jones, Opel; Wa!sh,
Elizabeth; superintendent@hcpss.org; CoundlMail; Andrew Flynn

Subject: Redistricting Plan- an incredulous note of opposition

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if you know the
sender.]

Dear all/

The Roman orator, Cicero used to ask /Cui Bono' (who stands to gain?) when trying to uncover a truth. He knew when

asking this that another issue would quickly come to light: "who will be made scapegoat7?

If history teaches us anything-it is that you have the opportunity not to repeat the mistakes of the past and maturely
consider alternate options.

As someone who came from a very modest background and has personally lived in two highly segregated societies, it is
incredible that I need to write a letter of protest against the proposed plans lead by Dr. Martirano.

Data
As educators/ leaders and parents you understand that data never lies.

• Segregation - How is it possible that although our own state and county data reaffirms that HoCo does not have a
segregation issue, it is blithely ignored?
• Feasibility report - How can this report that offers a path forward get set aside wholesale?
• FARM -if FARM rates / even distribution thereof is your goal/ then what do you say to the fact that shifting 7/500
students will produce minifnal impact but major societal upheaval?
When someone ignores data, common sense, experienced professionals and parents alike one must reasonably ask: cui

bono? I'll get to that later.

Policy

As educators/ leaders and parents you understand that good policy must also be just.
• What is just?- policy that is impartial/ evenhanded/ reasonable, ethically and morally correct and in perfect
harmony with the rights of others. As the data runs counter to the proposal, the po!icy fails the /just; bar. Curious.
• Joined up thinking-when all of you (including HoCo executive members) are challenged about the current
absurdity/ your response is: 'not my area/ this is BOE/ etc. Choosing to absent yourself from engaging in ciear public
policy conversations (make no mistake this is broader than education) demonstrates a lack of moral courage.
• Social engineering - Having lived this before/ this poorly thought out/ conflated "policy' is uninformed sociai
engineering and a headline for some one. Under what circumstances would you choose to tear the basic social fabric of
a community by forcing children out (in both directions) and have them disconnected from their neighborhoods/ their
sporting and social lives and visit distress upon them?

Again, cut bono?



Sayers, Margery

From: Mj Monck <mjmonck@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 6:55 PM
To: CouncilMai!
Subject: CR112-2019

[Note; This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Dear County Council/

I am writing in STRONG support of this resolution. The time has come; we can wait no longer.

Recently, [ heard someone say that Howard County was founded on the principles of equity, inclusion/ and diversity, i
told them/ "No, it wasn't." Howard County has a history of segregation and exclusivity.

I am so happy to hear you stand up, especially knowing you wouid receive much abuse over this/ for those who have
been ieftout.

i have worked In a Title I school for over 26 years. Many times while attending a county-wEde meeting I was stunned to
hear the derision by other educators for my school and others like it. It was directed at the staff and at the
students. De-segregating will bring a much-needed education to our community. It will open the eyes of those who
haven't seen all parts of our county.

Thank you for standing up and speaking out.

Marijane Monck



Sayers, Margery

From: Patrick Gleason <patrick.gieason@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 8:15 PM
To: CouncilMail; Jung, Deb; Yungmann, David; Walsh, Elizabeth; Jones, Opel; Rigby,

Christiana
Subject: Vote NO on Resolution 112

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on Sinks or attachments if
you know the sender,]

Good evening,

I am writing to ask you to vote NO on Resolution 112. While I share your goal that "Howard County Schools are
integrated by socioeconomic factors"/1 do NOT support your method of doing so.

While Howard County schools are actually much more socioeconomicalty and racially diverse than many other school
districts around the country, I agree that we should always strive to do more to be as integrated as reasonably possible.
However, moving children around/ sometimes many mifes and past many other suitable schools/ will only paper over the
underlying issue, and will provide almost no actual benefit to any of the children involved.

Instead/1 implore the County Council of Howard County to not abdicate their responsibility to create diverse
communities through their planning and zoning decisions. Instead of this short-sighted and misguided resolution, the
County Council should instead resolve to work with the Department of Planning and Zoning to provide affordable
housing throughout the county- in EVERY community. Resolution 112 focuses on where children spend 18% of the year
(at school for 8 hour days * 5 day weeks * 40 weeks a year)/ and does nothing to address where they spend the

remaining 82% of the year (living, eating/ playing/ etc. in their communities). Enable socioeconomic and racial diversity
during that 82% of the year, and you will have made a much more pronounced effect on the lives of everyone involved.
If you do that/ the further integration of schools will foilow as those same children attend their commLinity schools.

Real possibilities are in your hands. Do not abdicate your responsibility to the BoE, and instead focus your attention on
building more diverse communities.

Regards,

Patrick Gleason

Howard County resident



CR-112-2019

would be more readily accepted over time. Incorporating flexibility in

planning would also bring more parents and students to buy-in to this

decision.

• Expense: The HCPSS budget is stretched already. CR-112 his far reaching
negative economic effects on transporfcatioxi. Furthermore, will significantly

hit individual families as they would have to travel fm'fcher for rides, PTSA
meetings, parent teacher meetings, concerts, drama performances, dance

recitals, afterschool activities, games, dances, and other school events.

The Howard County School System and by association the City Council must be
held accountable for the proposed changes and the potential aftermath which
directly affect our quality of life in Howard County. For education, as in other fields
that offer a valuable service [hospitals, health care, government programs), there
should be clearly defined metrics besides just socioeconomic status and test scores

that evaluate its performance in the delivery of our children's education. Only this

level of transparency and nuanced assessment can truly bolster our commitment to

quality.

Let's support all of our students and not assume that they will "be fine" with these

changes. Many progressive school systems nationwide recognize the importance of
students' well-being (physical, psychological, and social) and have implemented

changes accordingly: modifying school start and end times to minimize sleep

deprivation, allowing mental health days, etc. In stark contrast, this proposed plan
directly assails these priorities. I urge you to reject OR-112 and deter the Howard

County School Board from proceeding with the proposed re districting plan.
Ultimately, we entrust you as elected members of the Council and our elected

members of the School Board to protect our most precious commodity... our children
(and our future).

Sincerely,
Rebecca Kasbeer-Betty



CR-112-2019

are supposed to represent and ask themselves if those expectations are what

got them here in this position.

GR" 112 will have seismic changes that cannot be underestimated. The negative

effects change focus of the real issues within HCPSS.

• Rip apart the community fabric: Trying to force the Board of Education to
implement an integration plan will divide communities. Howard County is

an area of amazing nuilti- cultural communities. Your insmuation otherwise

is insulting.

o After school activities such as sports rely on team relationships built

over time starting from summer Booster Camps in the early years, to

game attendance, to tryouts and then participation in high school.

o Teachers and students build relationships that may matriculate into
college recommendations.

o Many families prefer to live close enough to walk to school so that their

children can participate in afterschool activities.

o Friendships are developed over time and provide a security to the kids
o Parents rely on trust networks for carpools.

• Blatant disregard for the deliberate choices that were made by families: In
many cases, these sweeping changes will have an intensely negative impact
on a segment of the population. It is incumbent to demonstrate concrete proof

that an overall positive outcome would be achieved in order to justify this
drastic reorganizafcion.

• Injustice to families' desires^ Families are passionate about being in a

particular district or area of Howard County, it is each family's right to have
that choice honored be it for proximity to school, friendships, urban/rural
lifestyle, etc. Face it, families are not one size fits all. It should be their

prerogative to live and go to school locally.

• Detrimental effects on students and parents: As it is my high scliooler gets on

the bus at 6:30A]VL When given the opportunity to rectify this injustice the
BOE met behind closed doors and chose not to fix the problem. By sending
kids further away from their community to go to school they will need to get
up even earlier. High school is a period of transition fraught with anxiety,

high stress and sleep deprivation. The deleterious effects of these changes
[longer commutes, weakened social supports) and the correlation with

increased depression and anxiety.

• Environmental Pollution^ Tins will worsen with increased commute times

and longer bus routes. An incremental approach would allow a judicious
assessment of the consequences of each change and lead to modifications that



CR-112-2019

Dear Howard County Council Members:

I am deeply concerned by CR-112. It accuses the Howard County Public School
System of being segregated and therefore duninishes the importance of genuine

improvements and presents merely a facade of positive change. Please support our
schools; do not give it the onerous task of being a primary mechanism to exert

societal change. CR" 112 is insulting to people throughout Howard County it is

insulting to our school system. Our schools offer a vast diversity among their

students, families and communities. Socioeconomic change is a complex issue that

involves factors such as county development, planning and affordability which are
beyond the scope of what a school system can tackle. True change with lasting

positive effects cannot happen overnight and without a united front.

While I understand the importance of re districting to remedy capacity issues and
ensure adequate resources, the latest recommendation is a sledgehammer: it causes
irreparable harm on multiple fronts to achieve a level of data uniformity that
appallingly masks weak performances and detracts from the need for substantive

changes to improve all schools [especially those that are underperforming).

There are many issues that need to be addressed in HCPSS that GR-112 does not
account for.

• Neglects the root causes ofunderperformmg schools /students. Moving kids

based on socioeconomic reasons only shuffles them. It does not fix the

problem. Adding resources to underperforming schools or offering programs
to help parents and kids see the future benefits of their kids' education give
those kids a better chance than shuffling them.

• Education Budget Shortfalls: The cost of forcing GR-112 on the Howard
County Public School System shows how out of touch you are with the cost of
education and the most urgent needs for our kids' education.

o Hammond desperately needs improvements.

o HS13 needs to be built.
o HGPSS cannot afford textbooks for all students.

• HCPSS unrealistic financial expectations for families. Due to the lack of

textbooks, kids must read online textbooks in order to complete homework.

This requires a computer and internet service. .Furthermore, according to the
school supply lists, students are best served to purchase" their own TI-84

Plus Silver Edition calculator. Why is it acceptable to throw money away to
shuffle kids for socioeconomic reasons when kids need resources that cannot

be provided at home? There is a mindset that needs to be changed by the
County Council, BOE and HCPSS. They need to understand the people they



Sayers, Margery

From: Becky K-B <tobyswagon@gmaii.conn>

Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 9:16 PM
To: Walsh, Elizabeth; Jones, Opel; Rigby, Christiana; Jung, Deb; Yungmann, David
Cc: CoundiMail
Subject: In regards to CR-112-2019
Attachments: Opposition of CR-11 2-2019.pdf

[Note: This emaii originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender,]

See attached.

Rebecca Kasbeer-Betty

Ellicott City/MD 21042



Less desirable location for residence. People will be less likeiy to choose Howard County as home due to constant
uncertainty of school boundary changes

Less revenue income due to adverse impact to population growth and business.

This bill will increase FARM rate, not reducing FARM

In concjusion, this bill does not generate any benefit for Howard County. Instead, it only causes addltionai iong term and
non-reversibie damages

Thank you/
Christian Bi

Sent from myipad



Sayers, Margery

From: Christian Bi <qijunbi@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 10:03 PM
To: CoundSMail
Subject: Against CR112

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if you know the
sender.1

Dear Council Members,

As a Howard County resident/ I'm writing to appose CR112. This bill does not solve problems. It hides problems. And
further, it creates new serious problems.

For students
For each individual student, what he or she needs is; nearby schools/ stable friendship/ and active parent

engagement. Students are not statistics or ratios

Students will have longer commute/ will sleep less, will have less time studying, playing/ doing extra-cumculum
activities.

They will be segregated from their neighborhood friends, creating more long term behavioral and social issues.
They will less tikely to have steady and healthy friendship at school due to constant re-districting

They will be less likely to see their parents showing up volunteering at school or having !unch with them
This will adversely affect both health conditions and academic performance for our students.

For parents

They will have to wake up earlier
They wiEI have to spend more time driving kids to and back from school

They will be more likely to be at work late and need to leave early
There are more logistical issues related to engaging kids in extra-cumculum activities
They will be more barriers for them to be engaged at school activities. This is particulariy true for financially

disadvantaged parents who lack means of transportation

They will no longer know which school their kids will go to every two years

For schools

This is a discrimination against and insult to hardworking teachers at schools with relatively high FARM rates. They
are equally qualified and hardworking! There are no better or worse schools at HCPSS!

Hiding the FARM problems will likely reduce government funding for FARM students.
Student overall performance will deteriorate due to adverse impact to students and parents.
Potential legal liability if accidents driven by fong commute

For business

Less consumption due to students and parents spending more time on commute

Adverse impact to extra-cumculum industries

Fewer jobs

For Howard County
More traffic/ more pollution
More spend on bussing



Dear County Council Members and County Executive:

My name is Shuliang Li, and I live in Columbia. I am here to testify that I oppose CR-112.

I am opposing this proposal because it puts politics before our kids' education instead of solving the
fundamental issues of achievement gaps.

CR" 112 resolution lists graduation rates for students who participate in the FARMs program vs non"

FARMs, African American students, Hispanic students, and the graduation rate change over the years for

students in FARM program. Then CR-112 resolution jumps into conclusions to use redistricting and

boundary review process in Howard County to address the achievement gaps. This is an absurd conclusion.

If you truly care about closing the achievement gaps, such as graduation rate and school performance, the

best way to do it is to provide the students with more resources. Redistt'icting means that our kids have to

h'avel to farther schools and have an unstable environment. Busing students around will create emotional

stress for young kids and increase their commute time. It is a total waste of money. We could have better

use of the money on providing more support for students who sh'uggle academically. If you believe schools

with higher percentage of students in FARM program have lower school performance in school work, we

should focus on raising the quality of education and providing more resources to these schools.

Reshuffling students to different schools only makes the average school performance looks better on paper

but does not improve educational outcomes for mdividual students.

Secondly, this resolution does not call out for any alternative solutions for the achievement gaps nor does it

present any cost analysis. With redistricting, it means increased cost for transportation. This county council

has failed to fund the BOE's budget last year by over 70 million dollars. We have lost large numbers of

paraeducators and technology teachers because of the budget cut. If you h'uly care about the school

achievement gaps, cutting resources for school is not the answer.

In Howard County, we only have 180 school days. More than half of the time, kids are not spending their

time in school. Studies have shown that 65% child education is outside of classrooms/schools. Children

who struggle at school often don't have family support for their school work or other enrichment activities,

For students who need extra support to be successful academically, what happens before and after school

can be as important as what happens during the school day. Therefore, what you should consider is to

provide these students with expanding access to afterschool program and other enrichment activities which

can help their school work, explore their interests, and develop flieh' talents. Several states have used

extending the school day as a strategy to provide additional learning time for struggling students. For

example. New York has extended the school day by 37.5 minutes, Monday through Thursday, for under"

performing students.

In short, I urge this county council to consider alternative proposals. Redistricting is not the answer to
close the achievement gap. It is a waste of money and resources. Please discard CR-112. We can and must
do better for all our children.

Thank you.

Shuliang Li



Sayers, Margery

From: Youdong Un <youdong@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, September V!, 2019 10:44 PM
To: CouncilMaii

Subject: opposing CR-112 testimony
Attachments: Opposing CR112 testimony.docx

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Please see the attached for my testimony to oppose CR-112
Shuliang Li



This is unfair!!!!!
Please notice that Riverhill school is unfortunate being one of the highly

affected and injured schools by relocating more than 1000 students in and out

of it with the goal of creating anger among students as they see friends leave

and other kids take their places, eventually this brings the school level down

rather than encouraging the good job it has been doing over the past years.

In conclusion, i urge the Board of Education to reject the proposed Plan dated

August 20,2019 due to the numerous and serious inconsistencies regarding

both Policy 6010 and the stated goals of the proposal.

1- The proposal would triple the commuting time of students in Polygon 176

2- Many affected schools including River Hill High School are operating within the

Board of Education projection/ utilization and capacity guideiines and would

experience an unnecessary total student transfer of over 1/000 children inclusive

of students being sent and received. Boundary adjustments should be focused on

schools operating over capacity or projected to be over capacity based on the

2019 Feasibility study.

3- The aspect of this proposal intended to create "equity" does not provide

additional resources directly to students in need. Children do not need consistent

FARM ratios; they need additional education resources provided directly to their
schools and classrooms.

4-Certainly/ the Board of Education should request a plan that achieves better

capacity utilization with less than 7,396 total students being relocated.

5" Please refrain from approving a plan that would punish

Howard county families rather than benefit them- Families

are screaming on social medias and in various protests

urging you to reject this plan, please listen to them- Don't

allow anyone to use kids as part of a monopoly game,

to achieve their own goals without feeling for or supporting

those people who they should represent.



schools. This is extremely disruptive and unnecessary for a school
that is currently operating within each of guidelines [P], [S] and
[T] of Policy 6010.
4. The board should reject a plan which moves approximately
7,400 total students including 478 students from River Hill High
School which is currently operating within Board Policy guidelines
regarding Projections/ Target Utilization and Utilization.
5. Any redistricting proposal should instead be focused on those
five High Schools that are operating above Target Utilization
levels (110%).
6. I believe the Board of Education should support a plan that
includes less disruption at schools that are operating within the
guidelines. For instance/ since River Hill High School is operating
well within the target utilization range/ perhaps it should receive
students from nearby schools such as Wilde Lake/ Atholton or
Howard/ without sending 478 students out to other schools.

3- Equity:
The very first sentence of the Policy Statement of HCPSS Policy
6010 is The Board of Education of Howard County/ with the advice of the
Superintendent/ establishes school attendance areas to provide quality/ equitable
educational opportunities fco all students and to balance the capacity utilization of all
schools.
Furthermore/ "equitable" is defined in the policy statement as: Just or fair access/
opportunities, and supports needed to help students, families/ and staff reach their full
potential by removing barriers fco success that individuals face. It does not mean equa! or
everyone having fche same things.

The proposal dated August 20, 2019 is not consistent with the
Board of Education Policy Statement 6010, nor does it follow the
BoE's definition of achieving "equitable" educational
opportunities.
We strongly request the Board of Education to identify ways to
provide additional educational resources to the students in need.
Transferring students from a school with a low FARM ratio to a
school with a high FARM ratio/ only results in better "averages"
for the schools. IT DOES NOT PROVIDE ANY INCREMENTAL
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES OR OPPORTUNITIES DIRECTLY TO
THE STUDENTS.



Unfortunately/ the Presentation of Attendance Area Adjustment
Plan/ dated August 20, 2019 is not consistent with the guidelines
of Policy 6010 and does not achieve the three primary goals as
stated in Dr Martirano's letter.
Apart from the impact on our family in specific and thousands of
other families raging with anger all over Howard county/ posting
their opposition EVERYWHERE on social media and showing them
in various protests/ the proposed plan isn't solving any of the
required goals as follows:

1-School Attendance Area:
School Attendance area and geographic proximity is a
consideration of Policy 6010. The proposed redistricting of
Polygon 176 would more than double the distance students travel
tO get tO SChOOi. - Using Google Maps, Walnut Creek/Polygonl76 is 2.IMiles from River
Hill High School (RHHS). Walnut Creek / Polygon 176 is 5.8 miles from Wilde Lake High School
(WLHS).
- Using WA2E, the commute time from Polygon 176 to Wilde Lake High School would be 3x as long
as the commute to River Hill High School,
- In addition, many of the students from Polygon 176 would have to drive through River Hill High
School bus and car traffic, in-route to Wilde Lake High School under the August 20, 2019 proposal.
This additional driving distance will be costly for the school system and potentially dangerous for
children.

2- Capacity Utilization:
Policy 6010 identifies three key aspects to school capacity which

are

(l] Projections [item P], [2) Target Utilization [item S] which is defined as enrollment between
90% and 110% utilization of program capacity and [3} Utilization [Item T].

The 2019 Feasibility Study notes the following findings:
1. River Hiil High School is projected to be at 94% Projected
Utilization for 2019/2020 school. This is at the lower end of the
Target Utilization range.
2. Page 33 of the Feasibility Study indicates that River Hill is
within Target Utilization through the 10-year projection period of
the study.
3. Under Dr Martirano's proposal/ River Hill would send 478
students to other schools and receive 741 students from other



PLEASE HAVE MERCY and don't deprive kids from their needed
time to rest or may be deprive them the chance to participate in
before and after school activities as they can't walk to school nor
their parents can drive them off hours as they need to work/ plus
the tremendously added transportation time that takes out of
their precious time to rest and study as well as working parents
time at home.

2- Moreover/ my daughter is academically advanced in aii her
classes and I was so excited to take her to Riverhill high school as
in addition to being a great school and it is just next to our
house. That way she would get home fast and have enough time
to do her homework in the few hours left after her sports. When
you move her to a far school that takes much longer for
transportation then she won't have much time left for homework
and that might affect her grades. Most HS kids wake up at
5:30AM to catch their buses/ can you imagine when they need to
wake up way earlier to get on the bus and wait in traffic? WHY do
we don that to them?

3- My daughter would be moved twice in her high school years as
she will move from Howard to Riverhill this winter and if you
approve this overwhelmingly changing plan/ she will move again
to Wilde take next year. This is unfair to kids. They are not tools
to be used for experiments to attempt fulfilling some political
views.

PLEASE STOP MOVING THOUSANDS OF KIDS BETWEEN
SCHOOLS when there couid be many ways to fix current
problems with the least number of kids moved/ like outlined in
the feasibility plans which seem to us very reasonable and
SHOULD DEFINITELY BE USED INSTEAD OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT PROPOSAL WHICH MAKES DRAMATIC
CHANGES HARMING THOUSANDS OF KIDS AND FAMILIES FOR
NO REASON.



DATE:9/14/2019

Board of Education:10910 Clarksville Pike, Elllcott City, MD 21042

Dear Board members:

My name is Marina Boutros/ and I am a parent residing in
POLYGON NUMBER 176.

I am writing to urge the Board of Education to vote NO on
Martirano's Proposed Area Adjustment Plan-

We currently live in Eilicott city and my daughter is assigned to
Howard High/ but our dream was to move her near Riverhill High
school. That is why we recently purchased a house 2 miles from
Riverhill school and is assigned to Riverhill and we were so
excited to move there soon.

However/ on the personal level/ the proposed plan is KILLING our
dream as it reassigns our new home to Wilde lake High School
which is way farther from our new community compared to
Riverhill next door,
1" This plan is making our family miserable as we see the
purpose of our move failing.

My goal was for my daughter to be able walk to and from
school when needed as she participates In many school
activities and sports after school every single day.
With this reassignment/ you are moving her from a school
that is 2 miles away to another that is 6 miles away plus the
very hard traffic, killing all her plans and our dreams.
It would 3 times the bus ride and with popular crowded
traffic down route 108 to Columbia/ it would take buses way
longer to transport kids. It will be devastating to working
parents whose kids are in after school sports/ to drive that
much traffic and waste their evening to pick up kids while
other kids in nearby communities are kept near their home
school.



Sayers, Margery

From: Marina Boutros <c9600@hotmaii.com>

Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 11:10 PM
To: CouncilMail

Subject: Opposing the superintendent proposal
Attachments: Letter to the board of Education.docx

[Note: This emaii originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

To those officials in charge of redistricting:

Please read the attached letter addressed to the board of Education urging them to vote against the superintendent

plan and to iook for a more reasonable pian like the feasibility pian that solves the problem without moving thousands
of kids and disturbing thousands of families

Sent from Marina's iPhone



Sayers, Margery

From: R°^9 Guo <guorong01@yahoo.com>

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 12:32 AM
To: CouncHMail
Subject: Opposing to CR112

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Dear Councii Members/

f am writing to oppose resolution no. 112-2019, introduced by council members Rigby, Jones, and Jung. This resolution

appears to be full of good intention to "desegregate" the schools from socioeconomic status, however, it is not resolving

any substantial problems, but to create more conflicts and divisions between residence of Howard County.

First/1 would like to point out that the use "desegregate" is questionable. Howard county Es very diversified, and that's

one of the reasons that attracts families. The real problem with concentrated poverty in certain schools In our county
has more to do with zoning policies over the years. Using the public school system to solve income inequality is the

wrong approach as it does not solve the underlining issue with poverty concentration, nor does it address the
fundamental issues in under-performing schools.

I urge every councEi member to oppose this proposal as it solves nothing but creates more divisions among the

residences and neighbors.

Since re iy,

Rong Guo
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• The Superintendent's proposal to move 7/396 students is incredibly disruptive to students/ families, and

their communities.

• His plan lacks an overall comprehensive strategy and clarity on how shuffling students across the county

would achieve equity for aH students in Howard County.

• The proposal violates multiple items in Policy 6010 including community stability and fiscal responsibiiity.

• The proposal has the potential to cause negative effects on student's psychosocial weHbeing and academic

achievement.

• The lack of transparency yields concerns about conflict of interest and political interference.

• The communities and families in Howard County are key stakeholders and must be included in conversations

to achieve the goal of advancing equity.

• The Superintendent, Board of Education members, and the community should engage in conversation,

thoroughly evaluate available data/ and develop a comprehensive choice plan that would advance equity and

measure progress; and only after al! that is completed shou!d we implement any plan.

• I oppose any redistricting for equity at this time because there needs to be more dialog and community

engagement on how we should advance equity.

My famiiy/ neighbors/ and community are watching, and we will vote accordingly.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely/

Keily Cao
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Furthermore, the Superintendent lacks a detailed plan on how he plans to support schools that would experience a

significant change in academic range at both the high and low bounds as a result of his proposal. For example, swapping

children from Clarksville Middle School where PARCC-Read/Math percentages are 84%/84% and Harpers Choice Middle

School where PARCC-Read/Math percentages are 30%/28% would result En a wider range of academic levels at both

schools. This would require more groupings by level (e.g., on grade, above grade, below grade) thus additional teachers

and ciassroom space wiil be necessary such that students are met at the appropriate instructional level. For children that

would move from schools with high standardized test scores to low standardized test scores, such as ClarksvElie Middle

School to Harper's Choice Middle School, what plans are in place to support children who are at the upper range of

academic achievement such that those students don't stagnate and stay engaged in learning? Vice versa, what plans are

in place to support children who need extra help to lift those children up so they can grow and close the achievement

gap? How does the Superintendent plan to monitor the progress of individual students that are moved and what

interventions are in place if a student is not thriving? How will the Superintendent measure the success of equity from

redistricting because looking at averages of standardized test scores across schools only masks the problem of

underperforming students and does not seek to understand the root causes or meet the needs of individual students

and families. Studies of socioeconomic integration in schools have shown mixed results. The Superintendent's plan could

cause considerable harm to students as a study by Rumberger in 2005 showed that although achievement gap between

disadvantaged and advantaged students would be reduced foiiowing socioeconomic integration/ overall achievement

would also decline. Furthermore/ a study by Montt in 2016 showed that advantaged students score "over 25 points

lower" in integrated schools than their respective counterparts in schools that are comprised primarily of middle and

high socioeconomlc status students. This score reduction can be compared to missing 35% of one year of school

instruction. These findings should give pause to forcing communities into sodoeconomic integration plans because some

students experience losses for the sake of improving outcomes for others. How did the Superintendent come to choose

which group of students should be sacrificed for the sake of others?

The Superintendent's proposal violates Policy 6010 (IV.B.2) because it breaks up the River Hill Community. The River Hill

Community consists of the Villages of Pheasant Ridge and Pointers Run and the neighborhoods within them. The policy

states that school attendance areas should promote a sense of community in both the geographic location and the

promotion of a student from each school levei through the consideration of areas that are contiguous communities or

neighborhoods. By moving the middle school from Clarksville Middle to Harper's Choice Middle for polygons 28,185,

186,1028,1185,1186, and 2028, the community is being torn apart. Our children are being separated from their friends

and their support systems/ which will negatively affect them. Although the location of our polygons are geographically

dose to Harper's Choice on a map/ we are separated by the Middle Patuxent Environmenta! Area that has no roads

traversing it. Therefore/ we have to take Route 32 or 108, both heavily congested roads, to get to Harper's Choice which

is more than twice the distance to our local middle school and quadruple the travel time during high traffic times of the

day. The longer commute and further distance negatively affects the children because it takes away from extracurncular

activities/ homework/ and sleep time; as well as, impedes the abiiity for parents to be involved in school functions.

The Superintendent's proposal violates Policy 6010 (IV.B.l.c) because the movement of a significant number of students

to schools farther away wii! result in higher transportation costs. This violates the poiicy which states school attendance

utilization should stay within the target utilization for as long as a period of time as possible through the consideration of

fiscal responsibility by minimizing capital and operating costs. The Superintendent's plan proposes increasing

transportation costs (due to sending students to schools further away) by two to three fold but he has not presented an

estimated Increased cost in dollars. His plan should not be voted on until there is a more precise estimate on cost

because for every doNar spent on transportation, we lose a dollar that we could spend in the classroom. HCPSS already

cut paraeducators and technology because of budget, and recently voted to delay much needed renovations to

Hammond High, so why is he thinking about spending more on busing children to schools further away? We need to

spend more money in the classrooms not busing students around the county.

In summary, I strongly oppose the Superintendent's proposal because:
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There isa lack of transparency on why certain poiygonsare being moved because some moves don't help advance

equity (average out FARM percentages) or address overcrowding. For example, polygons 1135 and 1174 wil! move

Elementary (Swansfield to Clarksville), Middle (Harper's Choice to Clarksvilie) and High Schools (Wilde Lake to River Hill)/

however/ these poiygons have low FARM percentages (<5%) and the schoois they are currently assigned (Swansfield,

Harper's Choice and Wilde Lake) are all <97% capacity/ so why are these polygons being swapped out for polygons 64,

129,1064,1129, 28, 185, 186,1185,1186, 2028, etc.? I don't see a rational explanation for this. Interestingly, I learned

that one of the board members reside in polygon 3.174. I also learned that another board member who resides in

polygon 2135 also stands to benefit substantially from the proposed redistricting because the schools (elementary/

middle and high) will move from one of the lowest achieving schools (based on standardized test scores) in the county to

the highest achieving schools. There is a conflict of interest here. Period. Further complicating the issue of transparency

is the lack of clarity on the qualifications of the Attendance Area Committee members appointed by the Superintendent

and why the Policy was revised recently to remove the Board's oversight regarding the selection of Attendance Area

Committee members.

The Superintendent stated that advancing equity was one of his three driving priorities for the attendance area

adjustment process, the others included baiancEng capacity utilization among schools throughout the Howard County

Public School System (HCPSS) cost effectively and planning ahead for High School #13 by minimizing double moves. The

Superintendent's proposal does not provide an overall comprehensive plan on how he plans to advance equity other

than move students around to average the percentages of students in the free and reduced meal program (FARM) and

standardized test scores at specific schools. There is much more to advancing equity than what was proposed En the

Superintendent's plan. The Equity report by HCPSS mentions a few programs however it's not clear how much of the

program was implemented because it states that the framework is still being finalized and full implementation will be

dependent on funding. It also states that the plan relies on existing strategies that can be improved and coordinated to

maximize effectiveness. Again/ it is not clear what steps have been taken to advance equity, what are the metrics on the

strategies that have been employed, what has been done to improve and maximize existing programs/ and what

innovative ideas have been discussed? The Equity report states the root cause of opportunity gaps was largely caused

by students' perceptions that their schoo! environment was not welcoming and supportive and they were less worthy of

academic challenges than their peers; therefore/ the Equity report discusses training for staff and teachers to address

implicit bias. If this is a root cause/ then the schooi system should consider rotating teachers through the school system

as this would be less disruptive than moving students every few years. A document on 'Leading for Equity: Opportunities

for State Education Chiefs' describes specific actions education chiefs can take to advance equity. The Superintendent

has a link to this document on his website. The document was produced by The Aspen Education & Society Program and

the Council of Chief State School Officers, a group dedicated to improving pubiic education by inspiring/ informing/ and

influencing education leaders across policy and practice with an emphasis on achieving equity for students of color and

children from iow-income backgrounds. This document provides ten commitments and 67 action items or ideas that

state education chiefs can consider to advance equity in their state. Some of the commitments include setting and

communicating an equity vision and measuring targets/ allocating resources to address gaps and their root causes,

providing tailored and differentiated support such as increasing the share of culturally-relevant curricula and books

written by and depicting people of color/ recruiting and hiring a diverse staff who are representative of the student

population, and empowering student options by ensuring families have access to high-quality educational options that

align to community needs. The document states "All students, regardless of their background/ should have options

regarding how and where they go to school, taking into account the needs of local communities." Furthermore, it offers

ideas such as EncentivEzing inter-district choice programs to create more diverse schools/ magnet schools, dual-

immersion programs, career academies, and supporting high-performing charter schools. A brief two sentences at the

end of the document (lO.g) mention redistricting as a possible consideration. The Superintendent's proposal is too

narrow in scope with respect to its goal in advancing equity and does not provide a comprehensive and clear plan on

how his plan wi!f advance equity.
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Sayers, Margery

From: KellyCao <yoochang@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 1:31 AM
To: CouncilMail; Jung, Deb; Rigby, Christiana; Jones, Opel; Waish, Elizabeth; Yungmann,

David
Subject: Oppose CR112-201 9

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Dear Howard County Council Members:

i am a concerned parent and resident of district 4.

I strongly oppose the Superintendent's attendance area adjustment pian (dated August 20,2019).

Although i believe the Superintendent is well intentioned/ his plan lacks an overall comprehensive strategy and clarity on

how shuffling students across the county would achieve equity for cf//_students in Howard County. His plan could result

in overall academic deciine and negative psychosocial effects especially for the very students he aims to help.

Furthermore, his plan violates several standards in Policy 6010, including but not limited to, maintaining community

stability (IV.B.2), being fiscally responsible by mintmizing capital and operating costs (IV.B.l.c)/ and the distance and time

bused students travel (IV.B.l.d). There should be more options for students and parents/ not forced redistrictJng for

political gains. I oppose the Superintendent's proposal overall, but I am most concerned about the move of polygons 28,

185,186,1028,1185, 1186, and 2028 from Clarksville Middle to Harper's Choice Middle.

i beiieve every student in Howard County deserves a great education.! acknowledge there are differences in

standardized test scores used to measure academic achievement between various schools within Howard County. I

beiieve we can and should do more to lift student achievement especially in schools with the greatest academic

achievement gap. We need a data driven strategic pian with community buy-ln to make meaningful and long-lastlng

changes to successfuily achieve equity without causing unintended harm to our children.

Howard County is diverse. Howard County schools serve a majority-minority population. The River Hill Community and

the schools within the community are diverse.

The timing of CR112-2019 and the unexpected focus of the Superintendent's redistricting proposal on equalizing FARM

percentages across select schools suggests this is politically motivated. Additionalfy, the River Hi!! Community appears to

be disproportionately affected (perhaps targeted), whereas other areas remain unaffected or minimaliy affected

compared to the River Hi!! area despite a higher percentage of white students (Glenelg High and Glenwood Middle).

Overall, there isa lack of transparency combined with a sense of arbitrary urgency with this redistricting process that

leaves a sense of uneasiness. The socioeconomic isolation of groups in Howard County is a problem caused by the

Howard County Legislative body and not the schoot leaders or Board of Education/ yet CR112 wants the schools to fix a

problem the County Council created. The County Council should support adequate funding so additional schools can be

built in a timely manner to address overcrowding. I am glad CB-42 Is being considered because this legislation is long

overdue. We need to raise the School Facilities Surcharge on new home construction in Howard County to fund the

building of new schools. Overall, there isa Sack of transparency combined with a sense of arbitrary urgency related to

equity that !eaves a sense of uneasiness. Inequity in income and concentrations of poverty by geographic location is not

a new problem, and the Superintendent's plan was recently presented on August 22nd/ about one month ago, so why

must we vote on a pian by November 21st? There is too much at stake - the future of our children depend on us, all of

us - we should not rush this.
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Note: River Hill FAMRS rate for 2016-2017 school year and % Change seems to be an outlier and there are likely data

quality issue; This table was compiled from the report HCPSS FARMS Percentages by School FY08-FY17
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Howard county school system is segregated or becomes more sociai-economically segregated just
simply based on FARMS rate. If we look at FARMS rate holisticaily, it may actually tell a very different
story.

I urge you to reject the CR 112-2019 plan as this resolution will lead to more harms than good if any.

We, the people of the Howard county, deserve better.

Appendix:

Table 1. National FARMS Rate

Fiscal
Year

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Free Lunch

15.0

15.4

16.3

17.6

18.4

18.7

18.9

19.2

19.8

20.1

20.0

Reduced Price

-Millions'

3.1

3,1

3,2

3.0

2.7

2.7

2.6

2.5

2.2

2.0

2.0

Full Price

12.6

12.5

11.9

11.1
10,8

10,2

9.2

8.8

8.5

8.2

8.0

Total

30,6

31,0

31,3

31,8

31.8

31.7

30.7

30.5

30.5

30.4

30.0

Percent Free/RP
of Total

%

59.3

60.1

62.6

65.3

66.6

68,2

70.5

71.6

72.6

73.3

73.6

Note: Data is from USDA FNS program website.

Table 2: HCPSS FARMS Rate

F/R Rate

School Name

ELEA^TARY
MmOLE:
HIGH

AIHOLTON
CENTENNIAL
OLENELG
HAMMOND
HOWARD
LONG REACH
MARRIOTTS R1DG:
MTHEBRON
OAKLANDMLLS
RESERVOIR
RIVER HILL
WILDE LAKE

IHCPSS Total

School Year

Z007-
2008

13.8%

11.6%

10.2%
4.6%

4.6%

2.3%

17.0%

5.6%

18.4%
2.9%

7.4%
24.1%

13.0%
4.8%

20.0%

12.3%

2008-
20&9

15.2%

12,4%

11.4%
$.0%

4.6%

1.6%

20.1%

6.6%

19.5%
3.7%

9.6%

25.9%

15.8%
5.3%

20.3%

13,5%

2009-
2010

17.4%

14.3%

13.6%

6.6%

6.1%

1.9%

24.0%
8.9%

24.3%
4.7%

11.4%
28.9%

18.1%
6.0%

26.2%

15.7%

!010-
!OU

18.9 <Hi

15.8 %

t4.7%

5.1%

?.5%

i.5%

25.3%

10.4%

26.4%

4.6%

12.7%
32.0%

20.1%

3.9%
Z1A%
17.1%

2011-
zon

20.4%

17.8 E?

15.5%

7.2%
7.1%

3.5%

26.6%

10.5%

27.9%
5.1%

11.7%

36.1%

21.6%

6.1%
29.2%

18.4%

2012-
2013

21,1%

18.7<M)

16.3%

?.l%
7.5%

3.3%

2S.1%

10.8%

29.3%
4.8%

12.1%

38.3%

23.3%
6.4%

31.1%

19.2%

2013-
2014

21.9<?

19,6%

17.0%
7.8%

s.s%

3.8%

31.2%

10.6%

30.1%
4.4%

12.6%

37.6%

24.2%

7.7%
32.9%

20.0%

20U-
2015

23,9%

20,3%
18.6%

8.5%

?.5%

4.4%

34.8%
12.0%

32.8%

5.2%

14.0%

40.3%

24.1%

6.4%

37.5%

21.6%

2015-
Z016

24.4%

Z0.9%
19.5%

3.5%

10.1%

3.7%

N.3%
11.8%

35.5%
4.8%

14.8%
44.3%

27.0%
4.6%

40.3%

22.2%

1QU-

KH7

25,1%

21.8%

20.0%

?.0%
11.1%

3.9%

35.8%

13.2%

35.6%
4.8%

15.4%

46.4%

26.9%

1.4%
40.2%

22.9%

Grand

Total

20.4%

17.5%

15.7%

7.1%
7.7%

3.2%

27.7%

10.2%

28.4%
4.5%

12.2%

35.2%

21.4%
5.5%

30.3%

18.4%

? Change
2017 TS
2008

181.7%
187.9%
195.7%
1948%
239.9%
170.4%
211.3%
23B6%
193.6%
163.2%
208.3%
192.6%
206.5%

28.8%
201.6%
185.6%
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Sayers, Margery

From: ' SL <siiu2100@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 1:56 AM
To: CouncilMail
Subject: Oppose CR"112

[Note: This emaii originated from outside of the organization. Please oniy ciick on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Dear Council Members,

As a long time Howard county resident, I am writing to strongly oppose the resolution no. 112-2019
(CR-112), introduced by council members Rigby, Jones etc. There are many serious flaws in this
resolutions:

First of all, Howard County is not segregated, and Howard County is diverse. The language and
pretext of this resolution is simply false. In 2017, the Baltimore Sun reported that "Howard County
is the most integrated school district in the region. . . . Children of different races — especially those
who are black and white — are more likely to sit next to each other in Howard than almost anywhere
else in the state." Also according to the Maryland Equity Project of the University of Maryland, Howard
County is the most integrated school district in the region.

Second, the definition of segregated school used in the resolution is problematic and may have
unintended implications. In County Council's draft resolution, segregated schools are "defined as
schools where iess than 40% of the student population is white." This definition grossly ignore the fact
that Howard County's schools serve a majority-minority student population with only about 37% white
students, so it is mathematicaily impossible to integrate the schools. if a redistricting plan instead
caused each schoo! to perfectly represent the community's overall racial composition, then segregation
wou!d get even worse. According to the County Council's definition, each school would be then
segregated. So the County Council's draft resolution effectively calls upon the Board of
Education to reimpose 1950's era segregation upon the children of Howard County. In other
words, if the Board of Education commits actual segregation by designating some "Non-Whites Only"
schools in each category (elementary, middle, and high schooi), then it could conceivably ensure
every other school in the county meets the County Council's standard of being more than 40% white
students. It looks like some council members didn't really think through this serious unlawful
implications.

Third, Increasing FARMS rate and poverty concentration are complex issues and have many
causes (school system is not one of them). Overly relying on one single social economical
measure like FARIVIS rate without analyzing it holistically could lead to wrong conclusion and
bad policy making. Nationally FARMS rate has been increasing significantly (See Table 1) over the
[ast decades. Howard county FARMS rate follows that trend but almost doubled on top of a lower base
during that period (see table 2), stlil Howard county's FARMS rate of 22% which is !ess than one third
of the nationa! average which is at 73.6%. While one may question what have driven low income
families into Howard county, it is evident that Howard county does not become more segregated than
it was 10 years ago based on the % change of FARMS rate over 10 years across school types
(Elementary, Middle and High schools) and even across all high schools. Also, even the two high
schools with over 40% FARMS rate are still lower than national average. So it is questionable to claim

13



Sayers, Margery

From: Eun K <goldeneo1@yahoo.com>

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 8:17 AM
To: CoundlMail
Subject: Howard county school redistricting

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

am against of the Howard County Public School RedistrictEng.
Please stop and leave us alone.
It is crazy to redistricting and messed up the current system.
PLEASE LEAVE US ALONEI!!U!nU!!!!E!!!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!i!!!!E!NEnn!!

Eun 0. Kim
240-888-3222

12



Sayers, Margery

From: susan gore! <susie,gorel@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 11:14 AM
To: boe@hcpss.org; superintendent@hcpss.org

Cc: CouncilMail; Ball, Calvin
Subject: Redistrlcting thoughts

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Board of Education members/

The redistricting of Howard County schools needs to happen to alleviate overcrowding at multiple schools. 1 believe
these severely overcrowded schools should be addressed immediately/ with an eye to the areas to be affected by HS
#13. The ideals addressed by CR-112 have great merit, but ! believe implementing them at this time will be too rushed
to be done in a thorough and thoughtful manner. These should be the goals of a complete redistricting when the new
high school opens. That will give time to truly address ail of the intricacies involved in this process.

There are so many layers in defining our school districts.; strong feeders, walking areas/ economic diversity, the list goes
on. Please do not rush this process. Keep true walkers at the closest schools. Not because they deserve to go to their

closest school/ but because they don't need to have bus transportation which adds to our already stretched budget Do
not move families who will only be moved again in three years unless absoiuteiy necessary to give relief to the severely
overcrowded schools.

Please keep the goals of CR-112 in mind, but question whether this is the correct time to implement such a large change

to our schools when another definite large change is definitely so close at hand. Thank you for your consideration.

Susan Gore!

11



Thank you for your time and service.

Sincerely/

Xiaomin Un

Polygon 3176
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Sayers, Margery

From: xiaomin lin <xiaominlin@hotmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 11:43 AM
To: redistricting@hcpss.org
Cc: CouncitMaii
Subject: opposition to redistricting plan

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Pfease only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender,]

Dear BOE members/

I feel compelled to write you again after watching some of the testimonies from the first public hearing on

Sep. 17 regarding the redistricting.

Most of the students and parents testified against this plan is because the plan is illogical and against the
common sense. The plan would move kids out of their neighborhood schools/ add stresses and extra burden

to students and parents/ split communities, add transportation costs to school systems, add extra work to

teachers.

If I understand correctly/ the Justification for causing the above ilsted problems for the whole county is to

achieve the 2nd stated goal in the plan , which is to address FARM distribution. 1 am not going to talk how
illogical it sounds (creating new problems before solving old problems). I will use Del. Terri Hill's tesimony to
bring up couple points.

Del. Hill stated "one of the reasons we are here is because of previous Howard County councils, not school

boards, but councils/ have allowed our community... to become ghettoized/ in many ways where we allow

communities to be bui!t that don t have diversities of incomes and that creates the problems that

unfortunately the school system is asked to deal with."

Then the obvious question is whether HCPSS or BOE can address FARM distribution before the housing
situation be dealt with? The answer is obvious "No". If you force the FARM distribution/ the consequences

are the above listed problems.

And I took particular issue with how Del, Hiil characterized our communities when she used the word "

Ghettoized". What did she mean by that? Has she been living in Howard County? Has she been to her oid
neighborhood Wilde Lake area recently? With one word/ she dismissed all the progresses and development

our county has made. We should reject this type of political aggrandlzjng. I took offense with Del. Hill's

remarks.

Howard County is a diverse/ family-oriented county. And I urge you to set aside politics, put kids and families

first. I urge you to have the courage to teli the county executive and councilmen to do their Job by developing

more income diverse housing in communities; by creating more jobs and opportunities/ to do their job instead

of iip-serving people with phony resolutions like CR-112. And I urge you to vote "NO" to this redistricting

plan.



Sayers, Margery

From: Timothy Dul! <tdull@dullpartners.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 12:19 PM
To: CouncHMail
Subject: CR112-2019

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

i am against this resolution.

i have read the resolution and am dumbfounded. I moved here in 2005. I am originalSy from Iowa/ lived in Chicago for
about 20 years, then moved to Connecticut for about 5 years before moving to Maryland. The community I live in now
is the most ethnically diverse area i have ever lived in. I am white but seem to be typically a minority in many of the
activities i am involved in. This includes attending events at my children's school or working at my wife's math and
reading center or socializing. My experience doesn't sound !ike your resolution at all. Even your description of the low
income schools do not compare to what I have seen in many other places. Howard county has done a good job. You

should be proud of it!

I am not as familiar with the economic diversity you reference but 1 thought it was the authority of the County Council to
determine the zoning laws and where in Howard County low income housing would be located. If this is true, it seems
this resolution is saying 'its not my fault7 and passing the buck. The County Council is responsible if iow-income housing

has been concentrated in any area and has the power to effectively integrate low income groups through zoning
iaws. This resolution should be self-directed if it is passed at all.

I have also owned and operated several iearning centers in the past and I know the most important factor in
determining academic success is parental involvement. When parents value education it is generally refiected in their
kids academic success. When my kids say 'the Asian kids are just born smarter', I point out to them that those kids when

they were sma!! their parents had them spending time studying when many other kids were out playing football or
baseball. Their academic performance isa reflection of that extra effort. So if you can't change the parents, busing the

issue somewhere else probably will not solve the problem either. If you look at Gautreaux vs Chicago Housing Authority
which is viewed as a success in how to integrate/ the low income families were spread throughout Chicago and not

concentrated in one area. The important point/1 think/ the parents were moved as we!! and also changed as a result of

the move.

You have referenced The Century Foundation 2019 article in your resolution. I read the article and the major point it

does not cover is how integration is achieved. The devil is usually in the details. I also can't understand why you are
supporting a shock change to the system. I would have expected to try integration on a smaller scale to see if works
first. I had thought the Jump Start program might be that kind of effort. But I am told there is not the money to
continue it, it is surprising to me that there is the money to shock the system but not to test it first, it seems like a
recipe for a disaster. I hope for our kids sake that the 'Shock' approach works.

Finaliy I would ask you before you pass this resolution to look at the performance of the low income kids in each
school. How is the voluntary integration working? Are the iow income kids currently at the schools with higher income
clearly performing better than those similar kids at low-income schools? I have never seen that kind of data,

Regards/

Tim Dui!



Sayers, Margery

From: Howard Veterinarian <rn.miradvm@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 12:22 PM
To: CouncEIMail
Subject: Opposing Resolution 112

;Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please on!y click on jinks or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Hello,

My name is Sofia Mira. My polygon number is 198. I am sending this email to oppose resolution 112.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

Soft a M ira



Sayers, Margery

From: Mohamed Mira <m.mira1dvm@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 12:28 PM
To: CouncHMail
Subject: Opposing Resolution 112

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please oniy click on links or attachments if
you know the sender,]

Hello,

am writing this email to convey my strong opposition to resolution 112.1 urge the Council to reconsider this potentially

damaging biil.

Sincerely,

Mohamed Mira DVM



Sayers, Margery

From: ALPA VASHJST <alpa.vashist@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 1:28 PM
To: CoundlMail
Subject: CR 112

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Howard county Council members

Name:AlpaVashist
Address: 12344 Preakness circle iane/ Clarksville/ MD 21029
Email: alpa,vashist@gnnail.com

Phone:4105314935

Good morning Council members/ As a Howard County resident/1 respectfully request you vote against CR 112-2019 for
the reasons stated below.

As a progressive thinker and proud of Howard county diversity , i believe in equal opportunity and equality. Where you
are born should no determine your fate and your future
Every human being and child deserves the opportunity and resources to succeed in Jife.
If you have 2 lines with one longer than the other. To achieve equality you do not make longer one line shorter but you
make shorter line longer by providing more resources.

Redistricting is not the soiution rather it is temporary fix which does not solve the actual problem. I am worried that
struggling students will be iost in the process by stronger students and on paper it will look better but we will fail those

students but making them disappears rather than finch the problems. Studies have shown higher drop out rate and
behavioral problems in disadvantaged children who encounter disproportionately challenging environment and out of
neighborhood school.

This proposals definitely opened my eyes to the problem exists in Howard county which ! am not denying . However,
this proposals will not solve the problem.

We moved to Howard county form St. Louis, MO 8 years ago with 2 young children ( age 4 and 8) just because of
diversity. Our kids enjoyed diverse community, integration with other culture and communities and socio-economic
differences and value what Howard county has to offer.

For the reasons stated above/ please vote //no" to CR112-2019 on October 7.

Thank you
Alpa Vashist



F/R Rate

School Name

ELEMENTARY
MmDLE
HIGH

ATHOLTON
CENTENNIAL
GLENELG
HAMMOND
HOWARD
LONG REACH
MARRIOTTSRIDG;
N'fTHEBRON
OAKLANDMLLS
RESERVOIR
RIVER HELL
WILDE LAKE

HCPSS Total

School \ ear

Z007-

2008

13,8^

H.<S(?

10.2iM>

4.6%

4.6%

2.3%

17.0%

5.6%

18.4%

2.9%

7.4%

24.1%

13,0%
4.8%

20.0%

n?ii_

Z008-

2009

15.2^
L2.4%
IU%
5.0%

4.6%

L5%_

20.1%

5.6%

19.5%

3.7%

?.6%

25.9%

15.8%

5.3%

20.8%

13.5%

2009-

2010

n.4M
U.3%

13.6^
6.6%

6.1%

1.9%

24.0%

8.9%

24.3%

4.7%

11.4%

28.9%

18.1%

6.0%

26.2%

15.7%

2010-

2011

18.9%

15.8%

UJ^_
6.1%

7.5%

3.5%

25.3%

10.4%

26.4%

4.6%

12.7%

32.0%

20.1%

5.9%

27.6%

17.1%

2011-

2012

10M
17.8M_
15.5^

7.2%

7.1%

3.5%

26.6%

10.5%

^.9%

5.1%

11.7%

36.1%

21.6%

6.1%

29.2%

18-4%

2012-
2013

21.1%

18.7%
16.3%

7.1%

7.5%

3.3%

28.1%

10.8%

29.3%

4.8%

12.1%

38.3%

23,3%_

6.4%

31.1%

\9.Z%

2013-

2014

n^
19.6<M>

17.0%
7.8%

8.8%

3.8%

31.2%

10.6%

30.1%

4.4%

12.6%

37.6%

24.2%
?.-?%

32.9%

ZQM<n

2014-

2015

23.9%

20.3%

^<S^_

8.5%

?.5%

4.4%

34.8%

12.0%

32.8%

5.2%

14.0%

40.3%

24.1%

6.4%

37.5%

21.6%

2015-

2016

14,4^

?0.9%
19.5<?

S.5%

10.1%

3.7%

34.3%

11.8%

35.5%

4.8%

14.8%

44.3%

27.0%
4.6%

40.3%

^.2%

2016-

2017

15.1%

21.8%
20.0%

?.0%

11.1%

3.9%

35.8%

13.2%

35.6%_

4.8%

15.4%

46.4%

26.9%

1.4%

40.2%

22,9%_

Grand
Total

20.4^
l7.5(?

15.7%

7.1%

7.7%

3.2%

27.7%

10.2%

28.4%

4.5%

12.2%

35.2%

2U%_

5.5%

30.3%

18.4%

% Change
2017 vs
2008

181.7%
187.&%
195.7%
1948%
239.9%
170.4%
211.3%
236.6%
193.6%
163.2%

208.3%
19Z6%
206.5%
28.8%

201.6%
185.6%

Note: River Hi!! FAMRS rate for 2016-2017 school year and % Change seems to be an outlierand
there are likely data quality issue; This table was compiled from the report: HCPSS FARMS
Percentages bv School FY08-FY17



I urge you to reject the CR 112- 2019 plan and abandon this misguided endeavor and instead focus
on realigning our tax dollars with needs of Howard County's most vulnerable. Please fully fund the
HCPSS budget and invest in the families and kids who live in low income communities and give them
the opportunities and resources necessary to succeed. Thank you!

Sincerely,

Shane Liu

Ciarksville, MD

Appendix:
Research Scan on the impact of Student Mobility on Student and School Outcomes
https://dme.dc.flov/sEtes/defauJt/files/dc/sites/dme/publicatJon/attachments/EC%20Mobiiitv%20Resear
ch%20Memo%20-%20Meetjng%2Q5%20(June%202016).pdf

Table 1. National FARMS Rate

Fiscal
Year

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Free Lunch

15.0

15.4

16.3

17.6

18.4

18.7

18.9

19.2

19.8

20.1

20.0

Reduced Price

-Millions-

3.1

3.1
3.2

3.0

2.7

2.7

2.6

2.5

2.2

2.0

2.0

Full Price

12.6

12.5

11.9

11.1

10.8

10.2

9.2

8.8
8.5

8.2

8.0

Total

30.6

31,0

31,3

31.8

31.8

31.7

30.7

30.5

30.5

30.4

30.0

Percent Free/RP
of Total

%
59.3

60.1

62.6

65.3

66.6

68.2

70.5

71.6

72,6

73,3

73.6

Note: Data is from USDA FNS program website.

Tab!e 2: HCPSS FARMS Rate



children of Howard County. In other words, if the Board of Education commits actual segregation by
designating some "Non-Whites Only" schoois in each category (elementary, middle, and high school),
then it could conceivably ensure every other school in the county meets the County Council's
standard of being more than 40% white students. It looks like some council members didn't really
think through this serious unlawful implications.

it is evident the resolution was drafted and released without necessary and proper consulting
with the Board of Education, and - frankly - anybody within the whoie communities this resoiution
purports to represent was disturbing. I am sure high-priced attorneys are consulted so it sounds
lawful and PR proof. I ask the council members to respect the BoE's independent Jurisdiction and
consult broader communities before introducing any such disturbing resolution.

Third, trying to use the public-school system or redistricting to solve income and race
imbalance is the wrong approach as it does not solve the underlining issues with poverty
concentration, nor does it address the fundamental issues in under-performing schools. Bad county
zoning, housing policies and deteriorating family values in certain communities over years are
causes to blame. By forcing numerous working families to take on increased financial and logistical
burdens, by robbing citizens of their freedom to choose where to live and where to go to school, and
by separating friendships our kids established in their most formative years, this resolution and
corresponding redJstricting serves to rips our communities apart and creates animosity and class
warfare among our citizens. Please have a different resolution or plan to fix these root problems
instead of overstepping our publidy elected school board and reshuffiing the students around to re-
balance numbers which doesn't solve deeper underlining problems and can be counterproductive,

Fourth, Increasing FARMS rate and poverty concentration are complex issues and have many
causes (school system is not one of them). Overly relying on one single social economical
measure like FARMS rate without analyzing it hotisfically could lead to wrong conclusion and
bad policy making. Nationaily FARMS rate has been increasing significantiy (See Table 1) over the
last decades. Howard county FARMS rate follows that trend but almost doubled on top of a lower base
during that period (see table 2). While one may question what have driven low income families into
Howard county, it is evident that Howard county does not become more segregated than it was 10
years ago based on the % change of FARMS rate over 10 years across school types (Elementary,
Middle and High schools) and even across a!l high schools. So, it is questionable to claim Howard
county school system becomes more sodal-economically segregated just based on FARMS rate which
may tell a different story.

Last but not the least, Redistricting, and "student mobility" it creates, will hurt all students and
communities, including these at disadvantage. There are tons of comprehensive researches on
student mobility including redistricting which clearly shows it would negatively impact students'
performance. Here is just one sample research:" Student Mobility and the Increased Risk of High
School Dropout", Russei! W. Rumberger and Katherine A. Larson, American Journal of Education,
Vol. 107, No. 1 (Nov., 1998), pp. 1-35 (35 pages), Published by: The University of Chicago Press"
which clearly underscores that schools can adversely affect "student mobility" when dealing with
overcrowding and redistricting. !t concludes that students who switched schools even once between
eighth and twelfth grade were "twice as likely to not complete high school" For more research
evidence, here is the link to a comprehensive research scan on how student mobility often associated
with reduced education performance:
https://dme.dc.aov/sites/default/fites/dc/sites/dme/Dublication/attachments/EC%20Mobilitv%20Resear
ch%20Memo%20-%20Meetina%205%20fJune%202016).pdf



Sayers, Margery

From: Sheng <ls^01@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 2:13 PM
To: CoundiMail

Cc: Jung, Deb; Jones, Opel; Rigby, Christiana; Walsh, Elizabeth; Yungmann, David; Ball,
Calvin B; mavis_eliis@hcpss.org; superintendent@hcpss.org; Ball, Calvin

Subject: Opposition to CR-11 2

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.]

Dear County Council and BoE Members,

I am writing as a taxpayer and long term community member to strongly oppose the purposed
resolution no. 112-2019 (CR-112), introduced by council members Rigby, Jones etc. Coming from a
socialist country, I am still appalied to see such a reckless political agenda which would negatively
impact our students and communities for years to come in the name of equity and integration. I ask
you to withdraw or veto this resolution and develop more constructive solutions due to so many
serious flaws in this resolution:

First, 1 must point out that the use of "segregated" in the resolution and press release is
questionable. It sounds all about race and social-economic balancing in the name of "integration".
It's disappointing that our own elected council members would issue such a negative, bigoted
message regarding our inclusive county and our fantastic school system which is recognized as
leader in Maryland and the country in quality, diversity and inclusion. These inflammatory languages
call to mind the shamefu! period of illegal racial segregation and civi! right movement in the old era
and stir painful and unconstructive emotions. In the backdrop of a country already ripped apart by
politicians, this resolution, willingly or unwillingiy, is creating the same detrimental effect, directing one
group of citizen's resentments towards another group of citizens and tearing this county apart in the
name of race, privilege and poverty. This alarmist approach panders to poiitical agendas which
should have no place in our kids' education and future. To set records straight, Howard County is
not segregated, and Howard County is diverse. The language and pretext of this resolution is
simply false. In 2017, the Baltimore Sun reported that "Howard County is the most integrated schoo!
district in the region. . . . Children of different races — especially those who are black and white
are more likely to sit next to each other in Howard than almost anywhere else in the state." Also,
according to the Maryland Equity Project of the University of Maryland, Howard County is the most
integrated school district In the region.

Second, the definition of segregated school used in the resolution is problematic and may
have unintended implications and serious consequences. In County Council's draft resoiution,
segregated schools are "defined as schools where less than 40% of the student population is
white." This definition grossly ignores the fact that Howard County's schools serve a majority-minority
student population with only about 37% white students, so it is mathematicaily impossible to integrate
the schools, if a redistricting plan instead caused each school to perfectly represent the community's
overall racial composition, then segregation would get even worse. According to the County Council's
definition, each school would be then segregated. So, the County Council's draft resolution
effectively calls upon the Board of Education to reimpose 1950's era segregation upon the
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would be more readily accepted over time. Incorporating flexibility in
planning would also bring more parents and students to buy-in to this
decision.

• Expense: The HCPSS budget is stretched already. CR-112 his far reaching
negative economic effects on transportation. Furthermore, will significantly

hit individual families as they would have to travel further for rides, PTSA
meetings, parent teacher meetings, concerts, drama performances, dance

recitals, afterschool activities, games, dances, and other school events.

The Howard County School System and by association the City Council must be
held accountable for the proposed changes and the potential aftermath which
directly affect our quality of life in Howard County. For education, as in other fields
that offer a valuable service [hospitals, health care, government programs), there
should be clearly defined metrics besides just socioeconomic status and test scores
that evaluate its performance in the delivery of our children's education. Only this
level of transparency and nuanced assessment can truly bolster our commitment to

quality.

Let's support all of our students and not assume that they will "be fine" with these
changes. Many progressive school systems nationwide recognize the importance of

students' well-being (physical, psychological, and social) and have implemented
changes accordingly: modifying school start and end times to minimize sleep
deprivation, allowing mental health days, etc. In stark contrast, this proposed plan
directly assails these priorities. I urge you to reject CR-112 and deter the Howard
County School Board from proceeding with the proposed redistricting plan.
Ultimately, we entrust you as elected members of the Council and our elected
members of the School Board to protect our most precious commodity... our children

(and our future).

Sincerely,

Robert McCormick
12123 Mount Albert Road
Ellicott City, MD 21042
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are supposed to represent and ask themselves if those expectations are what

got them here in this position.

CR-112 will have seismic changes that cannot be underestimated. The negative
effects change focus of the real issues within HCPSS.

• Rip apart the community fabric: Trying to force the Board of Education to
implement an integration plan will divide communities. Howard County is
an area of amazing multi-cultural communities. Your insinuation otherwise

is insulting.
o After school activifcies such as sports rely on team relationships built

over time starting from summer Booster Camps in the early years, to

game attendance, to tryouts and then participation in high school.
o Teachers and students build relationships that may matriculate into

college recommendations.

o Many families prefer to live close enough to walk to school so that their
children can participate in afterschool activities.

o Friendships are developed over time and provide a security to the kids
o Parents rely on trust networks for carpools.

• Blatant disregard for the deliberate choices that were made by families: In
many cases, these sweeping changes will have an intensely negative impact
on a segment of the population. It is incumbent to demonstrate concrete proof

that an overall positive outcome would be achieved in order to justify this
drastic reorganization.

• Injustice to families desires: Families are passionate about being in a
particular district or area of Howard County, it is each family's right to have
that choice honored be it for proximity to school, friendships, urban/rural
lifestyle, etc. Face it, families are not one size fits all. It should be their
prerogative to live and go to school locally.

• Detrimental effects on students and parents: As it is my high schooler gets on
the bus at 6:30AM. When given the opportunity to rectify this injustice the
BOE met behind closed doors and chose not to fix the problem. By sending
kids further away from their community to go to school they will need to get
up even earlier. High school is a period of transition fraught with anxiety,
high stress and sleep deprivation. The deleterious effects of these changes
[longer commutes, weakened social supports) and the correlation with
increased depression and anxiety.

• Environmental Pollution: This will worsen with increased commute times
and longer bus routes. An incremental approach would allow a judicious

assessment of the consequences of each change and lead to modifications that
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Dear Howard County Council Members:

I am deeply concerned by CR-112. It accuses the Howard County Public School
System of being segregated and therefore diminishes the importance of genuine
improvements and presents merely a facade of positive change. Please support our

schools; do not give it the onerous task of being a primary mechanism to exert
societal change. CR-112 is insulting to people throughout Howard County it is
insulting to our school system. Our schools offer a vast diversity among their
students, families and communities. Socioeconomic change is a complex issue that

involves factors such as county development, planning and affbrdability which are
beyond the scope of what a school system can tackle. True change with lasting
positive effects cannot happen overnight and without a united front.

While I understand the importance of redistricting to remedy capacity issues and
ensure adequate resources, the latest recommendation is a sledgehammer: it causes

irreparable harm on multiple fronts to achieve a level of data uniformity that
appallingly masks weak performances and detracts from the need for substantive
changes to improve all schools [especially those that are underperforming).

There are many issues that need to be addressed in HCPSS that CR-112 does not
account for.

• Neglects the root causes ofunderperforming schools /students. Moving kids
based on socioeconomic reasons only shuffles them. It does not fix the

problem. Adding resources to underperforming schools or offering programs
to help parents and kids see the future benefits of their kids' education give
those kids a better chance than shuffling them.

• Education Budget Shortfalls: The cost of forcing CR-112 on the Howard
County Public School System shows how out of touch you are with the cost of
education and the most urgent needs for our kids' education.

o Hammond desperately needs improvements.

o HS13 needs to be built.
o HCPSS cannot afford textbooks for all students.

• HCPSS unrealistic financial expectations for families. Due to the lack of
textbooks, kids must read online textbooks in order to complete homework.

This requires a computer and internet service. Furthermore, according to the

school supply lists, "students are best served to purchase" thei-r own TI-84

Plus Silver Edition calculator. Why is it acceptable to throw money away to
shuffle kids for socioeconomic reasons when kids need resources that cannot

be provided at home? There is a mindset that needs to be changed by the
County Council, BOE and HCPSS. They need to understand the people they



Sayers, Margery

From; Robert McCormick <robmc0970@yahoo.com>

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 2:29 PM
To: Walsh/ Elizabeth; Jones, Opel; Rigby, Christiana; Jung, Deb; Yungmann, David;

CounciiMaii
Subject: In regards to CR-112-2019
Attachments: Robert McCormick Opposition of CR-112-2019.docx

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender.;

Dear Howard County Council members,

Attached is my written testimony that strongly opposes the passing ofCR-112-2019.

Best regards,

Rob McCormick



HCPSS in meeting their stated goats. Al! of these community and location issues negatively affect all

children, including those doing well. Is the County Councj) saying their current success is not important?

Please REJECT CR-U2 for the reason that it will not solve the socfoeconomic issues that are said to exist

in Howard County. The County Council has the responsibility to take a comprehensive county wide

approach to solving this and not negatively impact ANY students in Howard County with this bill.

Sincerely/

•^^-/^J)-
Michael Kasbeer-Betty
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Dear Howard County Council members,

I live In Western Howard County in District 5 and am writing to request that you reject CR-112 and work

on more comprehensive and likely to succeed plans to address socioeconomic integration factors. We

owe it to our chiidren to reject CR-112 and undertake comprehensive measures induding county zoning

regulations, building regulations, infrastructure development in different areas of the county, and

economic incentives for living in different areas.

The bil! ignores the fact that equal opportunity does not mean equal outcome. Funding per student is

already equal in the school system. So why do some succeed and others do not? People are individuals

and motivated differently and supported differently at home. Different support from HCPSS is needed
for different students. Focusing resources into schools where those resources are needed would offer

improvements. Spreading out children that need additional or different support makes it harder for the

assistance to be given and more likely that these children will fade Into the background and not meet
HCPSS graduation rate goals. And isn't that what this should be about? Getting kids to graduate and

become successful working members of society? Why should Howard County reject previous
experiences and embark on a social experiment where data has shown the result wiil be negative or

inconclusive at best? I'm sure you are familiar with "A Reaiity Check on the Benefits of Economic

Integration, FutureEd, Georgetown University McCourt School of Public Policy, Sarah A. Cordes, PhD,

August 26, 2019" that cites studies of sodoeconomic integration as showing inconclusive results. Is that

the best we can do for students in need? Seems like yes is the answer based on what CR-112 proposes.

Howard County schools have been shown to be among the best integrated in the state according to the

Maryland Equity Project of the University of Maryland. Using terms of desegregation in this bill is not

accurate and ignores the fact that Howard County schools are already racially integrated. Desegregation
invites people to reopen old wounds and conflicts that have already been dealt in previous generations.

This is the opposite of civility as preached by Howard County!

Decreasing graduation rates of students participating in FARM programs, Africa n-Ameri cans, and

Hispanics were cited. However, the bill neglects to cite 4 year graduation rate increased by 27.1% for

the English Learner student group. Let's figure out how that increase occurred and apply lessons

learned. And again -spreading students participating in FARM into the school system, or diluting their

numbers -just hides the problem. This problem is bigger than the school system and needs to delve

deeper into the issues with parental education, housing opportunities, and employment opportunities.

Lastly, and one of the most important, is that the bill pushes the school system to move kids from

communities where they have support and forces them to endure longer commutes every day-causing

less sleep to a child who already has to catch a bus at 630am for High School. These are the same

children that biologically need more sleep. Our community Es a village and parents rely on each other

for support - yet this bill promotes spfitting those communities. Thus affecting what children will be

able to do !n and after school due to lack of available community support. Simple things like rides to and
from school wii! become much larger issues for families. Successful schools have a high rate of parental

involvement. The farther away a school is - the less a parent will be able to support that school to assist
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children, including those doing well. Is the County Council saying their current success is not important?

Please REJECT CR-112 for the reason that it will not solve the socioeconomic issues that are said to exist

in Howard County. The County Council has the responsibility to take a comprehensive county wide

approach to solving this and not negatively impact ANY students in Howard County with this bill.

Sincerely,

•^-/^J)-
Michael Kasbeer-Betty
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Dear Howard County Council members,

I live In Western Howard County in District 5 and am writing to request that you reject CR-112 and work

on more comprehensive and likely to succeed plans to address sodoeconomic integration factors. We

owe it to our children to reject CR-112 and undertake comprehensive measures including county zoning

regulations, building regulations, infrastructure development in different areas of the county, and

economic incentives for living in different areas.

Thebifi ignores the fact that equcr/opportun/^rioe^ not meonequcr/outcome. Funding per student is
already equal in the school system. So why do some succeed and others do not? People are individuals

and motivated differently and supported differently at home. Different support from HCPSS is needed

for different students. Focusing resources into schools where those resources are needed would offer

improvements. Spreading out children that need additional or different support makes it harder for the
assistance to be given and more likely that these children will fade into the background and not meet

HCPSS graduation rate goals. And isn't that what this should be about? Getting kids to graduate and

become successful working members of society? Why should Howard County reject previous
experiences and embark on a social experiment where data has shown the result wilt be negative or

inconclusive at best? I'm sure you are familiar with "A Reality Check on the Benefits of Economic

Integration, FutureEd, Georgetown University McCourt School of Public Policy, Sarah A. Cordes, PhD,

August 26,2019" that cites studies of socioecononnic integration as showing inconclusive resuits. Is that

the best we can do for students in need? Seems like yes is the answer based on what CR-112 proposes.

Howard County schools have been shown to be among the best integrated En the state according to the

Maryland Equity Project of the University of Maryland. Using terms of desegregation In this bill is not

accurate and ignores the fact that Howard County schools are already racially integrated. Desegregation

invites people to reopen old wounds and conflicts that have already been dealt in previous generations.

This is the opposite of civility as preached by Howard County!

Decreasing graduation rates of students participating in FARM programs/ African-Am erica ns, and
Hispanics were cited. However, the bi!l neglects to cite 4 year graduation rate increased by 27.1% for

the English Learner student group. Let's figure out how that increase occurred and apply lessons

learned. And again - spreading students participating In FARM into the school system, or diluting their

numbers -just hides the problem. This problem is bigger than the school system and needs to delve

deeper into the issues with parental education, housing opportunities, and employment opportunities.

Lastly, and one of the most important/ is that the bill pushes the school system to move kids from

communities where they have support and forces them to endure longer commutes every day - causing

less sleep to a child who already has to catch a bus at 630am for High School. These are the same

children that biologically need more sleep. Our community is a viiiage and parents rely on each other
for support-yet this bill promotes splitting those communities. Thus affecting what children will be

able to do in and after school due to lack of available community support. Simple things like rides to and
from school will become much larger issues for famiijes. Successful schools have a high rate of parental

involvement. The farther away a school is - the less a parent will be able to support that school to assist



Sayers, Margery

From: Michael Kasbeer-Betty <supergen060@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 2:40 PM
To: Jones, Opei; Rigby, Christiana; Jung, Deb; Yungmann, David
Cc: CouncilMail
Subject: CR-112-2019

Attachments: CR-112 opposition " signed.pdf

[Note: This email originated from outside of the organization. Please only click on links or attachments if
you know the sender,]

Please see attached opposition to CR-112.

Thank you/
Michael Kasbeer-Betty
4014 Jumpers Hill Lane
EllEcott City/MD 21042


